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DEAR COMRADES, BROTHEBS, AND SISTEBS,
trHANK YOU FOB HAVING ASSIGNED ME, THE SOLDIER OF THE PABTY, YoUB soN AND BEoTHEB, FoR DEPUTY To THE
I ASSURE YOU THAT I WILL SEBVE THE PARTY AND THE PEOPLE AS LONG AS I LIVE.
EVERYTHING WE DO IN COMMON, WE OWE IT AI.L TO THE PARTY, TO ITS CORRECT MARXIST-LENINIST T.INE WI{ICH
CONSTITUTES TIIE BASIS OF /ILL THE VICTORIES AND THE GUARANTEE FOR THE SOCIALIST FUTUBE OF OUR COUN.
TRY, GI,OBIAS AND HYMNS SHOULD BE SUNG TO NOBODY ELSE BUT TO THE PARTY AND THE PEOPLE.
WITH US, THE PABTY, THE CLASS, THE MASSES AND THE I,EADERSHIP MAKE UP AN II"{SEPARABLE WHOLE. THERE.
rORE, IT IS ONT.Y NATURAI. THAT ELECTIONS IN OUB COUNTRY HAVE ALWAYS BEEN AND ARE INDICATIVE OF THE
STEEL PANTY-PEOPLE UNITY, OF THE UNBREAKABLE UNITY OE THE WOBKING MASSES IN THE RANKS OF THE DE.
MOCts,ATIC FBONT, OF THE COMPACTNESS OF THE WOBKII{G Cf,ASS, I,ABOURING PEASANTRY, AND OUR PEOPLE'S
INTELIIGENTSIA.
TITE EI.ECTIONS TO THIS LEGISLATURE OF THE PEOPf,E'S ASSEMBLY ABE TAKING PLACE ON THE THRESHOLD OE
.{ SIGNIFICANT EVENT, THE 3OTII ANNIVEESARY OF THE LIBERATION OF THE HOMELAND AND THE TRIUMPH OF THE
PEOPLE'S R,EVOLUTION. ON THIS OCCASION, THE PARTY, THE PEOPLE'S POWER, AND OUB ENTIRE PEOPLE CAN DRAW
WITH PBIDE THE BAI,ANCE.SHEET OF THE VICTORIES ACHIEVED SO FAR, .AND VIEW THE FUTUEE OPTIMISTICALLY.
THE YEARS THAT HAVE ELAPSED HAVE ALL BEEN GLORIOUS, EAC}I LEAVING INDELIBLE IMPBINTS ON OUB I,AI{D,
EAC}I CONSTITUTING A MEMORIAL IN ITSELF.
On the marked jubilee of the 30ttr anniversary of the
questions, the correctness of the economic policy it mapped out
liberation of the homeland we can observe with great satisfacand implemented, the vitality of the principle of self-reliance.
tion that the program of the Party for the industrialization
Within a relatively short period of time our people have
of the country, for the collectivization of agriculture, for the
set up a,multi-branched economy which grows stronger contipromotion of the culfural revolution, and for the education
nually and extends uninterruptedly through new sectors of moof the new man, has been carried out with success through
dern production, A complex extracting and processing, heavy
all stages and links. Today from a 30 years' distance, we can
and light industry, an advanced and all-round developed agriview in its full glory and clarity the correct course steered by
culture, have been set up.
the Party from the very beginning in connection with these
As a result of the colossal self-sacrificing work of our
people in these thirty years, it has been possible to satisfy
Speech deliuered at the meeting with the electors in the Nt. 209
precinct of Tirana on Octobei 3, 1924.
entirely or to a great extent the planned needs of the national
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economy and of the people for eiectric power, fuels and carburants, raw and auxiliary material, spare parts, and for various equipment. Our needs for home-made consumer gooris
are being ever better satisfied; likewise exports have assurned

gr€ater proportions not only for raw material, but also for
rinished and half processed products.
Great development has been ,made especially in the mining
of cirromium, iron, copper and other ores. The utilization of
these treasures of our soil opens up new prospects for the
tuture of ,our economy. We boast an advanced oil industry,
with numerous and modern oil refineries. These constitute the
basis

for the setting up of petrochemistry in the not-too-distant

future. Almost all local raw materials are processed at home

and transformed into material goods, into fabrics, footwear, various ready-made items, alimentary products, and

so

on.

Outstanding achievements have been made also in the development of agricuiture - this very important branch of the
people's economy. Its development has been channelled along
a correct line, beginning with the trand reform, land improvemert schemes, mechanization of work, the creation of the
chemical fertilizers iudustry, the utilization of selected seeds,
irnprovement of livestock breeding, and, above all, the collecti-

vization

of agriculture up to the setting up of the

high-type
cooperatives. This road led to the str€ngthening of the alliance
of the working class with the peasantry, which were bound
to each other not only spirifually, but also economically and

materially along the line of the party, along socialist lines,
Nowadays, our cooperativist countryside

is making

progress

with each passing day, and the gap between cityandcountry
is growing ever narrower.
All this development and progress has conditioned and
enabled the extenition of a broad highway network which links
now all the corners of the country, down to the remotest
villages. Along with the motor and railway transport there
has also been created the sea transport which links us to numerous countries of the world.
From a country in which people used to live in darkuess,
today Albania is a completely electrified country. Gigantic hydro-electric and thermo-electric power-plants are being added

to our country from one five-year plan period to

another.

These plants which utilize the internal water resources, etc,,

now set in motion factories and milIs, and tomorrow will set
in motion the big metallurgic milI which is being built ia
Elbasan with the fraternal aid of the people's Bepublic of
China.

Culture and education, which have assurned a great unprecedented impetus, have been developed on Marxist-Leninist
scientific bases. From our schools have already graduated an
entire army of cadres ernerging from the midst of the people.
We boast many distinguished personalities in science, techni-

que, and arrts.
The line of our Party has been and is directed towards
having the entire superstructure of the society, set up in
keeping with its economic base, serve in full the allround development of the country towards socialism.
Of course, we cannot say that we have reached perfection
in everything, but it is a fact that all our people of arts,
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cultur€, and scie[ce are closely bound with the real concret€
development of socialism in our country, with the Line of the
Party. Not a single germ of evil experience has found breeding
ground in this sound body and, whenever sorne evil person
and enemy have endeavoured to envenorn our pure atmosphere,
the prevailing lofty revolutionary spirit has exposed and done

short work of them.
All these are the fruit of the labour, ihinking, and sweat
of the people, who are the creators, guides, and consumers
of all these blessings. This is what socialism is, which the
people are building and enjoying for themselves.

A clear reflection of this impetuous socialist development
of the country is fouud in Tirana, the capital of our glorious
country, which is growing and being embellished with each
passing day. You are ali eye-witnesses of the great transformations and realizations which have been and are being made

in Tirana. The workers of our capital are comiug to these flew
elections greatly respected and holding their heads high for
the results they have achieved in atl walks of life. This is
a source of joy for us all and a guarante€ ,that in the future
too the workers of Tirana will certainly uphold the revolutionary spirit characteristic of them and their impetus at
work.

Brilliant successes have been achieved by all workers of
socialist Albania. Now, we can gladly declare that the ob.lectives set uuder the 5th five-year plan are being achieved in general lines. Ours is a stable ecouoiny which experienc€s no
crisis, inflation, unemploynrent, etc. This is the result of the
superiority of socialism, of the correct line of the party and

of the selfdenying work of the people.
See what is happening in the world at present! A grave
economic and financial crisis has swept over all the capitaIist countries. Iaflation is working havoc everywherc, atd
assuming threatening proportions. The treasuries of major
banks are being exhausted, they are head over ears in debts,
and the currency exchange speculations have rnultiplied extraordinarily. Similarly, unemploym€nt is growing and prices have
been incess,antly rising, The cost of living has been raised,
and the working rrasses are in a state of continual deterioration. The so-called consumer society, so much trumpeted and
praised to the skies by the bourgeoisie as "the society of th€
future", is nothing but a rotten declining society which is
revealing with each passing day the old permanent wounds oI
capitalism which the bourgoisie seeks to dissimulate.
Such things will never happen with us. However, in these
turbulent situations, we must go allout and exert our efforts
to be ready to cope with any surprise. It is up to us to defend
every day and in €very sector the economic and political

stability we have created for ourselves, This calls on us to
carry out every single task of the state plan in time, and
to the letter, because auy failure to do this breeds difficulties which weigh heavy on the economy and the life of the
people.

The pr€sent situation in the world is such that the interests of our country and of its defence call for puttiug sacrifices and savings on the order of the day, The Party and
the governrnent will do their utmost to preserve intact the
supply of the people with the necessary goods, and to keep
prices from rising. However, at a time when the purchase
prioes of various steels and equipment we import have been
considerably raised, we are faced with the imperative task of
carefully maintaining the machineries, and of utilizing them
,to the most ratioual manner. Another secrtor in which we are
to make great savings is that of fuel and electric power. The
work begurr in this direction should be kept up, and new
ways and resources should be found in order to save as much
as possible.
Our people want more sugar, meat, oil, s1g, You are
aware that we are as yet inaapable of satisfying all needs for
such items with the present availabilities of the country, Si'
milarly, you kaow that the prices of these items in the world
market have been greatly raised and tend to rise still higher.
Therefore, great tasks emerge for our agriculture, which
should provide more to fulfil these requirements, and over'
tulfil the planoed targets. In the first place, we have to increase

yieds

of bread grains and of ail other agricultural and li-

vestock products. In order to be able to get more meat and
dairy products, we should increase the heads of cattle, sh€ep
and goats, improve the fodder basis for the livestock, improve

the state of the pasfure grounds, increase the productivity
of the livestock.

In rthe present developments we should fight ruthlessly
especially against the teudency of waiting for everything to
come from abroad. Therefore, we are faced with the task of
puttirg to good use all our availabilities and resourc€s, re'
lying on our capacities and efforts, so as to produce at home
as many equipment, spare parts, machineries as possible, and
thus cut down their import. Besides this, we should take allsided
measures to increase exports, to extend their range, and to improve the quality of the goods we sell abroad. It should be clear
to all that in order to import it is necessary to export.
We will have to overcome fresh difficulties and obstacles,
originating from the savage imperialis,t-revisionist encirclernent,
from the financial and monetary crisis which have gripped
the capitalist-revisionist world. Therefore, let us exert all our
efforts aud go allout with all our energies, wisdom, and

creative spirit so as

to fiake a

success

of the

tasks lying

ahead of us.

At present the Party and the Government are working
out the principal indices of the economic development of our
country under the 6th five-year plan period 1976-1980, New
prospeots are opened before our people, greater victories and
successes are in store for their future. Our economy will develop at rapid rates; it will be lifted to a new higher level.
Our industry will assume a greater development; new branches
and enterprises will be set up;,the structure of the industrial
production will be further improved by giving priority, as always, to the development of the heavy and processing indus-

consolidated; up-to-date agriculfural technology will be put
into extensive use; its organization and management will be
further strengthened and improved and, on these bases, a

more rapid growth

will be

of agricultural and livestock production

ensured.

New railways and motor-ways, schools and hospitals, centres of cultur€ and dwellirtg houses will embellish our towrs
and villages. The achievements of science and technology will
be extensively introduced in to all the branches of the economy

tries, without neglecting the light and food industries, to the
end of ensuring a better and more rational utilization of the

and culture, The socialist relations will be incessantly improved
towards perfection; the material and cultural wellbeing of
the working rnasses of the town and countryside will be further
raised; the gap between town and countryside, between the
lowland and highland areas, will itend to grow more narrow.

of the country.
Our socialist agriculture will develop and make further

The life of our people will be more prosperous and more
cultured. The defence of the Homeland and of the victorieo

resources and wealth
progress.

Its material and technical

base

will be still

more

achieved so

far will be further

consolidated.

Our system ol sociolist democrdcy
wos born lrom the peopre's reyolution
ond is slrongly based on the precepts

ol

lfldrxism-Leninism

Comrades,

and peasants, and did short work of all those who believed
the uunshakable foundations' of bourgeois democracy.
Another clear example of rthe falsity of bourgeois democracy and of that internal degeneration which the bourgeoisie
seeks to dissimulate behind misleading and demagogic slogans, is also the socalled lVatergate scandal in the United States of .America. The revelation of the manipulations on the
part of various groups in power regarding the presidential
elections, the interference of powerful financial groups, the
corruption of the state apparatus, and so on, indicated also
that the socall€d Amerioan democracy is rotten from head
to to€. It is a gilt facade deliberately built to hide the real
aspect of a savage dictatorship of the capitalist class, to impede
the workers from seeing and realizing their real situation.
The revisionists also speak of democracy, and a usocialist,
one at that, Butt what democracy is it when the workers and
peasants are oppressed and exploited by the bureaucratic caste
in power, wheE tanks are ordered out against the workers
as in the case of Poland, or when the government and the
Parliament are disbanded and reformed by the foreign invader as in the case of Czechoslovakia, when flations and nationalities in the Soviet Union are suffocating under th€ great

in

Our system

of

socialist democracy, which comprises also

to the suprem€ organ of the state power, has been
born ftom the people's revolution, and rests strongly on the
elections

teachings

of

Marxism-f,eninism.

It

has grown and developed

through a severe, internal and external class struggle, and has
been tempered and raised towards perfection thanks to the
great practice of our socialist construction,
Only the revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat
enable the rnasses to have a share in the direction of social
life, to have their say regarding the internal and external poIicy of the state, to really enjoy democratic freedoms and
rights.
Democracy is spoken of also in bourgeois and revisionist
countries. Their theoreticians and propagandists make a great
noise, attributing itt almost ucelestiat" merits, presenting it as
the acme and supreme form of the social organization. But,
as Marxism-Leninism teaches us, democracy has had and will
always have a class character. The system of bourgeois democracy and its entire apparartus are ernployed by the ca.
y'talist class to rule over the working people, they exist to
preserve the exploitation by and the egoistic interests of this
class.

Chile is a quite fresh exanrple. The bourgeoisie of this
country was not in the least refreined by the morale of bourgeois democracy and by itts traditions to bring fascism to
power when it saw that its class positions were being endangered. It crushed with iron and fire not only the workers

Bussian chauvinism.
Our system of socialist democracy is quite different from
that of the bourgeois countries. With us, the deputy is not
a professional politician, irnposed upon the masses, and beyond
the reach of their influence. Our representative rto the people's Assembly fills at the same time the functions of the

deputy and works direc.tly

in production, in his office, or in

s.
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of social agtivity. He takes part not only
passing bills but also in putting them concretely into practice. Therefore, he is situated in objective material and spiritual condiitions to carry over to the Assembly
Eolne other sectof

in drafting and

the opini,ons and Wishes of the masses, the voice of the
people, as well as in conditions to carry to ithe masses, and

to work for the fulfil,ment of, the will of the people which
is expressed in rthe activity of the People's Assembly, The
deputy in ,our country enjoys no material privilege. Though,
according to the Constitution, he cannot be arrested, or prosecuted without the consent of rthe people's Assembly or its
Presidium. People are entitled to revoke him at any moment
if he fails to live up to the confidence placed on him.
I1r our country, not ody tthe deputies but also all cadres
and functionaries, of whatever rank, are under the daily control of the masses, under their severe and just supervision.
This is neither an expression of a sifuation of dread and
mistruet, nor a formal practice. Cadres are loyal sons of rthe
people, the blood of their blood, therefore their interests are
not opposed. In line with the instructions of the parity, they
exert all their efforts to ilisten attentively to the voice of the
masses and to see to the prompt and correct application of
their just suggestions and proposals. They fight against arrogance and overbearing, ars well as against servility and conforunism, However, the masses call them to give regular
account

of their activity, so that those steel links binding

the

cadres with the masses are maintained strong, the popular
spirit ia them is never extinguished, rtheir pulse beats at the
Barxe rythm as that of the people, their mind works along the
same litres as that of the people,
The Party has educated and educates the masses in the
spirit that the cadres, functionaries, or any person of whatever responsibility, should be highly thought of and respected
as long as they work and act in keeping with the line and
the directives of the Party, the laws of the state ard the
norms of socialist ethics, The Party was the first to set the example so that no one should lack courage to criticize anyone who deviates from the correct line of the Party and of our people,
We have succeed€d in coping with various hostile pressures afld in overcoming the inumerable difficulties raised on
our road, because we hav€ waged the class struggle in an
uninterrupted, principled and consistent manner in all fields,
both against hostile activities and against alien manifestations,
wheth€f in the society, in the ranks of the party, or in the
conscience of people. But the Party instructs us to hold al-

ways

in view and nevet forget the great Marxist-Leninist

teaching that the class struggle, as a motor of history, is a
great driving power which leads onward the work for the

eonstruction

of

socialism, guarantees the independence

of

the

Homeland, safeguards the wellbeing of the people. It is a
powerful \{eapon which purges us from evil, tempers us and
makes us revolutionaries, which safeguards the Party, the
state and the whole country from degeneration and the reestablishment of capitalism, In the present conditions the development of class struggle assumes special importance and
significance, for it is rthe surest shield to beat back the ideological aggression of the enemies, to stamp out all endeavours
for the revival of alien ideological leftovers, and to deactivate
the impact of the confounding bourgeois-revisionist propaganda.

The principal objective

of the activity of our

enemies

of the unity of the ranks of
the Party, the wrecking of the unerring leadership of our
has been and is the disruption

people, the disruption of the unity and cornpactness of the people which constitutes that granite rock against which all sinis-

ter endeavours of various enemies have been.smashed to pieces,
Their aims have failed and will fail ignominously because the unity of the Party, p€ople, and people's power in Albania is erected on unshakable groundwork, On the basis of
this unity rest our major revolutionary transformations: the
socialist ownership on the means of production, the co,mmon
fundamen:tal interesits of all workers, the correct MarxistT,eninist line of the Party, the proletarian ideology which is
irreconcilable with everything alien to our socialist order,
In the future too, we should counter the numerous pressures of the enernies, encirclement and blocades, rtheir dia'
bolic propaganda, with our monolirthic unity, the trnity of the
entire people around th€ Party. Just as we have done so far,
we shall cope with difficulties by tempering ourselves politically and ideologically, promoting our economy unintertuptedly, consolidating and steeling the defence of the country,
conserving and cu'ltiva,ting our socialist national culture.
The construction of socialism in Albania, which is being
carried on under the conditions of imperialist-revisionist encirclement, has always been viewed by the party in close relationship with the strengrthening and invigoration of the defence of
the Homeland. Loyal and abiding to the letter to its MarxistLeninist line, it has educated its members, the working masses,
the entire people and army, in the spirit that they consider
the defence of the Homeland as a fundamental, all-tirne, and
continuous duty. It has spared nothing for the consolidation of
the defence potential of the country, for the ever better training of the army and of the entire people of soldiers. Our
army and people are equipped with up-to-date means, they
are trained and continue to be trained in handling them in
any sirtuation and to the highest efficiency.

The imperialist and social-imperialist enemies endeavour
to put us to fright with their numerous and powerful weapons,
But real strength does not lie either in the number of sol_
diers or in the amouat or kind of weapons. History has proved
the invincibility of countries and peoples, however small in
numbers and inferior in armaments, who fight for a just
cause and who are determined to defend it to the end. There

and pacifist demagogies. The enemy will never catch our people unawares. They are prepared in an allsided way, politically and militarily, economically and, organizational,ly, to cope
with any surprise and ito deal telling blows to everyone who
would dare touch in the slightest the sacred borders of our
Homeland, the achievements of revo,lution and socialism,
The Party, people and army in our country constitute an

trained

indivisible whole. Our army is strong and invincibte, because it is bound like flesh to bone with the party and
the people, because it defends and carries out faithfully th€

is no stronger atfry than an armed and rnilitarily

nation, and there is no such powerful weapon that can have
the better of the people's warfare, in which all aggressors are
burned and done with.
Our Party and our people have never been intimidated
by threats, just as they have never been waylaid by flatteries

line of the Party,

because

it is always ready to

make

the supreme sacrifice for the cause of the party, people, and
Homeland,

of Albonia

belore blackmoil
e ruhle qnd the dollar
Comrades,

The foreign policy of the People's Bepublic of Albania
is the policy of a socialist courntry where the proletarian dictatorship is in power, and which is led by the party of Labour
which inspires itsel,f frorn and remains loyal to the teachings
of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin,
The People s Bepublic of Albania maintains its own opinions on different matters and implements its construcLtive
policy in ar open way, in the light of the sun, It does not
feel itself unconcerned by any problem and does not allow
anyone to shut its mouth. Any state, any nation has a right
to express its opinion free,ly, to oppose the opinion of others
it does not agree with, just as the others have the same
right to oppose the views they do not approve of. It is utterly
erroneous to sit with crossed arms and keep mum when the
others act to the detriment of people and nations, or to nod
approval to such actions, as some people would like us to do,
pretending that it is sheer arrogance for srnall nations to try to
have their say, to defend their or their friends' rights and
come out with their opinions before the ,big ones,. False
modesty and the slavish opportunist spirit are alien to the
policy of the Albanian state and proletarian dictatorship,
The two superpow€rs, the United Staies and the Soviet
Union, are aggressive imperialist powers. They are dividing the
world into spheres of influence and proceeding to the division
and occupation of world markets. Their ultimate aim is to dominate over the whole world, to rule over all nations and
stat€s. H€nce, their irreconcilable contradictions which may
lead them to another world war. Their hegemonism, their reck-

less arms race do not take place

in a quiet

atmosphere.

but through great upheavals that our world is seathing with.
The two sup€rpowers face today a great economic, cultural
and spiritual crisis. Their regimes and ideologies are ridden
by corruption. No one holds them in trust any longer, but by
means of demagogy they impose themselves on the other capitalists who have got desperately entangled in the snares, of

the two inaperialist superpowers and who, but for a general
uprising of the people, will never be able to shake off their
yoke, Ouite understandably, lhe two imperialist superpowers
and those caught in their snares rtry to make the people of

for the terrible consequences of those
lie the r.oots of the conflicts ramong states and
betwe.en rulers and peoples. But the people who have to put
up with all sufferings cannot expect salvation fror4 the others.
their'countries pay

crises. Here

It is only through

heir own efforts that they can save themselves, for the capitalist-revisionist rulers, when it comes to
defend themselves against the people's revolution, are always
at one with each other.
When they see that they have lost their game, the capitalists throw their rnasks into the gutter and establish their
fascist diotatorship. That is what some states are doing now,
whereas some others have done it long ago. There is plenty
of slogans and demagogical tricks, but one must judge people
according to their deeds, not by appearance,
The two superpow€rs have armed themselves up to their
teeth while trying through their propaganda, to convince the
others into disarmament, On the other hand, they have become
the biggest arms dealers. This seems sort of contradictory, but
it is not. True, they seII weapons to others, but they keep
modern weapons for themselves, always preserving fllre proportions so as no to affect their supremacy. The more so as
they give weapons only to those whom they trust and consider as their clients. They use arms deliveries, on the one
hand, to suck th€ blood and plunder the wealth of the other
nations, posiflg as their friends so as to intrude themselves
into and rule over those countries, while, on the other, inciting
them to fight against their neighbours.
The United States and the Soviet Union stir up quarrels
everywhere, resuscitate centuries-old feuds. try to relax all
possible resistance to their plots. In he imeanwhile they stir
up conflicts rto their owtr int€rest ,over which they take fhis
or that side, beating their chests and swearing themselves
hoarse to make themselves more credible, demanding with
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great noise the convening of the Security Council until even'
tually everything ends up like a soap bubble.
uPeacen was allegedly restored in Vietnam, bu,t war still
goes on in that country. The Vietnam question was supposed
solved, when war flared up in the Middle East. There, too,
peace is claimed to be reestablished, but war continues in many
other ways! The Arab-Israeli war was allegedly ended, only
for the Cyprus question to flare up. This process w€ m€ntioned above go€s on further. Who arouses all these conflicts?
The two imperialis't sup€rpowers, the Soviets and Americans,
which play with the fate of the peoples of the world.
The Soviet Union and the United States of America go into
outer space and launch innumerable earth satellites, There are
people and states who proclaim that those inventions "belong
to mankind, are made for the good of mankind,. In them'
selves, they are inventions of colossal importance, but oue
cannot help asking: "In whose hands are they? Who enjoys
them and to what purposes does he use them? Are they
employed for the good of mankind, or as a means for the
superpowers to spy on the peoples and states? Is the danger
of aggressive wars ever being diminished? Not in the least!
Is the state of hunger and misery in the world being wiped
out? On the contrary, it is becoming worse. Is tl-re living of
the poor being improved or the power of the rich liquidated?
The contr.ary is happening. To sing praises to the .successes

of rnankindn means to become the mouthpiece of the capitalist and revisionist superpowers.
Where does the security of the peoples of Europe or of
the peoples of the world lie? Does it lie in the public or
mysterious travels of a centain Kissinger, of a certain Gromiko,
or in the tricks of a certain Brezhnyev who is leeding the
Soviet and other peoples white, in the travels of a certain
Nixon who drowned the world in blood and guided the American mafia to the bugging and cover-up, a most shameful
scandal which shook he whole of A,merica? And the fu,ture
of the world should be entrusted to this kind of people! A
fine future, indeed!

Of course, those who have placed their trust in those
tragic illusionists are free to attend the meetings in Vienna,
Helsinki and anywhere they like. Let them have their pow.
wows, But, on our part, we too are free not to go to those
meetings, and we will not go there. And it is not only we,
but also the people who are absent at those meetings. This is
significant fot us. But someone will say:.What do the Albanians propose, what shall we do?, The Albanians state
everyday their views, all those who wished to listen to them
have a clear idea of them. The Albanians say: uPoisoned food
ehould not be eaten, for it would spell death, it should be

rejected and thrown awafr, lhgvB are people who say: "How
should we treat the Americans and the Soviets? They are

strong. Should we leave them outsidc the door?, The Albanians say:,We should not only leave them outside, but also
isolate them and put 'the straight jacket' on them., *This is
a pious wish', they sa], rluf reality looks differenh,. However,
we Albanians say that this wish should be turned into reality.
If you submit to the Soviet-American dictate, then you cannot
escape their yoke. We Albanians admit neither their dictate
nor their yoke. We are determined to fight on till victory.
When listening to us some people grin or cackel and say:
uHoly arrogant these Albanians ar€! They pretend to set the
world right!, But who are those who speak in this way? They
are the sort of people who wish to rule over the world and
the peoples, they do not lvant the peoples to raise their voice
against them, they are wont to look down on the people and
order them around with bullets and whips. And it is they who
pose as the most unpretentious people on earth!
We tell them that we are not arrogant but the soldiers of
that big and powerful army which 'carries out the revolution,

which strikes terror into their hearts and which eventualty
will spell their death! This is not a revolution of yes'men and
slaves, of people bending their backs and wallowing in th€
mud, but a powerful strike, the continuation of the Great
October Revolution, it is the Great Chinese Proletarian Cultural
Revolution, it is the liberation struggle of the peoples. They
call all this -pretention and arrogancetr, they hate it, for it
saps the foundations and demolishes the building they have
set up on the corpses

of

people.

In the grip of internal contradictions and grave allround
crises, under the relentless blows of the forces of revolution,
of national liberation, of democracy and social progress, the
capitalist-revisionist world is staggering towards its ever greater degeneration and decomposition.
The bourgeoisie tries to stop the present crises and to save

itself from catastrophy by throwing the burden on to the
working class and masses, and preserve its profits intact.
This line is bound to bring abou,t the revolt of the proletariat
and of all those oppressed and exploited by the capital.
The working masses, their more conscious section, will
most certainly rise to their feet to defend their vital interests,
and turn this cri,tical situation to the advantage of furthering
the cause of the revolution.
Revolution, the struggle for political 'and economic independence make up a non-stop historical process. The present
conditions of the social development in the world urge them
ahead with ever greater force and make them indispensa'
ble. This also co$titutes a guarartee for their triumph.

he Atboniqn peopre and oll the peoples of ihe word
hqve qn qrdent love for o,nd q gtecrt conlidence
in ltao Tse tung's sociolist Chino
f

The Albanian people and all the peoples of the world
nurture an ardent love and place deep trust in great socialist
China, in her glorious Party and in Mao Tsetung, the great and
beloved leader not only of the Chinese people and communists,
but also the dear and respected leader of all the peoples and
communists of the world. This infuriates modern revisionisn:
which, with the Moscow renegades at its head, and in collusion with US, imperialism, is waging a fierce and diabolical
struggle to oppoee the peoples and China. This comes to us
as no surprise; this

is in conformity with their logic'

The

gre&test enemy of US. imperialism and of Soviet social-imperialism are the peoples of the world, with great Mao Tsetung's

China at the head. The struggle is being waged between
treedom aad socialism, on the one hand, and slavery and
aggressive imperialism of the two superpowers, on the o her.
All the peoples of the world have pinned their hopes of libe'
ration, independence and wellbeing, on their efforts and on
Mao's China. They are not mistaken, and their conviction is
not based on propaganda, but on a great reality, which shines
like the tight of he sun, on the construction of socialism in
China, which is being carried on in a correct way, according
to the doctr.ine of Marx and Lenin and the teachings of
Mao Tsetung; it is based on the deter'mined politieal stand
of the People's Bepublic of China in the international arena,

on the concrete moral, political, and economic help

it

gives

the peoples of the world.
This reality wrecks and exposes the bandit-like and fascist
propaganda of Moscow and lVashington. The peoples ,of the
world who fee,l and suffer on their back the oppression of
the two superpow€rs, see and feel that Mao Tsetung, the
great Marxist-Leninist, is on their side, they see soqialist
China stands them in good stead with sincerity and fraternal
love. The unity with People's China is a great achievement for
the cause of mankind. Old and young should feel and realize
that socialism, revolution, the liberation of the peoples make
headway because great socialist China marches unswervingly
along this road. This is to the liking neither of the Soviet and
American imperialists nor of world reaction. They have declar"
ed war on us, but we are stronger than them and will defeat
them. The wheel of the revolution cannot turn backwards.
In th€se days the People's Republic of China celebrated the
25th anniversary of its founding. It has corne to this glorious
jubilee with a series of colossal achievemen'ts in all fields Great
China, relying on its own efforts, has made continual progress
towards the development of socialist economy, and today has
set up a modern industry, and advanced socialist agriculture,
and is dorging ahead with each passing day towards ever
higher peaks. This trnprecedented progress ever recorded in
the life of the Chinese people has not been achieved without
overcoming inurnerable d,ifficulties and obstacles. To achieve
these successes, the fraternal Chinese people have had to make
heroic efforts and wage a severe class struggle at home

and in the international ar€na. An unparallelled revolutionary
situation has been created in the People's Republic of China
following the Great Cultural Proletarian Bevolution initiated
and led by comrade Mao Tsetung in person' In the course
of this revolution, the hundred millionstrong masses exposed
and turned to dust the traitorous band of Liu Shao Chi, they
did short work of the counterrevolutionary, traitor, careerist,
and agent of the Soviet revisionists Lin Piao. They defended
the victories of the revolution, consolidated the dictatorship oI
the proletariat, and have nolY gone down to the 'implementation of the historic decisions of the 10th Congress of their
Party and the non-stop development of the struggle against
the reactionary ideas of Confucius and Lin Piao' Undet the
leadership of the Communist Party of China and Chairman
Mao Tsetung, people's China has been transformed into a
powerful socialist state, with a great economic and military
potential and a high international prestige and authority' Our
people and Party wholeheartedly greet these brilliant achieve'
ments, and wish to see thern increase and multiply for the
good'of the fraternal Chinese people and the revolution in
the world.
The People's Bepublic of Albania, our people, our Party
of Labour are loyal friends, close friends, are comrades, faithful allies of the People's Republic of China, of the fraternal

Chinese people and of the glorious Cormmunist rdrty of
Mao Tsetung's China, \Ye are united by our common ideals,
we are united forever by Marxism-Leninism, we are united
by the common road of the socialist construction, we ale
united by the struggle against the cornmon enemy, by the
common tasks

in the spirit of proletarian

internationalism'

Our socialist collaboration is being developed as it should

be between good comrades, with a sincerity and understanding

Marxist-Leninists. We mutually help one another in all
fields, by all manner of means. This help and collaboration
bears good fruit for our people and our country. China helps
unsparingly and disinterestedly develop our industry, intensify
our socialist agriculture, all-round strengthen our country and
raise the wellbeing of our people, Everyday we are witnes-

of

sing this reality at our hydro-electric and thermo-electric
power-stations, our factories and workshops, in the tractors,
and railways, w€ see it in the harmonious and mutua'lly bene'
ficial development of our cultural, commercial and other
exchanges. The situation in our country is such as every one,
young and old, hold dear in their hearts the Chinese people
and the beloved chairman Mao. The same can also be said
of China: everywhere you go, you have only to tell people

that you are Albanian, and you will find all hearts

and

doors open, will feel everywhere their warm love for the Al'
banian people and the Party of Labour qf Albania. We are
charged with the great and vital task of preserving and
tempering this friendship more and more with each passing
day on the Marxist-Leninist road.
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The Soviet revisionists see with a jaundiced €ye our unbreakable friendship with China. They resort to every rneans
to harm it, but they will never be able to ahtain their goal.
The Moscow renegades keep trumpeting in their broadcasts
that we allegedly are Chiaa's satellites, that we depend on her,
tha,t the Albauian peopte are detached from their leaders, etc.

is the stand taken by all and every irnperial,ist, The
tell the Moscow renegades: uHowever you
keep barking at the moon, eagles are not afraid of your
barkings. The Albanian people hate you, and their hatred
is an important factor of streng,th for the construction of soThis

Albanian people

cialism and an anvil on which the Albanian-Chinese friendship is forged..
The People's Bepublic of Albania pursues a foreign policy in defence of the interests of our country in the international arena, defends ard struggles together with the sociaIist and progressive democratic countries for freedom, progress and genuine democracy all over the world, for the
freedom of workers and intellectuals,
The People's Republic of Albania opposes U.S. imperialism,
Soviet social-imperialism, all other imperialists and reactionaries in the world who are responsible for the miseries of man.
kind, for the wars of plunder aad oppression, for the quarrels
and dissensions, diversiolrs and plots hatched up all over the
world, for f,amine arrd pov€rty on a world seale. Socialist
Albania makes its modest contribution ,to this struggle and
these relentless efforts of mankind, a modest help, true, but
rendered openly, undauntedly and fearing nobody. And these
rnobodies' may be great and powerful, but the strength of the
policy of our People's Bepublic consists in the fact that it

defends i'ts just causg the sacred and dear cause
peoples. You should know how

to

of all

the

seek, this cause how to find

it, how to make it your own and to defend it with all your
forces. But to defeud it with all your forces means, first of all,
to accept all sacrifices, The People's Bepublic of Albania has
chosen this road thanks to its glorious leadership, the party of
Labour, and no storm was and will ever be abte to make it
sr{erve from this road.
The policy of the Party of Labour and of the people's Republic of A'lbania is an open and above board policy, it states its
truth to all aud everybody's, face however harsh aud unpalatable it may be to someone. Our policy complies with the interest of the peoples, not with those of the cliques and ideologies
that oppr€ss the peoples. It seeks friendship with the peoples,
not with their oppressors. It is not a conjunctural policy, but a
principled proletarian policy. It does not stem from behindthe-scenes secret diplomacy, from mysterious talks, from putting its own and otfier countries' interests up for auction.
The policy of our country is not the policy of those states
with a hundred flags in their pockets. Our People's Republic
does not lower its flag either before blackmail and terror,
or before the rouble and dollar, Should we follow this just,
principled and bold policy or 90 dolyr on our knees, lick the
boots of the Americans and Soviets, become a state-prostitute?
It is the first course that we must follow while mercilessly
exposing the second.
Suoh is the policy of our Par.ty and government. Therefore, hundreds and hundreds of millions are at one with us, and
Albania stands ou the side of those hundreds and hundreds of

millions in close unity of thought and action,

imperialism o,nd Russiq n imperialism
o,re leoding the world lo onother world wqr,
more terrible tho,n oll the olhers

US

\[e, *re people of the People's Republic of Albania, of a
small country in the Balkans which has suffered much at the
hands of the barbarous imperialist occupiers through the centuries and which has won its freedom and everything it enjoys
today arms in han4 call on all conrmon people of fhe world:
.Look out! U.S. imperialism aad Bussian imperialism are leading the world into another world war, more terrible than the
two previous world wars! These two superpolvers are respon-

sible of the preseut great crises, they are vying with one another for world hegemony, they are fighting to occupy markets,
that is, to oppress and enslave peoples. trt is precisely the two
superpowers that arm anti-popular cliques and governments to
use them as watchdogs and their people as cannon fodder for
the iaevitable shambles they are preparing, if they are given
a free haud'.
See what is happening in the wo,rld! The peoples of the

Soviet Union are being oppressed and nursed in an aggressive
rrationalist spirit, the peoples of the pseudo-socialist countries
of Europe also are being oppressed and their ruling cliques
submit the interests of their peoples to those of the Soviet
Union and the Warsaw Treaty. The Kremlin oppresses and
threatens them: uEither you act the way I want and order you,
or I will invade and suppress you as I have done with Czechoslovakia". This was the way of tlitler; he began with Austria,
th€n went on to Czechoslovakia and the other countries. It
was in the same way that Soyiet social-imperialism began, and
it is in the sarne way that it will end. Lik€ Itrasha began

ended,

in the same way have begun and will end Husak,

Beck-Gierek, Zhivkov-Bilov and others.
U.S. imperialism is crushing the peoples under

its .bloody

has trodden down on its "allies' trying by every
rnanner of means to keep them under the constant menace of
the econornic crisis, the atomic bomb, the Soviet threat, intrigues and diversion, It tries to preserve the Atlantic alliance
by stirring up rivakies in its midst, always in its favour, and
creating a climate of uncertainty in the countries and go'

heel,.

It

yernments of its so-called allies.
The United States attack Vietnam and Cambodia' In cornplete solidarity with one another the Americans and Soviets

intervene in Pakistan and Afghanistan, provoke wars in the
Middle East, manipulated the Chilean and Cyprus tragedy.
Everyone waits in anguish. Where will they strike next?
The world is now full of noise and rumouts spread by agents
provocateurs, sold'out scribblers, parlour and club diplomats,
all of them people in the service of the two superpowers who

try to fish in troubled waters through blackmail and intimi'
dation: uTomorrow, they say, it will be Yugoslavia's turn!
What will happen after Titc? Yugoslavia will be annexed either
to the Soviet or the American sphere of infheenee; Rurnania will
be gobbled up by the Soviets; Albania will not go unscathed.
Which side will Greece take now that it withdrew from NATO?,
etc. etc.
All these rurnours express the wishes and plans of the two
superpowers, they are not only a psychological campaigu to
demoralize the people of those countries, but also a real mi'
litary preparation to weaken their resistance and drown lhem
afterwards in blood.
The psychosis of fear and war is fostered by the two
superpow€rs. This psychosis of threat is used to proclairn the
two umbrellas, one Soviet the other American, as the sole way
of salvation. According to them, there is no other choice, if you
want to be saved, *Don't lhink with your head, your freedom
and fate are dependent on these two monsters,. Over all this
psychosis of blackmail, intimidation and terror hovers a thick
smoke of meetings, contacts, talks, bilateral and multilateral
commissions. Everything is put under discussion, but no ques-

tion is solved, or, when allegedly settled, nothing is certain.
Even the implici bourgeois ,moral obligations" of the diplomatic acts of former times have today been affected by a horrible corruption and rottenness. The policy of the superpowers
and their allies is ridden by degeneration, falsity, deceit,
Should the peoples sit idle

in face of the catastrophy

criminal bands are preparing

for

these

mankind? Certainly not!

What should be done, then? We say that we must fight. But
how should this fight be waged? Through messages, telegrams
of congratulation to those who try to dig our grave? Should
we publicly praise the Soviet revisionists who resort to all means
to bury and gobble us up, should we throw flowers to the
{J.S. imperialist butchers, seek and accept enslaving loans from
the two superpowers, and afterwards pretend to fight against
them? No, there is no one to be taken in by such deceit, such
demagogy! In order to conduct a just and realistic policy
towards your country and the other countries you should
rid yourself of the complexes the two imperialist superpowers
and their agents have created and continue to create'
These powers of darkness accllse us Albanians of having
isolated ourselves. But who we isolate ourselves from' and
what is the meaning they attach to our isolation? And 'then'
what do they advise us to do? They coumsel us not to isolate
their
ourselves from the imperialists and revisionists, to accept
used
who
those
loans, and to make partners in our country of
to
us
advise
They
to oppress our people and suck their blood'
to
open
wide
flung
turr our cotrntry into an inn with doors
pants
all'
at
withotlt
pants
or
on
pigs and sows, to people with
to the hirsute and long-haired hippies to supplant with their

utiful
Poke
d Plot
litarY

TheY trY to

our affairs'
sPots of the
into a colonY

of the foreigners and our people into slaves' trf you do not
youraccept all this, they say, then you will have isolated

civilizaselves from *this magnificent world, this astonishing
they
monst€r's'
those
to
concessions
such
you
make
If
11ss,,
will allow you evefl to insult them, call yourselves cornmunists'
But
even pose as adherents of Marx, Lenin and Mao Tsettrng'

all this is bluff, for they have gripped you by the tirroat and
you cannot budge: you have becorne their slave, their agent'
have sold out your country and peopie'
This is the sort of slaves they want us to become, for other-

wise we would not be called -civilized., would not be regarded ,fashionable". We reject with contempt, this rnode of living and thinking, and there should be no hope that rve would
act differently. A sure guarantee to that are otlr glorious people
and the heroic Party of Labour of Albania, both acting in absolute unit5r of thought and action.
Bascals, enemies, agents of the foreigners have ernerged now

and then with the aim
cialism,

of

of

sabotaging the

impeding the construction of sobrilliant and steel-Iike defense of

our country, but they have been exposed aad eiiminated as
soon as they have raised the tips of their €ars' The class
struggle that is being so successfully, determinedly and vigilanty carried on by our Party and people rtncovers and mercilessly roots this rottennes out of our society.
When the iron broom sw€eps our ranks clean of them,
the foreign and internal enemies prick their rears, spread
such rumours 65 3 *They are dorvn and out, they are split and
gnawed at by the worm of dissension,, etc' But what does our

of therfl, for
times
thousand
hundred
it is in this way that we'll wax a
are
but
wailings
stronger!, The rumours spread by the enemy
Party and people say? ,Let us do short work
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of their defeat. Our people and Party are neither

astonished,
puzzled, nor frightened by such rumours, for they have become

used to them. Our people and Government know only too well
bhose who spit poison wh€n the enerny has been dealt smashing blows, they know also how to administer to such individuals the appropriate remedy. And this goes a long way to-

wards strengthening our situation, because the diabolical plots
of the enemy, both external and internal, are tailing, and those
who carry them out are being caught red-handed. It is here
that the strength of the proletarian dictatorship lies, the strength
of our socialist country, the power of the Marxist-Leninist ideas
of our Party.

Sociolisl Alboniq is not isoloted.
It hos powerlul lriends, an honoured no,me
ond a high prestige in the world
The revisionist Kremlin and its stooges are crying themto establish links, diplomatic
re.lations, we wart friendship with the Albanian people, with
a people we love so much". The wolves in lamb's skin swear
to god that they wish to hug us. But their hug is meant to
stiffle us. They want to kiss us thrice, according to the usage
of the Bussian Church, to sent us to Christ in heaven, But we
tell these enemies of socialism and l-eninism, these avowed
enemies of our people and of the Party of Labour of Albania,
that we will never reconcile with them, will never make friends
selves hoarse, saying: .We want

with them, we will always be their enemies!And they should not
think that this is the opinion of some Albanian leaders wiro
today are alive but will be dead tomorrow. No! The Albanian
people and the Party of f,abour of Aibania will never die!
We are their soldiers, there are millions of us with a sole
thought, with a common unshaken stand. Neither your cannons,
nor your rockets nor your planes, nor your atomic bomb will
make us change our stand either today or tomorrow.
Our PartSr and people are not deceived by the demagogy of
Badio Moscow which every night weeps nostalgical crocodile
tears over the old Albanian-Soviet frendship. What we cherish
is our friendship at the time of great Stalin. We have never
hidden and will never hide hat friendship, but it was violated precisely by those who betrayed the cause of Marxism'
Leninism, of Bolshevism, who betrayed the ideas of Lenin and
Stalin, who betrayed proletarian internationalism and the friend-

ship

with the Albanian people. The Party of Labour of

Albania and the Albanian people will never be at peace with
them, but at war, and we are prepared to win this war without
fail, if not today, tomorrow.
They should realize yet another thing, and if I say so I
speak on behalf of the Albanian people and of the Party of
Labour of Albania, We are intimidated neither by them nor
by their weapons. We tell the Kremlin traitors and their

stooges that we know how to differentiate between the Soviet

people and the revisionist leaders but we will not differentiate
between those leaders and their running dogs. To our opinion
all traitors are in the same boat. They will nst be able to

treat socialist Albania and the Party of f,abour of Albania the
way they treated Prague and the party of Dubchek.
With the megalomania and the overbearing of a great
fascist state the Kremlin rulers, knitting their histrionic bushy
brows, may say: "Where do those lilliputs find the force to
oppose the Soviet Union?* Do you want our answer? Take up
Marx, Engels and Lenin (for you have discarded Stalin), read
them aright for a minute (for you read them the wrong way
round), and there you will find where our strength lies. Do
you agree, dear electors, with the answer we give those treacherous enemies?
The Soviet revisionists, just tike in Khrushchev's life time,
now too with Brezhnyev, pursue the same ends, adopt the same
tactics, and maintain the same pl'opaganda position. In pursuit

of the Khrushchevite traitorous line, the revisionist CPSU is
now organizing a meeting of the revisionist parties of Europe
with the end of imposing on them its own views, of holding
them in check, and of showing that allegedly it is not isolated,
that it is the ,centre of world communismn. The other parties
which will attend this meeting, are bound to prove that they
are on the road of treason, they will become complices of the
malevolent and counterrevolutionary activity of the Soviet re'
visionist leaders. The Party of l-abour of A.lbania condemns
with severity such a plotters' meeting; however this meeting

will be a

successe so

far as the peoples and communists in

the world will have occasion to se,e once again the true face
of these parties which are meeting to plot.
The Kremlin chiefs and their running-dogs pretend that
they stand for Marxism-Leninism, that their countries stand
for socialism. Whoever joins their course teceives the courmu'

nion as such, whoever is against them, far from being MarxistLeninist, is labelled as linked with, sold out, and in the service of U.S. imperialism. In other words, they say: "Either with
us, or with them,. But to be both against US. imperialism and
against Soviet social-imperialism is unacceptable for them.
Khrushchev accused us Albanians of having, sold (ourselves)
to imperialism. But who was sold, we or he? Seeing that we
did not subdue to him, Brezhny'ev accuses us of playing in the
hands of the Americans, whereas he himself and his followers
are friends and close collaborators of the Americans, they are
kissing-and sleeping-partners of the .Arilericans, whereas we,
who look daggers with them, are being accused by them. NoboCy believes these lies of traitors, since honest and wise peo-

ple are able to see through the policy and the aititude of our
People's Republic and of the Party of Labour of Aibania, to see
the implementation and developrnent of this policy. We rely
ofl these people and we thank them for their correct assessment of our policy. These constitute the overwhelrning majo-

rity, whether communists and non-communists, people holding
different political opinions, among whom also those lvho rnay
differ with our course.
But there are also some who believe the calumnies of the
Kremlin imperialist renegades. What can we do? Such people
are bound to exist. Hitler too had such people, both inside and
outside Germany. Through demagogy and terror he reginrented the Gerrran people. You can see this happening today in
the Soviet Union.

But, is Albania an isolated country as our enemies are
trumpetiug? Not in the least! Socialist Albania is known
throughout the world, it is visited by numerous people, by
friends from all countries. We maintain diplomatic, trade, cultural relations with 65 countries, The frank and loyal policy of
the People's Republic of Albania towards its friends and good
wishers is respected, just as our people's arts and culture are
respected, just as our country's all-round achicvements are
justly and positively assessed.
Are we ever isolated because we do not maintain diplomatic
relations with the United States of Arnerica? It is true that
neither Truman, Nixon, nor Ford have spoken in the LI.S. Senate
about establishing diplomatic relations with Albania or about
their ,ardent love' for Albania, as the Moscow hypocrites are
doing. But now and again the Stat€ Department flies a test
*baloon, and waits for an answer. We are responding everyday

to US imperialism.
Following the Second World War, wherr we fought together
against Hitler, Albania expressed its wish to establish diplomatic relations with the United States of America. But thev

did not condesend to establish relations with a

government

born in the mountains, they wanted a parlour and

coca-cola

government to be established in Albania. However, the Albanian people did not bother for this, they shared their place
under the sun and prospered, no matter whether the United
States of America agreed with this.

us,

They refused then to establish diplomatic relations with
it is us today ho refuse to establish such relation with

them.

Many people may say that the United States of America
don't care a farthing if we do not want to establish diplomatic relations with them. It is true. But it is also true to the
same to degree that we also do not care a farthing for that.
The British Government, too, which maintains towards

us

the same stand as the US goverment, fly now and then a
,,baloon, for diplomatic relations, but we say to them: before

fly such baloons, you should release the gold which you
robbed the Albanian of, and return it together with its interests to Albania. We address these words also to lhe Bonn
government which carries on a revanchist policy and which
owes Albania billions of marks for war reparations.
you

Perhaps, they are waiting us to bow to them and kneel
down to their governments that have been the cause of so
many misfortunes, so many injustices to us? No, never!They are
wrong, together with all those accusing us of being obstinate.
We sympathyse with the American, Bribish and German labouring people, but not with those treading on peoples' rights,
freedom and sovereignty. We fight against those governments

and people who harbour enslaving ideas.

We

have many

friends and goodwishers in France, Belgium, in the Nordic and
Scandinavian countries and in many obher countries throughout
the world. We respect them and they respect us, despite differences of regime and ideology.
We respect those peoples and governments that do not

kneel to the diotates and wishes of the two superpowers,
and make an independent and sovereign policy. The weltrwishers of the People's Republic of Albania respect our policy,
in spite of the fact that they may not agree with us in all
matters, but they understand that, just as they themselves
have a right to conduct their own policy, we also have the same
right ho conduct ours, Distinguished persons had been born in
the past from the bosom of these peoples; they have spoken
and written with sympathy about the Albanian people. Now in
the present time also, workers, professors, physicians, philo'
sophers, diplomats and journalists speak and write with sympathy about our small and brave valiant people, who -have
never harmed anybody.

of good neighbourhood
ond support towards oll the peopres slruggling lor their

We pursue the palicy

lreedom o,nd notional independence
We are friends with the Yugoslav and Greek neighbouring
peoples. The imperialist powers and their es,pionage agencies

have made

all preparations to undermine us and set us at

loggerheads against each other. But w€ the Balkan peoples
have drawn lessons from these things and, in face of the
common danger, even if we may not agree with each other in
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many respects, we have found and we may fincX a common
language. Historical facts caflilot be forgotten. Afier attacking
the one the same enemy has afterwards attacked also the
other. The same €nemy have supported the one the other to
rnake the third one weaker. Our peoplc's enemies and the
cliques sold out to them held the fuse of the powder barrel.
The foreign enemy has never succeeded in subdsing tlie
Albanian, Yugoslav and Greek peoples. These peoples have no
slavish spirit, and they have shown this coniinuaily during
their centuries-long history. The Albanians, the Yugoslavs and
the Greeks are the kind of people who make a point of keep-

extends such facilities and for its neighbours. We cannot agree
witir anyone carrying out such actions. We have declared our
stand tow'ards the aggressive US and Soviet fleets in the NIe'
diterreanean, and we remain loyal and consistent to this policy.
Y/e wish the Bulgarian people well, we have been and are

ing their pistol at the ready in case the Americans, the Soviets or any other tries to deprive. them of their freeclom and
sovereignity. Therefore, holever the two superpowers or the

tries. The Soviets want to use the Bulgarian people as cannon
fodder against our peoples. In the hand of the Soviets, Theodor
Zhivl:ov and his clique have become dangerous provocateurs irt
their activities against Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece, Turkey and
other countries. The dreams of the ancient tzars coincide with
tlie wishes of the new Russian-Bulgarian tzats, and Theodor
Zhivkov, dreaming of Great Bulgaria, does not launch the slo-"
gan: ilThrough the centuries with Russia, in vain, We say to
the Bulgarian people that friendship is friendship, and we
remain loyal to the friendship with the Bulgarian people of
gr:eat Dimitrov, but this friendship has its laws. If ttrre Eulgarian people shelter bandits in their country and allow ttrrem
tc attack us from there, then that sincere and pure friend-

aircraft-carrier states

in their grip may

dream

in

broad

daylight, neither the Yugoslav nor the Greek and the Albanian peoples will ever allow to be trodden underfoot by the
Soviet, the American, the Italian or Germar fascists, In case

in such adventures, they will find
grave
in our countries,
their
We have already told and we tell again the Yugoslav and
Greek peoples that Albania's borders with them will always
be quiet. The enemy will first have to face us Albanians, it will
be routed here and hardly will it inanage to r€ach their borders.
We believe that they will take the sarne stand towards us.
We want to live a free life in our countries. Let the enemies not think that they would deal with us easily. We Albanians wish the Yugoslav and Greek people well. Let us promote
friendship in the most appropriate way to each other, without
intervening into eaoh other's internal affairs and without allowing within our territories anything which, for one reason or the
other, may violate or threaten the interests of good neighbourliness. Albania, Yugoslavia, and Greece are not only living
without the Warsaw and NATO treaties, but their life is also
free and independent, We conglatulat€ Greece on its withdrawal from NATO. The Greek people did uot allow to be trodclen
underfoot and anyone thinking that Washington department
secretaries and Moscow foreign ministers may strike bargains
and plot at the expense of the Greek people, is grievously
\{rong. The world will never forget how Grcece shed its blood
for liberation at a time when some others were hanging about.
We tell out neighbours 3 In our country there are and will
be no foreign military bases, but we wish that they too will
close the foreign military bases in their countties. No reason
can be produced for the fleets of the two superpowers to bc
permitted not only to maintain permanent bases, but also to
have the right to ride on anchor, to be repaired and supplied
there. This is very dangerous, both for the country which
th€y engage themselves

friends together, but this friendship is being darkened, and

this not to our fault, The Bulgarian people should wake up,
beeause their rulers are turning Bulgaria into a real colony of
the Soviet social-imperialists. The Moscow chiefs and theil Bulgatian espionage agenrcy, with Theodor Zhivkov in the lead,
have turned Bulgaria into a military base against our corn'

ship

will

cease

We want

to exist.

to have good and friendly relations with Italy'

tsut we are observing that the,fascists there are raising up their
heads, conducting a broad campaign of crimes and threats and
seehing to revive the old spilit of Mussolinian adventures'
F'ascist terrorist aets have been carried out in Rome against the

of the People's Bepublic of Albania, which is inviolable. All those actions hindering the norinal developrnent of
relations of good neighbourliness between otlt two countries
shsuld be condemned and thwarted.
A close fraterual friendship binds our people with the herciic people ,of Vietnam, Our country continues to support with
<letermination the just struggle of the Vietnamese people for
the liberation of South Vietnam, the defence of the Democratic
Ilepublic of Vietnam and the reunification of the homeland.
Thc Party, the Government and the entire Albanian people
forcefully condems the aggressive vietnamese policy of the
Unitd states of America which is going on with its military
engagement, urging the administration of Saigcn to violate
emba:sy

bhe Paris Agreements and inciting it to grave provocations
against the Vietnamese people. We express our unshaken con'
fidence that the fraternal vietnamese people, through their
resolute 'struggle, wilt fulfil all their national aspirations, and

carry on their juet struggle to final victory.

We congratulated the valiant Cambodian people on the historical victories achieved under the leadership of the National
United Front, wlth Samde Norodom Sihanuk at the head, in
their struggle against the US aggresive imperialists and th€
puppet regime of Lon Nol. The Royal Government of National
Union of Cambodia is the sole legitimate governmcnt of the
Cambodian people. It enjoys all the necessary attri utes and is
fully entitled to represent Cambodia in the international arena.
We are convinced that the ultimate victory of the Cambodian
people against the foreign aggr€ssors and the Phnom Penh
traitors is inevitable.
Friendly relations of close collaboration exist between our
country and the People's Democratic Bepublic of Korea, whicb
keep on strengthening and developing, We deply rcjoice at the
successes the fraternal Korean people are achieving in the
construction of socialism. We have sympathised and sympathise with the just struggtre of the Party of Labour and the
people of the People's Democratic Republic of Korea, with
csmrade Kim Il Sung at the head, againSt US irnperialism and
Soviet social-imperialism for the elefence of the victories of
socialism and the great cause of people's liberation. Our people
approve of the just stand of the Party and the Governorent of
the People's Democratic Republic of Korea on the withdrawal of
foreign troops from Korea and the country's reunification.
At present, the Middle East constitutes one of the problems preoccupying not only peoples of this area, but the
erfiire world public opinion. As a result of the interference of
tire superpowers, the establishment of gcnuine peace there is
far away. There is no rapid solution in view which worrld fit in
with the genuine sovereign interests of the Arab peoples, that
would totally return to them the land they have been robbed
of and restore the negated rights of the Palestinians.
The socalled peace plans fabricated in the cirancelleries of
Moscow and Washingrton, aim at burying the genuine Arab
cause. Any initiative the Unirted States of America and the Soviet Union take in the Middle Eas airns at strengthening the
positions of the imperialists and enhancing their influence
there.

But a curtailed and anti-Arab peace, like that which the
United States of America and the Soviet Union seek to imp,ose,
cannot be longlived. The four Arab-Israeli wars waged so far
have proven this.
We are convinced that the Arab peoples, with their ancient

Greek feuds and create such a situation which would make
their expansion easier or would justify their intrusion.
The problems of Cyprus are numerous and, certainly, aot
easily soluble. But we are of the opinion that the Cyprio,t,
Greek or Turkish peoples have the possibility and capability
to settle their own destiny by themselves, free of external
pressure and according to their sovereign interests. Cyprus is an
independent and sovereign state, recognized by the rnajority
of the states of the worl4 a member of the United Nations.
It should remain so, and nobody has the right to attack it,
whatever the pretext, to interfere in its internal affairs and
impose on it such solutions as do not comply with the freely
expressed will of the Cypriot people.
These events, which do not tak€ place

far from us, impose
on us the necessity of still more intensifying the revolutionary
vigilance, of a bloader mobilization for a firmer allround
struggle against all the enemies on all fr,onts.
The People's Republic of Albania will stand on the forefront of the struggle against imperialism, revisionism and
reection, and will back up all those peoples and countries
that fight for national freedom and independ,ence, for emancipation and social advancement.
In the future too we will follow the same foreign policy that
has so far ensured our coutrtry international sound positions,
numerous and powerful friends and lvellwishers, that has
won it a nam€ and a lofty prestige.
Comrades,

Concluding, allow me to express the conviction that our iawill always keep aloft the revollrtionary spirit
that has continually characterized our people, will mobilize
all their forces to completely fufil the planed targets, will fight
with determination against alien influences and ideologies, and
carry forward, as always, the great cause of the construction
of socialism in Albania.

bouring masses

Farticipation

ther significant proof of political maturitv and deep

LONG LIVE OUR HEBOIC PEOPLE!
T.ONG

try to fish ia troubled \Maters. They are
of this issue to revive the old Turkish-

availing Eremselves

LIVE TTIE DEMOCRATIC EB,ONT OF ALBANIA!

LONG LIVE AND

MAY OUB

PEOPLE'S POWER BE

STBENGTHENED!

LONG LIVE OUR PARTY OE LABOUR, THE OUTSTAND.
ING LEADEB OF AI,L OUB VICTORIES, THE GUARANTOR OE
OUR SURE FUTUBE!
GT.ORY

hatch up against the peoples. The US imperialists seek to settle
themselves politically and militarily on the island, while the

social-imperialists

ideo!,o-

gi,cal convictions, a brilliant contribution to the strengthening
and further consolidation of the steel-like foundations of the
People's Republic of Albania.

traditions and their freed,om-loving and progressive spirit,
will foil all the intrigues and anti-Arab plots of Israel and the

two superpowers and through their united forces, wil! attain
all their lofty national objectives.
Recently Cyprus too was gripped in the flames of war. A
fresh threat to peace and security in the East Mediterranean
and in the Balkans emerged. The development of events sofar
showed that the new Cyprus tragedy took place in the background of Soviet US rivahy, in the atmosphere of intrigues
and plo,ts that the two superpowers, individually or jointly,

of everyone in voting and voting of all for

the candidates of the Democratic Front will be another brilliant
victory of our people on their triumphant socialist road, an,o-
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by RAMIZ ALiA

The historieol role ol the Democrotic
Front in the notionol liberotion
struggle ond sociolist construction.
The Democrotic Front
qs the most moss orgonisotion
which includes in its fold
ell the working people,
is o powerful ond effective
instrument ol sociqlist democrocy,
the widest tribune of revolutionory
politicol educotion ond direct
porticipotion of the
nnosses in governing the country

ON NOVEMBER 29, L974 AIIE ALBANIAN PEOPLE WII,L
CELEBRATE THE JUBILEE OF THE 3OTH ANNIVERSABY OF
THE LIBERATION OF THE HOMELAND FBOM THE T'ASCIST
OCCUPATION AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S
POWEB WHICH OPENED IN THEIR HISTORY A NEW EPOCH,
THE EPOCH OF SOCIAITISM, THEY ARE MEETING THIS
JUBILEE UNITED MOBE THAN EVEB BOUND THEIR PARTY
OF I.ABOUB AND THEIR STATE POWER, IN THE RANKS OT'
THE GREAT ORGANISATION OF THE DEMOCBATIC FBONT
OE ALBANIA.
THE STEEL-LIKE UNITY OF THE ALBANIAN PEOPLE IN
THE RANKS OF THE FRONT, WHICH BOTH DURING THE
NATIONAL LIBERATION STRUGGLE AND IN THESE THBEE
DECADES OF FREE SOCIALIST ALBANIA HAS FOUND ITS

EMBODIMENT

IN ALL THE

FIELDS

OF

SOCIAf, LIFE,

CONSTITUTES ONE OF THE DEEPEST SOURCES OF OUR
PEOPLE'S BESISTANCE TO THE ENEMIES AND OF THE
VICTORY AGAINST THEM, OF THE STRENGTH AND INVINCIBILITY OF OUB SOCIALIST HOMELAND, OF OUB COUN.
TDY'S NONSTOP PROCEEDING ON THE BOAD OF THE
UNINTEBBUPTED SOCIALIST REVOLUTION AND THE BUILDING OF SOCIALISM.
This year's October 6 elections to the 8th legislature of
the People's Assembly, in which 100 per cent of the electors

RAMIZ ALIA - Membet of the Political Bureau and Secretaty
oI the Centtal Committee ol the PLA, pice'president oI the
Democratic Front o! Albania.

c FR0I{T I{ OT THE AIBAilIAIT
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cast their votes for the Front candidates, were another eloquent

testimony to the unity of the entire people, incorporated into
the Democratic Front, under the leadership of the party of
Labour of Albania.

PEOPI.E

fore, the first main task of every revoll.rtionary party is to make
the masees conscious, to unite, otganize and lead them. The

best and most effective form found by our pafiy, in conformity with the circumstances of the country and the time,
for the attainment of this aim, was the creation of the National Liberation Eront" (Enver Hoxha

I

1967-1968,

is the direct continuation of the
National f,iberation Antifascist Front of the Albanian people,
which was born in the crucible of the struggle for the liberation of the Homeland from the fascist occupants and their
local collaborators, in the process of the anti-imperialist and
The Democratic Front

democratic people's revolution in Albania, under the leadership

of the Communist Party of Albania (today the party of Labour

of Albania).
The ACP, since the first steps after its founding, worked
out a clear line concerning the problern of the creation of a
broad popular front, in conformity with the character and
peculiarities of the people's revolution in Albania, with the
ratio of forces and the internal and external conditions of
the country.
The creation of the National Liberation Front was necessary

to give an organisational embodiment to the forma-

tion of the political army of the revolution.
party cannot
"The

go alone in struggle and the revolution, comrade Enver Hoxha
points out. uThe revolution is the deed of the masses. T.here-

p.

-

Beports and speeches

160).

In Albania, in the years of the second world war, around
the programme of the ACp for armed struggle without compromise against the fascist occupants and the reactionary
ruling classes, their collaborators, for a free, indepencient,
democratic and people's Albania, there were united in the
National Libera.tion Front all the patriotic, democratic and
revotrutionary forces of the country, which constituted the overwhelming majority of the population - the working class, the
labouring peasantry, the small and middle-sized bourgeoisie
of the town, the patriotic intellecfuals and all the other antifascist elements. At the foundation of the union of all these
forces in the Erout there was the alliance of the working
class and peasantry. Particulatly in the conditions of our
country, where the workitxg class was small in numbers and
where the peasantry constituted the greatest numerical force
in the general framework of the population, the drawing of
the peasantry into struggle was decisive for the destinies of
the revolution and of the liberation struggle. And as a matter
of fact, the countryside became the main basis of the development of the armed struggle and the peasantry, under the
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leadership

of the workiug

ALBANIA
class and

Communist Party, the main force

The National Liberation Front

of its

vanguard the

of this struggle.
ir Albania could not fail

in conformity with the conditions of the country at
that time, and with the peculiarities of the revolutionary
movement of that period, some original peculiarities of its

,to have,

oYyn.

In our

country, the liberation struggle against the fascist
with the struggle for the
overthrow of the power of the local exploiting classes which
had betrayed the national interests and had placed themselves
at the service of the foreign invaders. In accordance with this
objective situation, ACP applied a clear-cut and finn revolutionary line which provided to the National Liberation Struggle
of the Albanian people the character of a profound popular
revolution. Consequently, the national liberation councils, which
were set up everywhere in our country on the basis of the
historical decisions of the Peza Conference of September 1942
as Democratic Front organisations, were organs of the struggle
against the fascist invaders arrd traitors, but at the same time
they were the embryo of the future people's power for they
performed also some state function particularly in the liberated
areas. This was an original experience which creatively embodied ia Albania's corxcrete conditions Lenin's precepts on the
Soviets and Comintern's orientations about the creation of the
antifascist popular fronts.
The National Liberation Antifascist Front in Albania was
created uot as a coalition of parties, but as a union of the

oecupation was closely interwoven

of the Albanian peopl€, rallied around the
Eront under the iudivisible leadership of a single party the ACP. These masses were organized in the national libe'
ration councils which were set up throughout the couatry, in
every region, city, village and quarter, as well as in various
social organisatiors which belonged to the National Libera'
tion Front (Albanian youth and antifascist women's organisa'
tions). Such a peculiarity stemmed from the fact that in our
country, until November 194L, due to thoroughly antidemocratic and opptessive regirnes and to the weakness of the Albanian bourgeoisie, no politrcal party whatever existed. The
ACP was the first and the sole party that was created. It was
boru on the basis of the objective necessity to lead the revolutionary struggle for national and social liberation and beca,me the only iuterpreter of the aspirations of the broadest
masses of the people in this struggle. It is clear that, as comrade
Enver Hoxha poi:rts out, the working class party, if it pursues
a correct revolutionary line, wheu no other parties exist, such
broad masses

as bourgeois or petty-bourgeois parties, performs still better
its historical mission for national liberation, carrying out of
socialist revolution and building of socialism.
The existence or non'existence of other parties is not so'
nrething that depends on the desire of the communists' The
Marxist-L€ninist revolutio[ary party of the working class

in mary cases, is obliged to enter in collaboration, common alliances aod fronts lYith other political

might be and,

TODAY

parties, organisations and movements, representatives of nonproletarian social strata, especially petty-bourgeois, which in
given circumstances take part in the revolutionary movement.
But the alliances and collaboration with other political parties
and forces on a common front cannot be for the proletarian
party ar aim in itself and must serve to draw into struggle
the masses which follow them. .That the Front should truly
be a broad political, militant and revolutionary organisation,
- comrade Enver Hoxha says, - it ought to be, above all, a
union of the broad masses of the people, achieved through
struggle, and not a rrrere union of parties, and the less so of
chieftains, attained on tlle basis of various political combinations, (E. Hoxha - Beports and speeches 1967-1968, p. 173).
A clear testimony to the line of the ACP on the problem
of the Front and alliances is its stand towards "Balli Kombd'
tar" and uf,egaliteti,. These were political organisations created
by the landlords and the reactionary bourgeoisie, during the
National-f,iberation struggle at the incitation and with the
support of the Italian and German invaders, but also with the
blessing of the Anglo-American imperialists, as a reaction to the
ACP, to sabotage the National Liberation Struggle and to undermine the cause of the people's revolution in Albania. But there
was in their fold also a number of persons, deceived by the
pseudo-patriotic demagogy of the chieftains, and these people
could be drawn into the liberation struggle. Consistent in its line
to unite into a single war front all the patriotic and antifascist
forces, the ACP more than once called also on these organisations to take part, together with the National Libera'
tion Front, in the armed struggle against the foreign invaders. And only when these traitorous organisations passed
over in open collaboration with arms with the invaders against
the national liberation movement, when in their ranks a differentiation r,yas made between the deceived men and women
and the treacherous chieftains, when the true antinational fea'
tures of the class of landlords and of the great bourgeoisie were
exposed before the entire people, the ACP and the National
Liberation Front undertook armed actions against 'Balli' and
inva'
"Legaliteti,' and destroyed them together with the fascist
ders, whose tools they had become.
The ACP bore always in mind the precept of Marxism-Leninism that, while pursuing the line of collaboration with
other political parties and forces in the national liberation
and democratic revolution, the revolutionary party of the
working class must preserve its indiniduality and complete
ideological, political, organisational and military independence,
not merge into a front, not remain in the tail of the events
but struggle to secure the leading role, never forget the class
interests of the proletariat and the prospects of further development of the revolution. On this depends, in final account,
the fate of the revolution, its uninterrupted development, its
traasition from the first antiimperialist and democratic stage

to the second, socialist stage, Consistently implementing this
Marxist-Leninist line in the political circumstances that existed
in the country at that time, the ACP never accepted to share

ALBANIA

TODAY

the leadership of tlie National Liberation Struggle, consequently
also the political power, with the representatives of the bourgeoisie, and waged for this a resolute and principled struggle
on three fronts: against the demagogical efforts of .Balli Kom-

b6tar, and .Legaliteti, which had not fired a single shot
against the invaders and which secretly collaborated with
them, to take in their hands the leadership of the movement,
with a view to sidetrack the ACP, stop the revolution and
preserve the rule of thc exploiting classes in the country;
against the interferences of the Anglo-American imperialists
in the internal affairs of Albania, airned at supporting {Ballitr
and "Legaliteti, and at suppressing the revolution and the Communist Party; against the opportunists in the ranks of the
Party itself, who were in fact advocating the sharing of power

with the bourgeoisie.
The ACP, launching the slogan of a united front of all the
patriotic and freedom-loving forces 'without d,istinction of reli.
gion, region and idea., bore in mind that in such a broad
union there could be place fof most diverse men and women
and trends, from proletarian revolutionaries and np to re,
presentatives of set strata of the bourgeoisie, that bring with
them the reservations, rinclinations and waverings of their class.

It is unde,rsftandable that
arena

such a front cannot fail to be an
of struggle between special interests and positions of

various trends belonging to it. Consequenily, as comrade
Enver Hoxha points out, xpursuing the line of collaboration
with various dtrata of the bo rrgeoisie or with their parties,
the communist party must at the same time carry out also
the line of the struggle against their waverings and tricks,
against their compromises with the forces of the invader and
reaction. Following only the line of unity and neglect the line
of struggle against disruptive and reactionary actions in thc
front, this means adoptirg an opportunistic stand, with very
dangerous corsequences for the liberation struggle, for the
revolution, (E. uoxha - Reports and speeches 1.967-7963, p.
174). Thus the Communist Party of Albania carried out a
principled struggle againslt the representatives of exploiting
classes which at the beginning participated in the Front against
the waverings and treachery of Abaz Kupi during the years
of the war, against the bourgeois reactionary deputties immediately after liberation, etc.
Sr.lch is, in general lines, the historical experience of the
National Liberation Antifascist I'ronlt in Albania, which played
a role of vital importance in the liberation of the country
from the foreign Italian and German fascist invaders, for
the ttriumph of the people's revolution, the establishment of
the people"s power and engaging our country in the road of
socialist construction.

II

In the period of socialism the Front (norv the ,Democratic
Eront of Albania") preserved and fully pr€serves its role as
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the organisational forrn of the political union of the entire
people around the Party of Labour and the people's power,

in the struggle for the uninterrupted development of the revolution, for the building and defence of socialism.
The unity of the Albanian people in the Democratic Front
in the conditions of socialism, especially in the stage of the
complete construction of socialist society, teaches a new level
of maturity and strengthening, is filled with a new and more
profound content, acquires a broader and more stable socioeconomic, political and ideological basis'
With the liquidation of private property, of the exploiting
classes and exploitation of man by nran, the socio-economic
basis of ithis unity is constituted by the socialist social owner'
ship over the means of production in its rtwo forms (the state
property of the entire people and the cooperativist property),
it is constltuted by the socialist relations of collaboration
and mufual aid among the working people, that have now
triumphed in town and countryside, it is constituted by the
colrrmon fundamental interedts of the working class, of the
cooperativist peasantry and the stratum of the people's intelligentsia, thus of the overwhelming majority of the population'
interests which stem from the socialist relations of production'
The political ba'sis of the unity of the Albanian people in
the D€mocratic Front is the general political line of the Party
of Labour of Albania for the uninterrupted development of the
revolution, for the complete construction of socialism and later
on of cornmunism, for the security of the complete and final
triumph of the socialis't road over the capitalist road, for the
defence of the socialist Homeland and of the gains of socialism, for the internationalist support of the revolutionary
and liberation struggle in other cottntries and for undaunted
ancl incessant struggle against impelial'isrn, modern tevisionisur and reaction up to the victory of socialism throughout
the world, The Albanian people have shown in deeds that
they have made this line, which constitutes the programme
of the Democratic Front, their own; they have fought and
continue to fight with all thoir forces for its implementation
and defence.
The unity of our people in the Fron't has also its ideological basis in Marxism-leninism, which underlies the policy
of our Party and State in all fields, and has become at the
present time the <lominant ideology in our country'
The further and incessant stren$thening of this unity of
our people in the Front, on which our invincibility and the
guarantee of all our victories, of the present and future, are
based, remains a vital permanent task of the Party and of the
Democratic Front itself. This because our people's unity
around the Party and the people's power is not given once
and for all. The struggle for its stren$thening must continue,
without being interrupted for a single m,oment, every day,
every month, evefy year and at every stage of our socialisl
development about those new problems and tasks which social life continually raises, which are dictated to us by the internal and external conditions of our country. The continuous
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strengthening of the unity of our people around the party
and the people's power is also dictated by the fact that our
enemies, in their activity to topple and liquidate socialist order
in Albania, are trying to hit and disrupt in par,tictrlar this
unity.
The strengthening of the unity of the people in the Democratic Front around the line of the party and rthe policy
of our socialist State is, as comrade Enver Hoxha teaches us,
n a continuous process, connected with the correct handling of
social contradictions, particularly of the contradictions in the
fold of the people, with the just development of the class
struggle against anyoRe and anything alien that hinders our
triumphant onward march. Outside the class struggle and
without the class struggle we cannot think either of overcoming
the contradictions or strengthening the unlty, (E, Floxha Beports and speeches 7967-1968, p. 182).
The corr€ct understanding of the relationship between social contradictions, the class struggle and unity in socialist
society is of great irnportance, both theoretical and practical,
for the cause of socialism. Marxism-Leninism teaches us and
practice has absoitrtely confirmed that unity, contradictions
and class struggle in socialist society do not exclude but
necessarily presuppose one another.

This is clearly proved by the entire hisrtoric 30-year

Iong road of socialist Albania. It is known that ,through a
fierce class struggle aga'inst the class of iandlords and the
big bourgeoisie, as well as against the interference of foreign
capital, after the country's liberation deep socio-econornic
transforrnations were carried out, leading to the liquidation
of these classes and to the consolidation of tire unity of the
people around the Party and the people's power, on the basis
of the alliance of the working class and the labouring peasan-

try liberated from the feudal and bourgeois exploitation and
oppression. At a later stage, through a fierce class struggle
against the class of kuiahs in countryside and the capitalist
elements in town, as well as the class struggie in the fold of
the people during the process of collectivisatioq for the overcoming of non-antagonistic contradictions between the working
class, rvhich was based en the socialist social property, and the
labouring peasantry based on the small private property, there

was achieved the liquidation of the kulaks and other capitalist cle;nents as a class, the labouring peasantry was ,transformecl into a class based on sociaiist property and the unity
of our society was raised to a new and higher level, At the
present stage of the revolution and socialist construction the
strengthening of the unity of our people in the Front is done
through an incessant class struggle against all the external
and internal enernies and their reactionary ideology, as well
as for the overcoming of contradictions in the fold of the
people about such problems as the struggle against religious
superstitions and backward customs, against coilcepts hindering the woman from taking her due seat in social life, against
the petty.bourgeois inclinations to place individual interest
alooye collective iuterest, against the current influences of the
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bourgeois and revisionist ideologies in the fielcls of culture,
art, the way of behaving and living, against the manifestations of bureaucratism and liberalism, of intellectualism and
technocratism, etc., etc.
Any one-sided stand in the question of the relationship
between the ir.rnity of the people and the class struggle in
socialist society is erroneous and frought with serious consequences, As comrade Enver Hoxha says, !o consider the question of unity outside the class struggle, to deny, allegedly
for the sake of unity, the class struggle as a motive force

of socialist society, would mean to lull the political and
ideological vigilance of the party and of the working people,
undermine the very cause of unity and the cause of socialism, slip into opportunistlc ,and revisionist positions. And
in the opposite, to see only the class struggle and deny
the great importance of the solid unity of the people as a
motive force of socialist society, this leads to sectarian positions and adventurism, to the transformati,ons of the contradictions in the fold of the people inio antagonistic contradictions and, in the last analys,is, also to the undermining
of the cause of socialism.
The vital role of the Democratic Fr,ont in the incessant
strengthening of the unity of the peol:le arourd the Party
and the policy of the dictatorship of the proletaria!, genetally
in our social life, includes all the main fields - economic,
political and ideological. Great and manysided are also the
tasks of the Front in all these fields.
The Front s organisations are required, through a broad

and systematic persuasive work, to make the labouring masses
of lthe town and countryside conscious of the tasks .la,id down
by the Party for the development of socialist economy, to
mobilize them for the realisation on time, with high quality
and in all the indexes, of the plan targets and develop their
creative initiative, organise mass undertakings for set €conornic tasks, etc. In particular, the Front organisations must carry
out a great and continuous educative work in order to implant
in all the working people a sound proletarian discipline at
work and the high sense of duty, the spirit of thrift and care
and vigilance for the safeguard and strengthening of socialist
property.

It is a permanent and mpst important task of the Front
[o carry out ar intensive political work for the class education of its members, thus, of the broad working masses of
the country, in the spirit of revolutionary vigilance and of
hatred against hostile ideology and agtivity, against all attempts

to harm and undermin€ our socialist order. This task of the
Front is linked with the precept o,f MarNism-Leninism and
of our Party that the class struggle continues during the
whole hisforic period of transition from capitalism to communism, that in this struggle the mass line must be consistently carried out, because only by actively and broadly
drawing the masses in its development can all the ways bc
barred to 'the hostile activity in whatever form it may be
developed, On the other side, the dnawing of the masses in
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this struggle is the principal a,nd most effective method for
the revolutionary class educa,tion of the masses themselves.
Clearly follows from this the very important role of the
Democratic Front here in this field.
In its activity the Front bears particularly in mind that
the People's Republic of Albania is in the conditions of thc
imperialist-revisionist hostile encirclement, threatening our
country wiith armed aggressions. Therefore, the preparedness for
the defence of our socialist Homeland from any eventuality
is here always on the agenda as the most vital ,question. Also
in the question of defence the pLA consistently applies the
mass line which is expressed i:r ,the fact that in our country
the defence of the Homeland is e;rsured by the entire armed
people, militarily prepared and incorporated in the structure
of the armed forces. Ft'om this view point an entirely special
role belongr to the Democratic Front, as the political organi_

sation uniting

in its ranks the entire "Albanian people, for
all the working people in the spirit of the
freedom-loving traditions of our people and

the education of
centuries-long

of the ardent patriotism for the defence of the socialist Ho_
mel,and from any enemy that would dare to touch it, in their
mobilization to accurately perform, each one of them, their
duties of military training for defence.
The Democratic Front as the most massive organisation
which includes in its fold all the working people, constitutes
a powerful instrrument of socialist democracy, the broadest
tribune of the direct participation of the masses in governing
the country. Through the activity of the Front organisations,
the broad working masses of the town and countryside express
their sovereign will iu the elections to the state organs,
they take part in the discussion of the most diiverse social
and state problems and have their say in everything, they
exerciste their direct control on the persons elected, the enr
ployees of the state apparatus, on everybody. Through the
functioning of this living mechanism of socialist democracy
in operation the unity of the people around the party and
the stabe power Lis tempered with every passring day, the
dictatorship of the proletariat is incessantly strengtheneC,
it is preserved from bureaucratic and liberal distortions
which, as shown by the experience of the degeneration
of socialism in the Soviet Union and in some other
countries, constitute the two greatest internal dangers threaten_

ing it.

At the present stage a special importance also in the
of the Democratic Eront organisations is taken on
by their work and struggle for the streagthening of the
ideological unity of our society, so that Marxism_Leninism,
which has become the dominant ideotogy here, will inspire
acbivity

all the thotrghts and actions of our men and women, At .the
present stage, of the complete construction of srocialism,
when
the socio-economic ,atrd political unity of otrr people has
reached a high level of consolidation, the continuous streng_
thening and tempering of the unity
constitutes

a

decisive

in the ideological field
link rb further promote the revolu-
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tion and socialist construction and to bar the way to
the
danger of cestoration of calriialism. Beoause,
as pointed out
by ihe 5th Congress of t]re pLA, witnout sec,ufilg tae
complete
victory of socialist reyolut,ion also in the field of ideology
and culture, the gains ,of the revolution in the poiitica,l
and
economic field canoot be securqd aad g-raralteed
eittrer. The
intensive ideological aggression of
,t.ire capitalist and revi_
sionist worid iagainst our counLry, w.irich constitutes
today the
main taciics of the enernies agaiilst our socialist order,
makes
particularly relevanl sharp iand ,imperative tle necessity
of
tne strengthe,ring oi the ideological unity of ,our society on
tire basis of tire Marxist-Lelinist ideology and proletarial
morality. This requires a fierce and persistent siruggle
on

two fronts: On

rthe one hand,

for the

eradication

oI

ttre

remnants and traces of the o1d ideologies of fue explolting
societies, inherited from the past; on tire other hand,

against the present influences of the ideology of the capitalist and revisionist world which surrounds us. A firsi_
rate role belongs to the Frout.s organisations in this

struggle.

The activity of the Democratic Fr,ont, as one of the rnost

impoftant links of th€ systeirx of the dictatorsirip of the proletariat in our country, is carried ou,t in ,these main direc_

tions.

1

I

i

The Party of Labour of Albania is the only leading force
of the Front and of all the other mass organisartions here,
The establishment of just relatio,ns between the party
and
these organisalions is of great principled and practical
importance. In rthis question ithe ,pLA lras fougiit and conhinues
to
fight on two fronts:
On the one side, against the liberal-anarchist revisionist
views which, alegedly on behalf of democracy, advocate
the
,independence, of the mass organisations
from the revolutionary partty of tire working class. But this means, i,n rea-

lity, ind€penldence frorn the proietarian policy and ideology
to the benefit of the bourgeois policy and ideol,ogy. Therefore, any weakening of the leadership of the Farty in the
mass organis,ations is wrong and da,nger,ous.

On ,the other side, the pLA has fought and continues to
fight against the bureaucratic revisionist concepts which trans-

form the mass organisafiors into appeudages of trhe state
organs, iuto mere instrumetlts of theirs, denying to them
any
initiative and ,acti:on. The leiadership of the party in the mass
organisations is an ideological and political leadership,
patible with any form

of

incorn-

t.trtelage and dictate. The mass
organisa,tions Bre not only conveyers of ithe party
line to
mass€s, but also tribunes of the masses themselves;
they not
only mobilize the masses in the accomplishment of the socio-

economic tasks, but they also draw them in to take an
active part in running Lthe affairs of the state rand society;

they not only educate the masses in the spirit of socialism,
but they rtake oare also rof the defence ,of the lawful iights
of the working people, in struggle ragai:rst bureaucrartic an<l
Iiberal distortions.

I
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the higher type
cooperotives os E mote
odvonced stoge im the
development of
the cooperotiwist ordes.
The leninlst
course of trcmsforming
the ogriculturol
cooperotives into
modern ond powerful
sociolEst economies
in conformity
with the speciftc
conditions of our country
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by PlfrRO DODBTBA

OUR PARTY IIAS WAGED AN ALL.BOUND STBUGGLE TO CREATIVELY APPLY
THE MABXIST-LENINIST PRINCIPLES IN THE FIELD OF THE COLI.ECTIVIZATION OB
AGBICUITURE TOO. TIIE COMPLETION OF THE COLLECTIVIZATION IN 1967 Af,SO
IN THE MOST MOI'NTAINOUS VILLAGES WAS THE LAST I,INK OF THE DISAPPEARANCE OF THE DI\TEBSIFIED ECONOMY IN OUB COUNTBY. NELYING ON THE SU.
PERIOBITY OF SOCIALIST PROPERTY, OUR PEOPI.E'S POWER, UNDER THE LEADEBSHIP OF THE PARTY, SOLr/ED A SEBIES OF PROBITEMS OF DECISryE IMPOBTANCE
TO TEIE VICTOBY OF SOCIALISM IN THE ECONOMIC, POLITICAL, IDE'OLOGICAL
AND SOCIAL FIELDS. tsROAD R.OADS WEBE OPENED FOB THE ALLROUND DEVELOP'
MENT OF THE COUNTRY'S PRODUCTIVE FOBCES AND THE EUBTHEB IMPROVEMENT OF THE SOCIALIST BELATIONS OF PBODUCTION IN TIIE FIELD OF
AGRICUf,TUBE TOO.
During the more than a quarter of cen- chinery today r'epresents over 90 per cent
tury that has elapsed since the setting up of the total motor power). As to the relaof the first cooperatives in our country, tive quantity ,of chemical fertilizet, irtigating capacity and great land reclamathe peasantry has taken big strides in all
r!?

.<#ei

directions. Our countryside has taken on
an entirel-v new asireci. There has been a
great and unintel'rupted increase of social
production and of the material and cultura1 leve1 of the cooperativists. The rate of
development of ag::rcultural production in
cur ccuntry has been so rapid that within
a few yeals we wele able to overcome agelong backwardness. Flom a primitive agriculture based on the rvooden plough, we
passed ovel to an agriculture with large
socialist economies, where pLoughing and
many other processes are carried out alrnost entirely by tractor (agricultural maPIRRO DODBIBA

- Alternate member o1

the Political Bureau of the CC of the PLA,
Minister oI Agticttlture.

tion works, Albania today ranks

among

the most advanced countries.
During the first 15 post-liberation years,
when the coilectivization of agriculture
was sti11 under way and many agricultural
cooperatives were sti11 new, agricultural
production increased 72 per cenl when the
cooperatives were growing and developing,
during the last 10 years agricultural production increased more than 80 per cent.

It is an in-rportant

fact that under the last

trvo five-year plans the main increase of
proCuction, at the rate of 80-90 per cent,
has been obtained through the increase of
yield, although at the same time the area

under cultivation has been greatly extended, too.
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Here we have to do not only with a
quantitative increase but also with radical
qualitative changes il the alh.ound deveioprnelt of the countryside. This is also
shown by the fact that today the agricultural cooperatives have becorre large
economies. Each coo,oelative includes an
average of more than 5 vil1ages, 1.000 hectales of land, 400 families and about 800
laboul hands. Income, value of the pr.incipal means and the expenditur.e made evety
yeal' fo1' production have amounted ,to qui
te large figulcs, Also, state investments for
land leclamation work, nrechanisation, che-

nlical aids for agricultulc as well as its
supply with cadles and with evely thing
elsje necessal'y have arssumed unpleceden-

ted proportions. Suffice iL to

mention

that during the last flve-year plan

alone

the volume of rnechanized wor.k glew 80
per cent, the irrigation capacity - 38 per
cent, chemical fertilizels - 7 times, agricultural construction work - over 70 per cent,
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of wellbeing of the labouring lnasses,
or ensuring the ::aw rnatet ial f or the

f

developn-rent

of the light and food

tly, as well as for

increasin5J

indus-

the

state

reserves. On thc oLhel hand we sh.r11
increasingly nafl:ow thc essential diffclences between the couutlJrside and thc
city and raise tl-re socialization of group
propelty to a new level, pleparin.q also

the concrete corrditions to gradually
tlansfolm it into the ploperty of ,the entile

peol:le.

Comlade Enver Hoxha, speaking on this
qucstion at Lhe 6th Congress of the FLA,

pointed out that ,the creation

of

the

higher type cooperatives is of great theoretical and practical importance, for the
present and the future of our socialist
agriculture, for: the complete constrlrctior
of socialisnr in the countlyside,. For the

of this idea it is
to constantly raise the 1evel of

plactical application
essential

late of increase of the population. For
example, during the last 10 years total

the i.ntensification of agliculture, doing
this within the possibilities and concrete
conditions of our country.
As is known, the intensification of agriculture means the systematic increase of

agricultural productio,n increased by

investnents, means

etc. This has enabled the rate of increase
of agricultural production to surpass the

B0 per

cent, while the population increased by
31,3 per cent.

The Party directives and

con)rade
Enver Hoxha's teachings concerning thc
modernization of agriculture at a rapid,

rate, and the struggle for tleeir creative
application, are an ontstanding contribution to the development of the Marxist-

fol

the strengthening of
the socialist order in the countryside and
the transformation of the agricultural
Lenirnis,t theory,

cooperatives

mies

in

of our

into modern socialist

econo-

conformity with the conditions

country.
)k*{.

In the series of tbeoretical and
practical measures taken by our Party for the socialist transformation of
agricultu.re, a special place is also held
by the creation of the higher type agricultural cooperatives. Their aim is to speed
up the rate of development ,of the agricultural economy, which will a1low us to
increasingly better meet the needs of our
country fol agricultural and livestock products, indispensable for reasing the level

of production, quan.
tity and quality of work in order to

get as many agricultural an'd livestock
rrroducts as possible from the salne area.
Explaining this Marx pointed out that

in the economic

sense, intensification is
nothing but a concentlation of capital on
the same land area. Thus, in order ,to
accelerate tl-re development of agriculture
and its intensification, investments in the
agricultural economy should be further
increased. Now, this is well known. But
how should these mcans be used in the

conditions of socialism in order to faci
litate the road of the development of the
countryside during the period of ,transi-

tion frorn socialism to c,ommunism as
much as possible. This is an important
aspeot of the problem which the Party
aims to solve by means of the higher
type agricultural cooperatives, The trevel
of intensification in cooperatives is lower
than

in the 'state agricultural enterprises

which operate in the same conditions
and have the same economic direction;
accordingly their yields are lower and
their potential possibilities are not fully
utilized. Btrt currently, the agricultural
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coopel'ativcs themselves cannot use mo1.e
means for investments than plovided for

in ,their five-year p1an. Even today, they
have quite a high norm of accumulation. Thus, any iuc::ease in this direction
r.l,ould af fect the 1eve1 reached in the
distribution of income among their members. Therefore, the Party deemed it

is

15 per cent 1ower, cows milk 53 percent
1ower, while theil total ploduction flom
every cultivated hectare is 33 per. cent lo-

wer and flom every work hand 53

per

cent lower. Besides subjective reasons, the-

se differences are also explained by the

fact that the ievel of intensificatioin in
is quite a bit lower than in

cooperatives

necessaly to increase the state investments
in agliculture. But in what way?
lf to realise these sr-rpplernentary invest-

state agricr,rltural enterprises comparable

ments we followecl the coulses known

clred percent,

so

far, their effect would not be so perceptible and in particular, would not serve
the aim in question. This is why, usin!,
these means on a small numbel of cooperatives of the lowland area and implementing new forms in making thern through
the higher type cooperalives, our party
founcl a new solution which has to do
with the application of its policy of concentlated blows, which will greatly contribule to giving further impetus to the
development of agriculture on the road of
i[s intensification, at the same time taking
perceptible strides ahead on the road of
bringing groLlp property closer to the property of the entire people.
Here we find a creative application of
the basic principles of Marxism-Leninism
on the questiou of cooperation. In his work
.On coopelatio,n, Lenin stressed that when
the state power is in the hands of the
working class, ,the cooperation of the
peasantry "is not yet the complete constrnction of the social,ist society, but it is

to thern. Thus, if we take the leve1 oI
state agricultu::a1 enterprises as one hun-

it emelges that in cooperatlves, f.or every hectare of far.m land the volume of rnechanized work is 64 pel cent the
quantity of nitlerte and phosphatic fertilizers - 81 and 53 per cent respectively, the
volume of annual inves[ments - 60 per
cenL, etc.

in 7970 show.s that, in comparison with
the agricultural enterprises operating in
similar conditions, their food grain yield

active participation, the Party instructs
that the re-organization of the higher type
cooperatives be done only with the fulI accord of the members of the cooperatives,
withoul any pressure. .The highet type
aglicultr-rral coopera.tive, the statute reads,
-- is a large socialisl collective economy
set up according to the Nlarxist-Leninist
teachings of the Party of Labour of ,41bania. It is created at the free will of its
members, on the basis of the existing agri-

cultural cooperatives. Cooperativist democlacy and the socialist plinciples of the
organization and remunetaticn of tt,ork
are the basis of its entire 6ctivity".
The higher type cooperat:ive relies in the
filst place on its ow,n material and mone.

exchange deriving from this ownership.

shortel period of time, should be
transformed into higher type cooperatives,
with the direct participation of the financial and material means of the State. This
nconcentrated investrnent, having new
charactelistics and forms so far. unknowu
to socialist agricultural economies, where
although Lhe chalacter ,of the group property of cooperatives is preserved, the
State becomes co-owle1' rvith them, in
proportion with the means it invests.

is

aims at solving another important problem,
which is characteristic of intensive modern agriculture. This is a matter of creatiug some lar.ge agricultural economies in
which, as in the state agricultural enterprises the production of the bulk of bread
grains, rice, cotton, sunflower, of milk and

The study that was carried out in the
state cooperatives of the lowland areas

lism is built for the masses and with their

in a

of the necessity of continuous aid
by the state to the peasantry because
,Evely social order etnerges only with the
financial support of a given class.* It is
precisely for these reasons that our party
always sees the cooperativist order in uninterrupted development, which from time
to time needs the individual aspects of the
socialist relations of production to be per.fected as well as material and financial means in various forms for the development
of the productive forces, at a higher rate.
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,tary means and on the comrncn work of its
metnbers as rvell as on the participaiion o,f
the state with equipment and with its allround aid. The latter is done in conditions
of the preservation of group ownership

all that is
speaks

.

In order to eliminate ihese malked differences as soon as possible, the Central
Committee of the Party and the Gover-nment decided that a number. of cooperatives in lowland areas, whele, supplementary investments can have a greater effect

This original load, in addition to solving the problems mentioned above, also

necessary and suffices for
this construction,. In the same work he
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meat, necessary

to our country are

con-

centrated.

*r(*
The basic statute and

regulations

on the organizalion ol higher type cooperatives, defines their content and the purpdse of their creation, the method of organization and managenent, 'the relations of
the State with them, the relations with their
members, their duties and rights etc.
Proceeding from the principle 'that socia-

and of the relations of distribution and

The participation

of the

state

in

the

higher type cooperatives with investments
is quite appreciable as to the increase of
the prodr-rction envisaged to be made over
the previously worked out five-year plan.
But it is still smal1 in comparison with the
means invested by the cooper.ative itself

in

general, and still smaller in compariscn wrth the total value of the princi-

pal means that have been
since

accumulated

its creation. In time, the

specif ic

weight of the means invested by the state
will become incleasingly greater. Therefore, with this kind of financing, in a constant and gradual 1\,ay, group property
will approach closer to the property of the

entire people, both with regaid to form
and ,content. This is precisely one of the
practical steps of great importance to proceed towards the transition from group pro-

perty to the propelty of the entire people.
Deriving from the principles of the basic
statute are also the main distinctions between the higher type agricultural cooperatives and the other cooperatives, as well
as what is common and what the differences are between them and the agri-

cultural enterprises.
First, the members of the higher type
cooperaltives are owners of the land, of the
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means of labour and of any other property
held in common by them; they enjoy the
right to a personal plot in the same way
as in all the other cooperatives. The same can be said of the other rights, that
is to take par,t in work, to elect and be
elected to the leading organs, to discuss,
give opinions, judge on all problems, to
receive an a,nswer to every proposal and
opinion they set forth, to crilicize and call
to aocount co,ncerning the affairs of their

tractor station (rvrrS) or special MTS branup for every coopelative. They
help nol only in carrying out the mechanized work, but aiso .in continually raising
the treve1 of mechanization, in tire maintenance of the machinery ,of the cooperatives
and in deveioping sma11-sca1e mechanization through their own efforts.
Allhough the higher' 'type ccoperatives
are like the agricuitural enterprises in the
organisational as well as the economic
ches are set

TODAY

The highel type agricultural coopelawere set up for the firsi time at the
cnd of 1971. in Shijak, Krutje, Novose16,
Poshnje and Glecalli. They started their
activity in 1972 when a total of 15 coopeLivos

latives wele reorgatrized, These are

ihe

pioneers of this great transformafion,
which iu the futule, is expected to be one
of the raost impoltant loads for the -socia-

list development oI oul

countryside.

cooperative. Ihe question of pensions and
of the other social securities, is also arran-

ged on these bases,
Second, the financial aid of the state to
the higher type cooperatives is not given
in the form of long term credit, but is replaaed by state investments of budgetary
funds for the development of the productive forces. In proportion to these sums
the State becomes a co-owner in cooperati'

ves. Besides this, they benefit by shorl
term credit and other aid in the same
conditions as the other cooperatives accor-

ding to their needs.
Third, in the higher type

,'a

cooperatives

the remuneration of the members' work is

done by guaranteed pay, in connection
with the results of production. This means
that for every accomplished norm they
receive 90 per cent of the planned pay
twice a month. At the end of the Year
they receive their pay 100 per cent when
the plan is fu1fil1ed, while their pay is

J*

t.
sf

increased up to onehundred per cent when
the plan is overfulfilled, and is reduced

ll'{.i',;.:.r.i.i !i;

by up to 10 per cent when the Plan is
not realized. The members of the higher
type cooperatives also enjoy the right to
be paid for the days when work is inter'rupted due to rain and when they are not
assigned other jobs, receiving 30 per cent
of the average planned payment for the

respective branch of production.
Fourth, after having fulfilled all their internal needs according to the plan for seed,
fodder etc., ,the higher type cooperatives
se11 the remainder o,f their produce to the
State which, on ilts part, undertakes to supply ithe co,untryside shops with bread and

other producls aocording to the regulations for the wo,rkers of state enterprises.

Fifth, for the higher type

cooperatives

the forms of the state aid in machinery are
different. For this purpose a machine and

aspects neverLheless Lhcy i'cnr:in cc:perativist economies. Fcl thls reason the
pay, although guarantecd, is set in acco;'dance rvith the economic stlength of thc
high t5,pe cooperatives lhemselves, and in

the majority of the cases it is lower thar

the pay of the wclkers of the agricultu-

laitel also enjoy other'
rrghts, payment for surpasslng nolms,
higher pensions and sccial security benefits, just as the metnbers of the higher:

ra1 enlerplises. The

type cooperatives have other rights which
the wolkels of the state sector do not
have.

The highel type cooperaLives have sitc:essful1y concluded theil first yeai: of existence.

A greater mcbrlization and rcvclu-

tionary upsurge was evident everywhele,
.r,,hich bror-rghb about

a pcrceptible increa-

of pali-icipalion in work and of results
in produciion. A goocl example in thls dilectio,n is se'L by the Novosela cooperative
rvl-rich fulfilled the cotion production plan
with the planned yieid of 11.6 qulntals,
per hectare throughout the 100 hectales
se

sown to this clop. The Zejmeni cooperati-

ve fulfilled the plan for the production
of bread grain with a yield of 29.9 quin-

ALBANIA
tals per

hecLare

TODAY
from the

5

1.500 hectares

sown to grain, compared to the 27,6 quintals pel hectale envisaged in the p1a,n.
Similar results were achieved by the highcr
type cooperatives of Cakrani, Poshnje, p1asa, etc., which during L972, as compared
with the previous year, registered a perceptible increase in the production of
wheat, coton, tobacco, sugar beet, milk etc.

This year' 10 oiher such

cooperatives

were reorganized bringing the total num-

of 15 HP), including those given to them
in 1-972. h: ,this way an average of 15 HP
of motol power will be used for every 26
hectares, that is, the same as the average

for the state agricultural enterprises, instead of tor 33-17 hecta::es as it was previously. Anothel important fact is that the
plans for evely higher type cooperative
this year wele drawn up on the basis of
man-power, motol' power, the fodder base,
etc. The concentration of production was
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further perfected and the main direction
was set for every economy where the prin'

cipal branches are better harmonized with
the complementary branches and auxiliary

activities. The higher type cooperatives
were reinforced with leading cadres and
skilled specialists, A series of other similar measures were taken,
In acco,rdance with t Ie special instr.uctions ,of the Political Bureau of the Central
Committee of the PLA, the organization
and progress of the hig'her type cooperatives is one of the main tasks of the
Party and the State. The Party aims for
the hlgher type cooperatives to reach the
yields of the state agricultural enlterprises
within the current five-year plan and to
struggle to surpass them. Creat and continuous work is required to realize this
tasls so that the high type cooperabives
be placed on sound olganizational foundations. Rclying on the experience gair-red at the Plasa cooperative, the 3rd Plenum of the CC of the PLA set the task
of carrying ,out studies and taking measures for the application of concentration
and specialization, for the organisation of
the territory, for the establishment of agri
cultural rotation and other rneasures necessary for a modern agriculture. These
sludies will be done this year and will be

applied by 1974 in ail the higher type
cooperatives and state agricultural enterprises, thus serving as a model so that
7975 they can be extended to all
the other cooperatives of the lowland

by

atea.

As is seen, relying on the teachings of
Marxism-Leninism, our Party, through the
higher type cooperatives, ls making an
outstanding contribution towards finding

bcl of highct'type

coopel'atives to 25, uniting the 31 largest and str.ongest aglicultu

lal coopelatives of the lowland
a total of 64.000 hectares of

lhe setting up
of high type coopetatiues

with

has cteated possibilities

cultivated
land, With a view to accelerating the process of intensification, the State has placed at their disposal, in a supplementary
way, investments work 46 million leks for

lor the inuease
oI yields ol all crops.

ar.ea

the construction of barns, gr.een houses,
machinery workshops and hangars, for
systematisation etc. Agricultural machinery will be perceptibly reinforced. For this
purpose the higher type cooperatives will
be provided wifh 875 tractors (in terms

In the photo:

abundant wheat hatuest

in one oI the
higher type cooperatiues,

practical roads

to

create the

necessary

for the complete socialist transformation of the countryside. Of course,

condibions

there are many other things which must
be studied further, but as pointed out by
comrade Enver Hoxha at the 6th Congr'ess
of the PLA. ,Life, the revolutionary practice of our socialist construotiotr, will in
the course of time show the other stages
to be passed thro.ugh in this process, they
will indicate the measures to be taken in
order to gradually eliminate the differences existing today between the two forms
of socialist property.*

t0RElGl{
TRADE

IH THE SERUffi
THE ECOilO

by

SOCIALIST ALBANIA IS NOW IN ITS 3OTH YEAR OF LIBERATION, WITH A
RICH BALANCE SHEET OF SUCCESSES IN ALL FIELDS OF I,IFE. TO ACHIEVE THESE,
OUB PABTY AND PEOPLE HAVE HAD TO DO A BIG JOB, FULL OF DIFFICULTIES
AND OBSTACLES, CAUSED BY THE INVADEBS, DURING THE HEROIC STRUGGLE

WAGEDBYTHEALBANIANPEoPLEEoRTHELIBERATIoNoFTHEHoMELAND,
BY THE ECONOMIC BACKWARDNESS INHERITED FROM THE ANTIPOPULAR AND
FEUDAL REGIME, BY THE OBSTACLES RAISED BY THE CAPITALIST COUNTRIES
AND tsY TEIE ANTI.SOCIAI.IST MEASUBES TAKEN tsY THE SOVIET REVISIONISTS
AND THEIB FOLLOWEBS.

Before .iberaLion, in total econotlic production, industrial and handicraft plodttcts
represented 1.8,3 pet cent, agriculture and
livestock raising were very primitive, and
backward methods prevailed. Because of

the poor developtnent of ploductive forces, market produotion was very sma11
and as a consequence foreign

trade

too

was very lirnited. The export-import structure complied with the s,tructure of the
economy cf that time, in an undeveloped

and colonial country. Albanian exports
consisted only of raw materials, foodstuffs
and agricultural items. In imports, readymade industrial goods had the biggest

share; thus, for instance, in the total value of impo,rts, textiles accounted tor 24,4
per cent and foodstuffs 21 pe:: cent, while
KIQO NGIELA: Membet
Committee
Trade.

ol the

Central

oI the Patty and Minister

ol

inclustrial and agrrcultural ma.hirlery a"i]
spare pauts were only 9 per cent. Thus,
pre-liberation imports had a markedly
non-productive character'
Exports never coveled imports, and 'the
trade balance always showed a deficit'
In Albania there was no industly Lo process the raw materials that existed

in

the

country, and the anti-nalional regime took
no measures whatever to encourage the
development of the country's economy or
defend lt against interference by foreign
capital; on the contrary, it opened 'the
doors to it and provided evel'y oppcrtu'

nity for penetration.
As the result of such an antinational
policy, Albania had one of the lowest econornic and foreign trade 1eve1s in Europe,
and in comparison with neighbouring
countries, it had the smallest pe:: capita
volume of foreign trade.

KIQ'O )tOlELA

With the tt'iumph of the revolution in
Albania and the establishment of the
pcople's powel, a vely advanced social
older was set ttp, but it had inherited a
very backward material and technical base

which did not conform with the flew relations of production.
In the field of the development of econornic and t::ade relations between 41bania, and other countries with different
social systems, changes were made both
in content and character: from exploitive, dictatorial relations, as formerly, they
were turned into relations based on respect for sovereignty, equality, non-interference

in the internal affairs of

one

another, and mutual advantage. With the
socialist countries, there were relations of
a new type, based on proletarian interna-

tionalism, mutual assistance and the principles of Marxism-Leninism.
The foreign trade policy of Albania is a
component part of its foreign and home
policies; in conformity with the tasks of

the unified plan for the development of
the economy,

it

has helped and continues
realisa,tion, at every stage

to help in its
of the country's

develoPment.

Comrade Enver Hoxha Pointed out, at
the 4th Congress of the PLA: uThe transi-

The loreign trode policy ol sociolist Albonio
is on intregrol port ol its foreign
ond home policies,
conforms with the tosks
ol the unilied plon for the
development ol the notionol

ond

lully

econ0my.

helps in the reolisotion of the plons
of every stoge ol

It

the counlry's develoPment

rrdf

".J
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tion in Albania from a backward technical,
economic and semi-feudal sibuation di
rectly to the building of socialism, bypassing the stage of developed industrial capitalism, set before our Party, as one of the
most vital and urgent tasks, the creation
of industry through the socialist industrialisation and electrification of the country,.
(8. goxha, Report on the activity of the
CC of the PLA to the 4th Congress of ;the
PLA).

Therefore, the foreign trade of Albania,

too, which immediately after liberation
became a monopoly

of the

state, was pla-

ced in the active service of the eco,nomy,
and in fu1l harmony with the development
of all its branches, and the structure of
exports and imports was changed, helping
the development of the productive forces

and the strengthening of independence.
As far back as under the first fiv+.year
pla'n (7957-1955), which envisaged the
transformation of Albania from a backward agrarian co,untry into an advanced
agrarian-in.dustrial country, our foreign
trade .directly contributed to the creation
of socialist industry, and in the first place
of the mining industry, which was the
main support for the development of the
other industrial branches, and would fulflIl

the needs of industry for raw materials.
The development of this industry incr'eased
the economic power of the country, and,
consequently, its exporting power.
Thus, in conformity with the objectives
of this plan, foreign trade changed its
structure. In 1955, machinely, equipment
and spare parts accounted for about 42

per cent of all imports;
metals, chemical products

combustibles,

and

building

materials accounted for about 25 pet cenl,
and agricultural raw materials, foodstuffs
and mass consumer goods represented 33
per cent. As a result of the increase in
Albania's economic strength, exports, to,o,
underwent changes both in volume and
structure. Thus, in 1955 fuels, minerals and
metals represented 71 per cent of exports,
as against 30,3 per cent in 1938.
During the next five-year plans, priority was given to faster development of

TODAY

production of the means of production, as
an indispensable condition for strengthening the material and technical base of socialism and the development of the other'
branches of industry and the economy as
a whole. As a result, the structure of foreign trade has changed in conformity with
the tasks and dlrections envisaged ln these
plans. Thus, in 1960 machinery equipment
and spare parts accounted for 46.9 per
cent of imports, in 1965, 54.L per cetrt and

in 1970, 40 per cent, whereas raw
rnaterials accounted for !2.7 per cent,
73.4 per cent and 2L.6 pcr cert respectively.
Such

a rate of

imports of nrachinely,

eguipment and spare parts runder these
five-year plans has resulted in thc country's productive power growing rapidly,
through the construction and operation
of important industrial and agricultural
projects, thus creating lavourable conditions for supplying industry, with mainly
locally produced raw materials. But the
industrialisation of the country to such
an extent, made it necessary to increase
imports of raw materials, palLicularly of
nretals; as the metallurgical industry develops, Lhese will decrease.
Setting up and developing new branches
of industry, especially cf the extracting
industly and intensifying and mechanising
agricultui'e increased the exporting power
of the country, contributing at Lhe same
time to the improvement of its structure.
Thus,

in

1960 processed goods repr€sented

in 1965 53.3 per
in l97A 58.7 per cent, while the

45.6 per cent of exports,

cent afld

share of non-processed goods has steadily
decreased, coming to 54.4 per cent in 1960,
46.7 per c€nt in 1965, and 41,3 per cent

in

1970.

The volume

of

foreign trade turnover

has increased from one five-year period to

another. Thus, under the fourth five-year
p1an, compared with the third five-year'
plan, it incleased by 49 per cent, and
exports alone grew by almost 45 per cent,

as against the planned 36 per

cent.

ALBANIA
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Our party has had to orientate its po,tsvra1d5 the creation of a strong national economy, with allround development
and a rational strLlcture, which ensured

licy

the economic independence and defence of

the homeland.
The consistent application of this policy
has resulted, over these 30 years of the
people's power, compared with before the

in

that the past regimes
would have been unable to attain in hundreds of years. Thus, in 7973 total industrial production was 86 times greater than
in 1938, and what was produced in a year
in 1938 is now produced in less than 5
war,

successes

days,

1960, oil exports in 7972 had inc.reased by
59 per cent, bitumens by 391 per cent,

iron ore by 173.9 per cent, chromium ore
in general by 1.77.9 per cent, ore containLng 42-44 per cent Cr2O3 by 285.2 per
cent, blister and cathode copper by 270.6

per cent; in comparison with 1965 the
export of copper wires trad increased 19.5
times over, and readJrmade clothing exports by L75.5 per cent. A marked increase
has been registered also in processed foods

and ,light industrial products, such

as

preserves, cigalettes, wine, carpets, lugs,

The annual average rabe of increase in
industrial production has been high. Thus,

for the

2O-year period 1950-1970 it has
been about 15 per cent, which is one of
the highest rates known, and one we rarely meet in the history of the industrial
development of other countries.

As against the fourth five-year plan,
foreign trade trunover under the fifth fiveyear plan will increase by 86 per cent.
Also, the structure will greatly change, as
compared with the past, including exports

not on'ly of traditional items, but

also

products of the new branches of industry,
mai,nly processed and semi-processed arti-

will further increase the value
of our export trade. In 1975, it is envicles, which

saged that over 56 per cent of the export

volume

volume of our traditional export goods has
glown and the range of articles has been
extended. Thus, for examplg as against

will

consist

of

industrial

goods.

Thus, for example, over the years of the
current five-year plan, new articles have
been added to our exports, such as electric energy, elec,tric wires and cables, mineral concentrates, chemical produc[s, such

as oil paints

and enamel, acids,

silica,te

fluorlde, sodium calcinate, and natrium
hyposulphite, building materials, ,such as
cement, silicaLe bricks, marble slabs, oil
by-products, such as petrol, ready-made
clothing and knitted goods, leather and
plastic aoods, arotnatic essences and oils,
cordials, fruit jtrice, etc.
In the framework of this general growth
of the economy of o,ur coLutry, in both

the industrial and agricultulal field,

the

e,tc.

The results achieved in the strengthening of the raw materials base, and ,the
fulther prospects existing in this direction in our countly, have made it possible
to extend and develop lhe processing industry, seb up new production branches
and create ccnditions to cope successfully
with any difficulty that may ar"ise as a
result of the imperialist-revisionist encirclement and current disordels in the international market. This results from the

policy of our Party, which is based on
the Marxjst-Leninist principle of self-reliance, ained at making our economy more independent, and on this basis the future development of our country will take
place, always in full conformity with the

requirements of the ob jective economic
laws of socialism.
Implementing ,this orientation of the
Party, iu the coming y€ars there will be
put into operation a series of units of great
economic importance such as

thr metallur-

gical combine, copper metallurgy will

be

further developed through the construction
and operatiorl of the pyrometallurgy plant,
chromium metallurgy will be set up, and
the intensive, oil processing plant will be
put into operation along with a series of
factories for the processing of other mi.
nerals,

With the erection

of

these units, and

the further strengthening of the energy
base, it will be possible to produce locally
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various kinds of steel, ,sheet-iron, rods and
pigiron, to increase the ploduction of
fuels, perceptibly improve their quality,
increase their range, etc., which not only
will fulfil1 the country's needs, but will
increase export power, decrease imports

and further implove the foreign trade balance.

In the future development of agriculture, priority will be given to increasing
production of grains, in the first place
through increasing yield, and broad scale
of scientific methods, and chemical
fertilizers, the material and technical base
will be further strengthened, and other
measures will be taken for this sector, to
open great prospects for the further development and transformation :f our agriculture, and the narrowing of the essential

use

differences between the countryside and
the tow,n, ab the same time it will then be
pos'sible to €nsure the supply of otrr home
market with more consumer goods, and

the supply of industry with raw materials,
thus contributing to lowering the specific
weight of imports of food and agricultural
items and incr,easing the volume and range of agricultural exports.
A11 these successes achieved in the field

of socialist construction in Albania are due
to the correct Marxist-Leninist line of or.rr
Party, to our people, and to their revolutionary vigour, under the eadership of
the Party, upholding in the first place the
principle of self-reliance and with the fra-

ternal and internationalist
People's Republic

of

aid of

the

China, they are ai-

ways forging ahead in strerng;thening
their econorny, moral and po,litical unity and the defence capacity of our
countly.

Foreign trade is a component part of
our people's economy; as such it has helped to ensure ,the independent economic
development of the countly, on the basis
of modern techniques and technology. For
this purpose, in conformity with the economic plan of the state, and with the requirements and prospects of development,
it has increased in volume, been en-
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riched in ,stlucture, and reached more
countlics.
Oul Party of Labour has assessed foreign
trade as a supplementary source, and has

to its organisaon the basis of

devoted special attention

tion and development

Marxist-Leninist PrinciPles.
With the liberatlon of the homeland, the
Party set about adopting measures aimed
at nhe liquidation of capitalist exploitation
by foreign monopolies, as well as by the
local bourgeoisie. With the measur'es and
deep transformations that were carlied out,
the foundations were laid for the establishment of the foreign trade and foreign
exchange monopoly. Prior to the adoption
of these measures the proper political and
economic premises were created, for exam-

the various nationalisations, the extraordinary taxes on war profits, etc. With
these measures the economic and political

p1e

base of the o1d feudal-bourgeois rule was
destroyed from its foundatio'ns, while the
further measures lhat were lal<en by the
people's power stopped the birth and de'
velopment of the capitalist element in the
field of foreign tlade, and stopped the exploitation of our country by the imperialist

bourgeoisie,

as was the c tse in

the

past.

Lenin continually stressed that we must
not stop at the achieved successes, but
every succcss must be streng[hened and
developed fulther. These words became
part of ,the basis of the policy of the fore-

ign trade of Albania on the

impr:ovement

of trade relations with

all
and extension
implement
and
'support
that
countries
the

the wellknown principles of intelnational
tracle, such as notr-interferetrce in the

internal affairs of olle another, resp€ct for sovereignty, mulual advantage, etc.
Consistent

in its

Marxist-Leninist 1ine,
the Party paid great attention to strengthening and extending foreign trade, de-

veloping our international ties, and imploving foreign trade organisation, in con-

r the con'ditions, possibilities
of every stage of our
requirements
and
formity wit

socialist construction' The correct line of

our Party made it possible to defeat the
plans of the Khrushchevite revisionists'
Neither the economic blockade, nor political blackmail, the severance of diplomatic relations or military threats intimidated
our Party and people On the contrary,
they have always marched with determination toward the complete construction

of socialist

societY

Comrade Enver Hoxha has said: uWe tell

the revisionists: your blockade, the bluta1 bleaking of economic agreements, the
complete cqtting off of supplies of indus-

equipment, the seizure of projects,
leaving the work half done, etc., perhaps
hindered at the beginning the implementation of the ,third five-y'ear p1an, but our
economy did not stop for a single moment its triumphant malch forward and it
emerged victorious over your shameful
blockade-. (e. Hoxha, ,25 yeats of stluggle

trial

and victories on the road

to

socialism',
Reports and speeches 1'969-1'970, page 272)'
The correct line of the Party of Labour
of Albania and the selfless work of our

people are the main factors that have
macle possible the steady development

of our country on the road to

so-

cialism.

In this framework, guided by MarxistLeninist principles and impiementing them
in its relations with all the countries with
differrent social systems, Albania carries
out in the fieid of foleign trade a policy
which, like its foreign and internal policies, selves the aim of building socialism,

and creating an atmosphere favourable
to the liberation struggle of all the peoples, and to their social and economic progres

s.

The need for allround stlpport fo:: the
peoples struggling against colonialist and
neocolonialist oppt'ession and exploitation,
and for the developrnent and extension

of tlacle relalions with all the countries
which respect the principles of non-interference iu each olhers internal affairs,
respecL for national sovereignty, mutual
benefit, €tc., has been and

will

always be

one of the conditions of applying the foreign trade policY of Albania.

TODAY

It is precise y due to this that our state
trade relations and relations between va-

rious firms have ben extended to

more

than 50 different countries.
A11 the trade relations of our countl'y
with other countries, just as in the past, in
the future too, will be characterized by
correctness in fulf illing 'the obligations
originating from various agreements and
contlacts, and demanding the same from
other countries, for the fulfilm'ent of their
obligations towards our country.
The relations of our country with the
People's Repubiic of China are of a new
type, relations between two so'cialis countries; they continue to grow and strengthen; proletarian internationalism and disinterested fraternal aid, find their fuI1
expression in these relations, based on
Marxist-Leninist PrinciPles.
The internationalist fraternal and disinterested aid the P.R' of China has given
and continues to give is great, and contlibutes to the acceleration of the development of the productive forces of our country. It helps to lighten our difficulties
under the present conditions of the savage
imperialist-revisioni st blockade.
Correctly assessing the current situation,
ancl the conditions in which socialism is
being built in our country, al1 the labour-

ing masses, in steel-like unity around the
Party, have shown revolutionary vigour in
new initiatives for the loeal production

of as much machinely and equipment as
in production
bf spare palts, the maximum tapping of
possible, a furthcr increase

the countrv's potential wealLh, the strenpJthening of the savings programme, etc"
which are aimed at cutting down on imports, anti fur ther impt'ovement in the
quality and rarrge of export goods'

Upholding and consistently applyirrtr
the Marxist-Leninist principle of self-r'e'
liance iu its intelnal and foreign policies
ancl in the flamework of trade relations
wlth other countries, Albania always bears
in mind the preservation of its indepenclence ancl sovereignty

and the cleation of
for its pmple"'

inclependent basis
economy.

a sound

Yolunteer work undertokings os on importont meons lor the formotion
ond tempeling ol the new mon. They serve os leol
schools ol revolutionory educotion.
Yolunteer work lor the benefit of society enriches the spirituol
world of youth, ond Iorms its collectivlst world outlook'
The moss undertokings ore CI feoture of the young
revolutionories, o Ieoture ol communist work, of the new person
who belongs to the present ond the future,
ond improve his morol chorocter, os on octive builder of the new society

REYOLUTIONARY ED['ffiTIOil
OF

YOUTH WITH THE SPIRIT
OF MASS
UNDERTAKIruGS
have been acquired in struggle, work, life'
ancl study ttncler the paternal care of the
pal'ty, the influence of our conditions, and
our revolutionarY envitonment'

The Party's work to form the new
man f inds its most powelf ul expressien

in the character of the youth, which consbitr.ltes the most brilliant victory of our
revolution. The Party and the people arc

rightfully proud of our youth, who, as
cornrade Enver Hoxha says, are closely
connected with the party, politically clear
and morally sound, correctly oriented and
certain in 1ife, courageous and intrepid
fighters, putting their valuable energies aI
the service of the socialist revolution and
the allround progress of the people. Tirese
featules and peculiarities of our youth

by lOYAll BARDH,

The f undamental characteristic of the
alh-ound work of the Party in its program-

]OVAN BARDHI

me for the education of the new person'
of our
f or the revolutionary tempering
of the
combination
the
youth, has been
Marof
f
crmation
ic
scle'ntif
theoretical,
with
convictions
ideological
xist-teninist
revolutiosocialist
in
participation
active
nary social action. An important place in

Youth Union.

this has been held by mass undertakings

- First secretary ol the
Centtal Committee ol the Albanian Labout
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and revolutionary actions among the mas-

the long experience of our Party, and
it has carried out here, shows

Lhe work

that involving

or,rr people

in general,

and

the broad masses of the youth in particu1ar, in or-re battle after another during
the national liberation struggle, one under'taking after another in the building of socialism in our country, one initiative
after another, for ideological, political and
cultulal tempering, is a method of great
value fol the fortration and revolutionary
tempei'ing of the new person.
This method has been used fo,r the eCucation of our youth since lhose days- a1most thirty-three years ago- when the best
youtJ-rs joined.together anrl created th,e
organisation of the Albanian Comrnunist
Youth with lhe initiative and under the dilcct leadership of the Party and of comrade Enver Hoxha. The undeltakings of
that unforgettable time of the cornmunist
youths and the antifascist youth, beginning with tre bold actions for the distrjbution of propaganda materials and thc
clandestine party press, and for the propagatior-r of its ideas, and ending with thc
mass activation in the detachments an d
u'nits of the partisan almy, made our youth

the most lively force of the national liberation movement.
The youth of our country immediatel-v
adopted a clear political and ideological
stand; evcry step was taken by them with
courage, with the Party and on the road
of the Party. Our youth saw in the Paltlr
the leader and organizer u,hich dilected,
with ability and certainty, the people and
the younger generation in the realisation of

their aspirations to achieve freedom, Thc-

TODAY

nazi-fascist invaders, thus defeating the
attempts of the external enemies and local traitors which were aimed at corr.lpting our youth and diverting them from

the struggle.
During the national Liberation struggle,
the communist and antifascist youth inscribed glorious pages in the history of
our people. Led by the Party, they coped
with the enemies, the foreign invaders and
locale traitors, they struggled in clandes-

tinity in cities and villages and, arms in
hand, in all the partisan formations. Examples of the heloism of the youth are numberless. Educated by the Palty, as its
faithful sons, they went to mass undertakings intrepidly, always malching ahead;
thele where the clash was the fiercesf ancl
facing the supreme su.rifice, they ploclaimed the glory of the party and of our
people.

Ihe contribution made by the youth
drrring the national liberation struggle
was an important factol for the victory of
our national liberation movement. From
its lanks therc cr-nerged about 55,000 partisans (among them 6,000 youlrg women
and 1200 young pioueer"s) of thc 70,000 the
naLional liberation almy counted in the 1i

beration davs. The outstanding leaders
of the youth, Oemal Stafa, Misto Mame,
Shyqyri Ishmi, Mar:garita Tutulani, Alqi
Kondi, Manush Alinrani and others paved
the way to honour and immortality for the
youth. Thousands of young people in the
national liberation strugiTle became ever
shining stars of f ::eedom.
Through the national liberation strug-

glc, and lts educative work, the party
prepared a whole generation of revolutionary fighters. Hundreds of young men
and young wofren were admibLed to the
ranks of party and many brave comman-

refore, the youth, with .steel-like" unity of
wills and hearts, rallied around the Palty
with the same steel-like unity of ideals.
Ihe communist youth fought with firm
confidence in victory. They contributed, to
a considerable extent, to increasing the
patriotism of the ma,sses and their enthusiasm, and to strengthening confidencein
our own forces, in the Party and in the
caus,e of the national liberation movement;
they mobilized the broad masses of the
antifascist youth, rallied them around the

lance and hatred for the enemies, and confidence in their own forces.

Party and threw them into the struggle
for the liberation of the people from the

lar revolution, the party prepared the youth

ders and commissars

of partisan forma-

tions were trained.

The youth emerged frori thc national
liberation struggle politically strong and
tempered, they had high qualities or bra-

vEry, the spirit of sacrifice, courage,
for the people, the homeland and the party, revolutionary vigiboundl.ess love

Intheheat of thestruggle andthe popu-
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and socialist construction of the country.
Albania emerged flom the epic of the

beration are fuli of offensives and undertakings, in which the heroism of the partisans has been transformed into the mass

great partisarl war impoveris red

heroism of thc youth at wolk.

coming battle for [he reconstruction

and

it began the difficult epic of
building socialism with confidence, multi-

wounded, but

plied energies and sure

steps.

Overcorning Lhe destruction, the organisation of the new state, the struggle agaiust
plots anC saboteurs, the restoration of the
ravageo economy, the offensive for cultule and education, the struggle against the
o1d world in the consciousness of men this was a bload front ou which the party
and comrade Enver Hoxha invited thc
youth to sLlugg.te in the early yeals.
Our youth, under the leaCership of tire
communisis, became the mosi advanced
detachment in the r.ealisation of these
tasks, in the real:sation of ihe program-

me of the party. Holding both the pick
and the rifle, the youth threw itself with
new courage, ancl a crusading spirit, into
every stage. The period oI reconstruction

and construction is replete vrlth ne',^",
cor.rntless heloic feats of youth. "In mass

undertakings, in the u,ho1e of constructive

work, in our whcle stlugglc for socialism
and ti-re defence of our hcueland, out:
youth have inscribed, and contilue to inscrlbe evel'y Cay, wonderful pages of heroism,, comrade Enver Hoxha says. And
this is understandable. The party and the
revolution solved for the youngel generation the problems that constituted the chlonic misfortune of the ycuth before liberation, and which tcday are the cause of
the shocking tlagedy of the yor-rth in capitalist and revisionisi countries. The party
and the levolution realized and took further the dleams of the younger genelations
of the past. This is why the youth are
closely linked with the party and the revolution, and why their interests have
become the youth's supreme interests.
This is why the youth have made their'
life's motl,o comrade Enver Hoxha's ins-

truction: ,If something is in the interests
of the party, you carr be sure that it is
absolutely in the interests of the people,
theref ore tackle the mountain and overcome it,. T,hus the youth, with steel-1ike
arms and wi1l, with wisdom, persistence
and rare blavery, overcome any obstacle
or difficulty. The thirty years since 1i-

Thele is no field of life in which the
youth have not undertaken revolu[ionary
actions, initiatrves and movements lvhich
have yielded important rcsults in production. The volunl,eer work actions consLitute
a glorious chapte:: in the heroic histoly oI
our younger generation. They began from
the early days oI liberation. One can scar'cely find throughout Albania one span of
territory whele the sweat of the yculh
volunteels has not been shed in road arrd
railway building, in terracing and constlucting industrial projects, in leclairLing land
and other undeltakings to help agriculture.
I',ere is what the figures show:

In the construction of nationally, v1[a1
highways, about 270,000 ycung men and
women have volunteered, in the railroad
ccnstrLlLrtion, 300,000, in terracing coastal
hi11s and planting citrus trees', over 40,000,
tl-re consLrr-rction of indrLstrlal projects,
6,000 and in undertakings for land recla-

in

mation, planning orchards, etc., 40,OCC
young people.
One can hardly find any ycr-1ng mcil cr
womerl of the vears of the parLy and the
people's porver who have not undergone
their fir:st test, as sons aud daughtels of
the revclution, in the youth undertakings.
But through their volunteer actions, tlte
youth do nob merely build plojecLs for ihe

floulishing and reinforcclrent of the homeland. Together with the plojects, they
build and temper themselves. Mass undertakings have scrved as tlue shcols cf re-
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for their comprnions and their work.
Through working and living tcgether, the
student, workel and ccopelativist yor.rtir
learn and profit fror':r one another; thcy
become friends with one anotiter', ancl .ihey
cast aside the various artifrcial distinctions
made bv the ovelthrown ideologies anc
classes,

Communist conceilts and morality, the
spirit of sacrifice and revolutionary deter-

mination, of will and persistance, are
implanted and consolidated through wor'l<
and joint life in the mass undertahings;

the petty-bourgeois and pattiarchal r'etunauts of the past, anC manifestations of
and liberal stands towtrlcls bourgeois and
revisionist ideology atrcl rrtcraliLy, are cast
away. A special role has been played b'y
the rnass under[akings for Lhe edttcatiorl
of the school aucl stuclent youth with the
spirit and habits of manual 'n,ork, with
love and respecl for those lvhc do il a:rd.

for the connection ra,ith the workels and
peasants, thus combating manifestaLious of
intellectr"ra'lism, divolce from the mxsses,
technoclaLism and bureaucratism,,,tendetlcies which, had they fonud our dcor open
would inevitably lead us to the bilth oI

revisionism and restoration of capita-lism*,
as comrade Enver Hoxlia poinLed out.

The value of the Inass ttttdertakirrgs

iir educating and tempering [he ccoperaliv,st youth, who are iu [he vanguaL'd of
the stlr-rgg1e for the neu, in all fields, fcr'

the exic:rsion of education ald cttltttre,
faln-ring techniqttes, socialist relations in

the family, hygiene and cleanlinesr;,

eLc

ale invaluable. In this struggle they have

Mass undertakings have continually he1-

lealned and profited by the revolutionary spirit, and educatiorr in the great
levolutionaly underlakings of the youth.
The voluuteel undeltal<ings of yor-rth
embody one of lhe f ea lules of thc ucw
revolutionalies, of the new person who
belongs to the present and the futule.
"The willing work fol the benefit of society is communist work. Through such
work, the spiritual world of the youth is
enriched, and their personality is affirmed, conceln and preoccupation fol the
collective good becomes a personal, prevailing featule in 1ife. .Outside this concept,, comrade Enver Hoxha teaches tts,

ped to develop and implant in the youth
the spirit of collectivism, of care and love

"there can be no true education of youth,.
On this road of communist work, of

volutionaly eclitcation. They play a role
in educating the youth in the spilit of icint
wolk, social work, wilh its lo:nance, ps1,chology and heroism, and in equiping
thern with habits of o1'ganisation and discipline at work. Through mass undertakings thousands of young men and women

lealned fol the first time aboul socialist competitions, shock workers, work
bannels, norms, pledges, initiatives, e tc.,
concepts which were to enter not just the
vocabulary but also the day to day life

of

Lhe

youth and the labouring

masscs.

The participatian of youlh in valwnlary
work is one of the wqv6 of its educqf ion with
the communist morality, Tems ol thowssnds of youths
lrom lawn and countryside wark tor ane month every yewr in

&a.'

irl.;
.4,

national ond locdl unt@fiokings,

such os consfrsscfion of roo,ds, railways,
r@servoirsn efc, ln the phofo : An ospecf from the

worts of youth

in fihe canstrucfiom of fhe Fier- Bollsh railway
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following the collective interest, the youlh
are educaLed everyt,here. The undertakings
of volunteer work ale only a part of revolutionar-.y action and of cotlmunist consc cusness and nolality. Mass undertakings

hrve becorle a method of education in all

the aspects of the development and fornation of the youth.
At this stage of the der.elopment of the
revolution in our couutry, whele every
young person is conscious of working and
struggling for hin self and foi' society, all
the conditions have been created for ini-

tiatives, mass r-rndeltakings and

lnovements in all fields of the country's 1ife.

Particularly inportant are the mass
uncleltakings in the political, ideological,

and cultural fields concerning way of
life, forn-ration of tastes and moral norms,
and behaviour in the family and in society. Besides thei,r irnportance, these trass
r,rudertakings are also more dif ficult to
c3rry oul, because they rcqui::e more pcrsuasive wolk, perseverance, attention and
ability, since one is dealing with people's

feelings and consciousness.

It is a

fact

that the youth, educaLed by the party, are
quicker to :rdopt the new, the progressive,

and struggle to carry il through,

The

rv,hole ,struggle

dee-

of the party for the

pening of the ideological and cultulal re-

volution cannot be divorced from
contribution, strength and devotion of

the
the

youth. The youth constitute not or':ly an
encouraging example for the improvement
of the moral figule of lhe new man, but
also an urging and t'ransforming force.
The mass undertakings, initiatives and
movemen[s of youth for the elimination of
the o1d backward customs and religious
beliefs, the undertakings for the elimination of churches and mosques and other'
religious institutions which splead obscurantism, the youth movements and undertakings for the ernancipation of the
women and gir'ls, the novements for the
further revolutionisation of the school,
such as that for the strengthening of proletarian discipline, the movements: "Why
do we learn and for whom do we learn,',
,,The ideals of communism - a banner of
our life,, ,Learn from the working class.,
,Improve our moral character in struggle
against alien manif estations and libe,ral

stands towalds them,, etc. etc., have

brought the younger generation to the
f:rcnt ranks of all the battles and mass
under:takings, as coul'ageous and unflinching fighters in the sllugg:e against any
and every stain of the old u.or'ld or pressure of today's bourgeoi:-revisionlst world

aud in the deepening of the ideological
revolutiolr, fol the alhcund ernancipation

of

society.

These revolutionaly initiatives and movements have a great educative value for

the moulding of the new man with socialist features. First, they include the
broad masses of youlh who take an active

part in the work for the solution of the
great problems which preoccupy the party, the people and the state; theY are
mole closely connected with the problems
of their wolk centre, agricultural coopelative, school or military unit, where the
youth increase their confidence in their

own forces and their youthful

enbhu-

siasm, and have their s,ay in all aspects
of life. Second, a harmonious and allround class ancl r'evolutionary education
of youth is carried out; the method of
education is combined with ,that of selfedr.rcatior, and the economic benefit and
the eCucative value of tte initiatives are
merged into a single whole, Third.

Marxism-Leninism, the teachings of the
Party and comrade Enve.r Hoxha are
assimilated and carried out in 1if e by

the youth in revolutionary pracLice and
in struggle against the remnants of the
old society and the manif estations of
bourgecis-revisionist ideology,
The initiatives, mass undertakings and
rnovements which the youth undertakes

are not aimed just at drawing in the
bulk of youth into them. The othe'r labouring masses, too, are drawn in through
the initiatives and mass undertakings of
the youth, under the leadership of the
Party.

The Party teaches us that the revolution
develops nonstop, and that there is no pla-

for random work. We are building socialism in conditions of the savage imperialist and revisionist encirclement.
The 4th Plenum of the Central Commitce

tee of the Party, analyzing the

situa-

tions the country is undergoing, the impe-

lialist-revisionist encilclement, and

the

ideological aggression against our coun-
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tly, pointed out that .We should not forget
that the youth have been and always
remain a target o,f the activity of all our
enemies',. Our intelnal and external enemies have always aimed their attacks
at the youth. But our youth, oriented
and taught by the Party, have understood
that one of the main objectives of the
enemy is to poison the minds and consciousness of young men and women, and
introduce alien ideolcgy into our ranks;
they ,have understood that the main objective of the ideological aggression of the
bourgeoisie and revisionism is to divert
the younger generation away fro'm the
levolution and to divorce them from the
Party. Therefole, under the leadership of
the Party, our youth struggle to preserve
their ideological and moral purity, refuting wirth contempt any and every alien
bourgeois and revisionist manifestation or
influence. The active and conscious par-

ticipation of our youth in the powerful
movement and undertaking of the masses

to intensify the stluggle against

alien

manifestations and liberal stands towards
them is a powerful indication of the new
features of our new persc11, reared and
educated

by the Party with proletarien

ideology and rnorality. This is further
proof showing that our youth stand firm
sound revolutionary positions, that they
are detelmined to proceed on the road of
the Party and of ceaseless revolution'
7974 is the year of the 30th anniversary
of the liberation of the homeland. In the
framework of this jubilee year, the youth,
through their organisation, inspi'red and
guided by the Party, have raised higher
the banners of the undertakings, strrowing
a rare spirit of sacrifice and self-deniai,
enthusiasm and iheroism, at work, at
school and in life. Swept by the mass mo-

in

to rvin the title of ,dislinguished
organisation of the 30th anniversary
of the libelation of the homeland,', they
have lntensified their wolk and struggle
for enriching their spiritual r'sorld and
I/ement

revolutionary tempering, and for the further perfecting of theil rtoral figure
through mass undertakings and ideolc-

gical debates, through the struggle to
realise the plarr talgets, and for further
successes in all fields of socialist construction.

The victory of revolution in our country
mode it possible to begin to set up ond develop
sociolist teoching.
Here ore some thoughts on the experience
ol developing Morxist-leninist educotlonol thinking
ond moking educotionsl science o new
lheoreticol bosis lor the buildimE ond devclopment
of our new schools ond sociolist educotion

RE

by BEDR, DED,A

RY

THROUGHOUT THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR COUNTRY ON TIIE ROAD OF SO'
CIALISM, WE CAN DISTINGUISH THREE STAGES IN THE EFFORTS TO ELABO'
RATE MARXIST-LENINIST EDUCATIONAL THINKING AND MAKE EDUCATIONAL
SCIENCE A NEW THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE BUILDING AND DEVELOPMENT
OF OUR NEW SCHOOI.S AND SOCIALIST EDUCATION,
In bhe second p1ace, in the years 1951In the first place, thele was the stag:
which begins from the period of the 1965, there was another qualitative 'stanational liberation struggle, and conti- ge, when the Marxist-Leninist revolutionues af ter liber.ation, with the applica- narv 1lne had completeiy triurnphed in
tion of the eclucation rcform and the fu1- education, and we laid the first founda-

filmcnt of thc two-year plan f or the tions for the creation of an Albanian,

- Prolessor, scientitic se'
oi tlte Acatletny ol Sciences ot
the P.R. ot Albania, specialist in Llte
BEDRI DEDJA

cretaty

ptobl.ems

of psychology and

pedagogy.

country's economic and cultulal develop- socialist science of teaching as well as
ment, in 1949-1950: This is the stage in for- the stabilisation of our socialist eduwhich we stluggled for the complete cation, oD the principles of Marxism-tetliumph of the Marxist-Leninist revolu' nlnjsm.
In the thild place, in the yeals 1966
tionary line in educational the,ory and in
the praclice of builcling out, socialist edu- and onward, we have to do with the
stage of the further revolutionisation of
cation.
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our schools and a new creative development in the field of Marxist-Leninist
levolutionaly educational thinking.

**:+
In the first stage, when we struggled to
define the Marxist-Leninist revolulionary
line in the field of pedagogical thinking,
we l-iad to make a gteat effort to destroy the o1d feudal and bourgeois concepts about education, as the dornain of
the privileged classes, as well as to tahe
organisational measures to spread popu1ar education, beginning during the uational liberation struggle in the liber.ated
areas. For this purpose, fi.om the war on,
we sought to implement a minimum programme for the education of the masses
in a way which suited the war situa,tion
and the lack of staff and equipment. After
the liberation of the ccunLry, when wc
were making thc first efforts to ptepare
the education reform, our. party set down

the two fundanental lines

in the deveof Albanian educatiorl: its mass
character', and the radical change in pr:ogramme, i.e. in content. In March 1946,
presenting the gcvernmetlt pro,gl,amme,
lopment

comrade Enver Hoxha sbated:
"In the
cultural and educatronal field, the Government has a heavy burden, because our
people need more bread, but they also
need morc culture and education. This
culture and this education must not be
just a useless embellishmenl. but must

scrve the general interest,

to

pr.oduce

more and better, and to raise living standards in out country. V/e need a culture that will make our people better able
to work and produce, and vre should

this culbure and education a weaof the broad working tnesses... Thc

ma1<e

pon

school lefonn and the change of pr.ograrl-

will be the first task of the Govern_
ment in the field of education. The re_
form and change in programme will be
suited to the conditions cteated in our
countr' dnd to the needs arising in the
building of ncw Albania,.
me

By the year 7946, the fundamental requilements of the educational policy of
our party, il the socialist development of
education, were cleatly defined. Now our
state, our people, the mass of teachers

and teaching opinion were faced with the
task of carrytng out radical transformations jn the rstructure, content and metho.ds of work of our new ,schools. This
is the basis which promoted the lively
devolopment of educational thinking, es-

pecially from the year

1.g46,

as well

as

the fierce struggle between oppos:ite

views, the debates, etc., which 1ed to the
victory of the Marxist-Leninist revolutionary line in the field of our new educational science.
At the beginning, when Marxist thinking had not been completely formed, in
the theory of teaching and in the debates o[ the character and content of our
school, two trends clashed: pragmatism

and Herbartian pedagogy. On the one
hand, many pedago,gues and teachers,
proceeding from the desile Lo contribute
to the creation of the new schools, began
to criticize the o1d schools in a onesided
way, as passive, devoted to verbalism and
intellectualism, and fu1l of repressive discipline. But in their views about the creation of the new schools, these people were
bringing the old bourgeois, reactionary
contrent of John Dewey's theories on the
active school, where the pupil ,should
become its starting point, its centre ancl
its sole aim,. There was a risk that this

theoly would hinder the creation of

a

proper education system,

with

programmes, and principles

of systenatic

unified

of the foundations of scienccs;
on the other hand, by advertising with
lcftist slogans the self-notivation anrl
independence of the pupil; it ignolecl, the
lealning

guiding role of the teacher in the teaching
and educative process, thus paving the
way to narrow bourgeois practicism,
But amor:g our teacirers and pedagogues there wele also bhose that supported Helbart's ideas; they thought that
without -blind discipline,, and the ,fjrm
authority, of the teachel lhere co.ld be
no real, serious schools,

by the education policy of our
selies of measures was adop_
ted, to carr.y out radical transformations
Guided

Palty,

a

in the

content of ,education, introducing
the spirit of the national liberation struggle. These measures wele expressed in

the compilation of new texts for the
in introducing the his-

eleruentary school,
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tory of the national liberation

movement

and later on of Marxism, in abolishing the
teaching of r.eligion, in the struggle waged to teach exact knowle,dge, on a scientific and experimental basis, in strengthen-

ing the political spirit in the whole irter'nal life of the schools and, particularly,
in increasing the role of the youth and
young pioneers' organisations

at

school.

Thus, 1itt1e by little, with

concrete
struggle, on the practical terrain of the
schools and in debates and discussions in

the field of theoretical thinking, fighting
both pragmatism and Herbartian peda.
gogy, Marxist educational thinking began

to take

shape.

First, concerning the aims and tasks
of education, for the first time the requi
rement was raised for the allround, general communist development of the
younger generalion. This development
demanded, in the first place, a high level
of culture among the youth, the mastering
modern science and technology, afid
the forming of a scientific world outlook

of

about society and nature, as well as the
ability to opel'ate maohinery in industry.
This development also demanded educa-

tion with communist morality, the proof socialist patriotism and hatred
for the old exploiting order, the cult!
vation of pr.oletarian discipline, internationalism, the spirit of self denial and
irreconciliability with prejudices and old
customs; work educati,on, aesthelic and
motion

cultural education, and physical and mi-

litary training (so that our young people
become physically strong, brave and
loya1 soldiers, defenders of the homeland
and good workers on every front). AIJ
this as a who.1e should ser.ve class political education, and the raising of the
political and ideological level of tl-re
younger generation, through true Marxist-

Leninist knowledge.

the content of teawas required that "the
equipping of the masses of our youth with
a revolutionary culture* should become a
guarantee that the remnants of fascist ideology would be eliminated. This would not
be achieved just by reraoving fascist cu1ture from the programme or praise of fascism from the texts, but through a minute
Sec,ond, concernin,g

ching at school,

le-examination

it

of all subjects, in particu-
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lar history, philosophy and ethics. In history, for example, we had to eliminate the
obsolete methods and theories which were

it a history of kings, generals,
feudal lords and great men, by introdu-

making of

cing revolutionary theories and making it
mainly a history of the masses. We also
had to include in the school programmes
the study of Marxism, the history of the
national liberation sti'uggle and the histoly
of the revoluLi,on and so,cialist construction,
and remove every element that was orientated towards fascist culture.

Third, concerning the methods of

tea-

ching and education, the new progranlme
required that besides studying, the younger generation should also be tempered in
the school of life and work (,the strongest
educative means for youth today, as yesterday in the struggle,,) ; theoretical prepara-

tion

'sho'r.rld

be connected with practical

work through mass undertakings, e.g. road,
building, reconstruction of houses destroyed by the war, contributing to increased

on the themc 'For a sound education and
ideology in our schools,, stated that in
the future attention should be concentrated on ideological problems in the content of teaching and education, rejecting
a one-side way of dealing solely with methodological and organisational ploblems

of

education.

***
After the years

19,19-1950,

when

the

party laid down the task of transforming
our country into an agrarian-industrial
country and later on of building the economic basis of socialism in Albania, our
s,chool and our education were faced with
new complicated problems which required
a more scientific treatment of pedagogical
questior-rs. The transition to compulsory 7year education, as a new step in our
culfural revolution, the extension of edu-

cation and culture

of the

people, as

to the broad masses
well as the decision

production in fa,ctories and villages, better

to eliminate illiteracy amo,ng the adult

olganisation of agriculture, transport, and
trade, the struggle against illiteracy, to
spread culture in the masses, etc. These
ma'terials clearly laid down the task: "The
more we invo ve the youth in the political,
economic, social and cultural problems of
the countty, the more certain we are of

pulation, up to the age of 40, the strengthening of the Marxist-Leninist ideological
spirit in the entire content of teaching and
education, the broadening of the links of
the educationa system for training the cadres need.ed by the socialist construction
all these set our
of our country, etc.
young educationa,l sciencc many difficult
tasks, both in organisation and in content.

success

in their

education,l) Concerning

the problem of the methodology of teaching, it rvas required that ,the profes-

. should be more careful and more
methodical in explaining the subject. . . the

In this period

r,r'e

po-

have to do with one

interpretation of various subjects is for
the time being a ma'ior problem which
must greatly preoccupy the professors.
They must brino up youngsters with pro-

of the most difficult stages in the development of our young educational science.
On the one hand, the problems facing out
schools and our education were enormous
and complex and on the other, these had
to be solved by educationalists without

gresssive principles which aye based on
real Marxist-Leninist science. They must
explain the lessons, the events, through the
prism of the prineiples which todav guide

having as yet organized special scientific
educational studies, without having pronerlv trained cadres in the field of pedagogy and its branches and without the

our

publications needed

sors. .

People's Republic' (the newspaper
*Rinia,, February 75, 7944.
The Party Congress in 1948 have clear
instructions on deenening the process of
the communist education of the younger
generation with the spirit of Marxism-Leninism and basing teaching and educative
work on materialist pedaoogy and didactics. Tbe meetins of the Educational Cor.rn-

cil in

1950, which treld

its

proceedings

to train educational

cadres, at a time when we had .iust taken the firs,t steps in organizing the hiqher
education svstem and, in particular, higher

teacher lraining.
Under these conditions it was understandable that our attention should be concentrated on the experience of Soviet education, as the first socialist education svs-

tem

in the world, as well as on Soviet

(181, 1974

.
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educational science. Thus, the first foundations of our young educational science
are closely connected with the experience
of Soviet socialist education, which was at

that time the most progressive iu the
world. But our educational thinking not
only knew how to profit by the Soviet
experience, but also how to pose and so1ve some specific problems of Albanian
socialist education, in conformity with the
historical conditions and the requirements
of our country.
Nevertheless,

it

must be said that, besi-

des the positive influence exerted on our
education thinking, Soviet education also
exerted a negative influence. This found
expression in two fundamental directions:
First, exaggerated trust in Soviet education frequently appearing in the tendency
not to adopt a critical stand towards rnany
of its theses, and not to worry for a long
time about the cleation of special scienti-

fic research institutions in the field of
cducational science. Secondly, the lack of
specialists trainod in this field, as well as
of a

pedagogical front

with a scientific-

experimental platform, meant that many
erroneo,us theses

lv

of

Sovieb ped,agogy deep-

into the practice of our
and ctubed to a certain extent,

penetrated

schools

until the years 1960-61, the vigorous development of our educational thinking, as
well as the creative initiative of our teachers. This influence found expression in
.r certain overevaluation of mental education in our schools, in their detachment,
especially the schools of general education,

from work and life, in the maintenance
fol a long time of verbalism anci formalism
in the methods of the teaching and educative work, in the increase of the teaeher's
formal authority, and in the cultivation of
a certain new formalittr in teacher-pupil relalions. and of educational bureaucratism.

Until the -vear 1967, we had onlY one
pedagogical review: "Popular Education'
(.The New School,'), which throughout its
whole existence has been a lively, militant
forum for: the development of educational 'thinking in our country. In 1951 the
faculty of pedagogy and psychology lvas
founded in the Edrrcational Institute of
Tirana, the first scientific teaching unit
of this nature in our country. This faculty
has played a considerable ro e in the trai-
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ning of educational cadres as well as in
the publication of our first texts of eclu-

paid to educational publications, the popu-

larization of our studies, and the advan-

cational sciences,

ced expelience of our teachers, etc., thus

In 1960, in its theses on the reolganisation of the educational system, the Party

cleating along with .Popular Education,

set the fundamental directions of our educational science. These theses lcad: uScienlific work in the field of ed,rcation must
be concentrated on the study and elabo-

eclucational publ;catio,ns.

ration of problems of content and

h-t 1966, with the Sth Congress of the
Parly, for our schools in general, and for
our educational science, a new, morc acl-

tea-

ching methods,. Later, in his spccch of
March 7, 1963, the Minister of Education
and Culture expressed the confide,nce that
.\,\,e have the skilled cadres to set about
sclious, profound work, rea1ly scientific

and .The Teachcru, a libraly of scientific

vanced stage began.

lcsearch is being incteasingly felt". Procecding from this nccd, by special party decisior-rs, concrete measures were also taken
rvhich helped greatly to revitalize our cdu-

cational thinking from the year

7967

cducation as well as of marxist critical ana-

onward. Such mcasures we1'e the decision

lysis of all our expericnce of socialist
education in general. At this stage, our
educational science, as a creative process,
not only acquires oliginal features bttt
also plays a vanguard role in solving the
fundamental ideological and educationa

to publish the newspaper "Mdsuesi- (the
teacher) in September 7967, as lvell as
the creation of the Institute of Schocl Studies and Publications in April 1965.
The years 7967-65 onward have been
characterized by a perceptible revitalization of our educational thinking, and by
efforts to so ve, in original ways, man1,
current problems in education, to extend
scientific, experimental work in the field
of education, to implement the mass line
in scientific educational work. and to distlibute on a largJe scale our original edu-

p,loblems which are connected with the developnrent and complete consolidation of
thc socialist education svstem, and the
revolutionisation of content and method.
What are the essential features of this
new stage in the development of our
education?

Under the present conditjons

of

the

cational publications.
This was the period when, in our countrv, a great public debate was held on problems of the new teaching programmes,
current questions of the comnrunist education of our school youth, methods of teaching and education, and snecial problems

fierce struggle between Marxism-Leninism
on tbe one hand, and the bourgeois ideologv and modern revisionism, on the other
hand. under the co,nditions when socia{ist
education in a number of countries where
the state power was usurped by the revi
sionists is movins toward boutgeois deoe-

The first

neration, the problem of the struggle
against bourgeois and revisionist views in
education acsuires great importance in
order to carry the socialist revolution

concerninq separate subjects.

scientific educatio,nal session, organized in

March 1963, the Nationa'1 Conference on
oducative .,tork with the scho,ol yotrth, also
in 7963, the rational seminar on problems
of the methods of teaching and education,
etc., served as forums to promote our scientific tlrinking i,n the field of ed,rcation.
implementino the line of the masses. Du-

ring this peliod special attention was

also

in the party documents,
the ma'terials of the popular debate and

Along with this,

our studics, particularly in recent years, a
series of new cducational problems were
set out which pave the way for the complote consolidation of socialist education,

and ale connected with the educational
system, the improvernent of the compulsoly B-year schooling, the strcnSythening of

The further revolutionisation of education marks the bcginning of the period
for the complete consolidation of socialist cducation in our country, as well a.s of
the strugglc to carry the socialist revclution thlough in the field of education.
Fer our educational science, this is the
period in which we pose for solution and
u'ork on many new problems in the theory
of the complete consolidation of socialist

work, in the field of education. Calrying
out the tasks set by the histolic 6th Ccrngress of the Party in the daily work of out
,schoo1s, the need for such studies and

TODAY

through in education.
Preciselv for this reason, our Partv has
set. as a fundamental task in educational
theory, the struggle we must wage to
refute bourgeois conccpts about the school,
rvhich still exert influence on its practice.

the ideological axis

in

the whole

of

the

teaching and educative work of the school,
in the subjects of Marxism-Leninism and
tl're humanities in general, the connection
of study with productive work, the physi-

cal and military training of the younger
generation, the posing lhe prr:blem of polytechnical cducation in the current cond'itions of cducation here, the methocls of teaching ancl educating, etc.
The ncw educational pro61ems, which
have increased at this stage, concern:
First, the re-examination of the eutirc
platforrn of educationl scicnce, which must
not be limited, as heretofore, mainly to
the problens of the regular schools, where

the younger generation studies and
educated. Her.e

is

in fact we have to do with

a new and higher stage of the dcvelopment of the educational policy of the
party, which finds expression in the demand f or the total socialist democratisation of education, as a condition for thc
complete construction of the socialist society, and the triumph of the socialist revolution in both the economic field and
tbc field of ideology and cultur.e.
This will be achieved, as was pointed
out at the Bth Plenum of the CC of the
Party, through tbe effective establishment

of the contlol of the rvorking class, the
broad labouring masses of town and countryside, over all the work of the schools.
The exercise of worker contro is decisive
in preserving our schools and our school
vouth from any danger of revisionist and
bourgeois degeneration, and making our
schools a centre of the levolutionary tempering of the younger generation. The
concrete ways to attain this aim are the
establishing of worker control over the
school in various forms, and opening all
schools to the workers and all the working
people, giving a mass character to education. "Thus, we will be able to educate
our whole people and youth, our workers
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and cooperativists, who, in the immediate
futur:e, must have a general, technical and
professional education which is sufficient
to promote our socialist economy and cu1ture*.
Second, our Party makes a contributiorr
to the development of Marxist-Leninist re-

volutionary education with

comrade

Enver Hoxha's thesis on the allround ideo-

logical strengthening

of education, the

elaboration of a new, up-to-date concept
of the essence of communist education
and a complete system of the ways and
means to further strengthen the Marxist-

Leninlst ideological axis

in the whole

content and method of the socialist school'
Thus, it is obvio'us ,that trnder the present conditions of the complete construction of socialist society and the fierce
struggle against the ideology of imperia-

lism and modern revisionism, political
education and the ideological formation of
the younger generation acquires absolute

priority over all the other aspects of comrnunist education. More than anything
else, our people today are required to ha-

ve political loyalty and ideological clarity. Bload general culture has no value
without political and ideologicatr formation
and tempering. Here in essence we have
an idea which enriches and lays down
in a new light our classical concept of
commnnist cducation: Certainly, all the
aspects of the allround dcvelopment are
of decisive impo::tance in forrning the new

man, but above all priority is given to
ideological formation and political loyalty,
which set the tone for all the aspects of
communist education, mental development,
ethical education. acsthetic folmation, etc.

This thesis is iu open opposition

to

[he

views of revisionist pedagogy which trumpets and sings praises to the onesided developnrent of the n-rind, 16 ,pure knowledge", to the closed temple of science for
the chosen. In practice these theses of revisionist pedagogy have brought about
great confusion in Soviet educationai science, and have concentrated it on the {moclernization, of the proglamnres and texts,

at a time wlrcn the spirit of bourgeois
degeneration has penetrated into the
schools. In fact we have here an open
effort by revisionist pedagogy to detach
youth from life and from class struggle.
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Third, the merit of our Party is that
for the first time, it is actually solving
what Lenin called an ideal of the future

with passivity and mechanical role lear'ning by the pupil, with the very perceptible detachment of teaching theory from

society, the unity of study with productive
work and, parallel with this, the engaging
of education on a coulsc of its cornplete
polytechnisation, while solving the pro-

the research work and productive work of
the pupils.
On the other hand, as regards the pro-

blem of the physical and military prepalation of the younger generation, in conformity with the condltions of the imperialist-revisionist encirclement

of

oLlr

so-

cialist homeland.
uOur new education*, says the lepol't to
the Bth Plenum, .must have as the basis
of its entire teaching and educative work
the triangle of study-productive work-phy-

sical and military education. . . The integration of study with productive work and
physical and military education must be

first and foremost, as a question of world outlook, with an essentially
ideologica,l and political character. Only
on this basis will our new people be able
to learn, work and defend their homeland and at the same, to assimilate these
considered,

three necessary qualities and put them at
the service of our struggle for the complete construction of

the

socialist societyn.

Fourth, our Party once more reaffirmed,
under new conditions, that the most ap-

propriate method of teaching and educating is that which, para11e1 with study, is
based on the revolutionary practice of 1ife,
on the living experience of the working
masses, on productive work. Speaking of
these ploblems, comrade Enver Hoxha raised in a new light the problem of the revo-

lutionisation of teacher-pupil relations, and
of perfecting the methods of teaching and
cducating. His ,thesis, that "teachi-ng in the
classroom must not have as its object the

study of definitions, for it would then be
an entirely formal verbai thing. . . The de-

finitions must be complemented for the
pupil or student with concrete questions,
given to them by their research and its

in productive work,s opetls a
w.ide, concrete hor.izon to our ed,uca'tional
theory which must I'e-examine with a clitical eye many obsolete ru1es, methods and
forms of organisation of the teaching process, which has hept the latter closely
connected with the four walls of the
class-room, with the teacher's verbalising,
application

blem of drawing the school youth into thc
revolutionary practice of life and the need
fol active participation in all the social,
political, ideological, productive and other
spheres of life for tempering in the scl-rool
of life, as one of the ways to education
ideologically, our Party makes a great contribution to the theoly of education, in
orcler to detach this important branch of
educational science from its age-o1d verbalism and formalism. Summing up the

long experience of Party work with the
youth, one clearly sees the great impoltance of undertaking, as a basic method, to

involve the youth into the revolutionaly
practice of life, as a fundamental method
fol their communist education. Our youth,
through their mass undeltakings, are not
just building important economic wolk'
Above, all, mass undertakings serve as a
great school to tempel' the younger generation, and educate it wlth correct con'
cepts about work, they serve to instil in the
youth the spirit of collectivism, struggle
to overcome difficulties, love for their fe11ow creatures, pur:e friendship, and revolutionary determination. Communisl concepts and morality are moulded in work

and life, the petty-bourgeois, patrial'cha1
ar-rd

intellectualist remnants of the past are

cast away and the obso ete barriers of
various artificial distinctions set up by
tlie overthrown idealogies and classes are
rejected. The mass undertaking is a ccncrete area, where the party slogan, "think,
work and live like revolutionaries,, is put

into

practice.

A11 these

featules, taken togeLhcr, coll-

in

themselves an impoltant cotrtritl're development of socialisl
theory on education and schooling, the
communist education of the working peoplc

sLitute

burtion to

and the younger generation, and of the
fulther deepening of the ideological and
cultulal revolution. T1-rey co,nstitute at Ihe

same time a firm foundation, a s'trong
ideological and theoritical basis, for pro-

moting our revolutionary

educational
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THE IIFE

0r rlrE
COU$IIRV
COMMU]IIOUE OlI IHE MEETIHG
0r IHE 5lh PIENUIvI 0F
IHE CETIIRA1 COMMIIIEE
OF IHE PlA
THE sTH PLENUM OF THE CENTRAT COMMITTEE OF THE PtA
coNvENED ON JULY 2s AND 26,1s74, UNDER THE CHATRMANSHTP
OF THE FIRST SECRETARY OF THE CENTRAI, COMMITTEE,
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA. THE PTENUM EXAMINED THE REPOR.T
OF THE POLITICAT BUREAU ON THE PROBLEM OF' FURTHER.
STRENGTHENING THE DEFENCE OF THE COUNTRY, IT EXTENSIVEIY DISCUSSED IT, AND ADOPTED THE APPROPRIATE MEASURES.
AT THE END OF THE MEETiNG, AN IMPORTANT SPEECH WAS
DELIVERED BY THE FIRST SECRETARY OF THE CENTRAI. COMMITTEE OF THE PLA, COMBADE ENVER HOXHA.

TROM IHE slh PI.EHUM
OF IHE CEIIIRA1 COMhTIIIEE
OT T1IE PTA

firono,

llly 26,l0ll

On October 6, 1974, in the atmosphere of an unprecedented joy,
enthusiasm and mobilisation which
has burst forth throughout the coun-

BRIllIAlII

try in honour of the glorious 30th
anniversary of the liberation of the
Flomeland and of the triumph of the
people's revolution, the Albanian
people once more manifested theit
great love for the Party of Labour
and the people's power, crowning
with full success the great political
action of the elections of the deputies to the highest staEe organ, the

OII IHEIR
IRIUMPHA}II SOCIAIISI ROAD

OT IHE

UCIORY

AIBA]IIAN

PEOP1E

I(l(l PER CE]II OT IHE EI.ECIORS IOOK

PARI

!1I IHE UOIIIIG.
IOll PER CE]II OF EIECIOR' UOIED
People's Assembly.
A great inspiration and a high oP- FOR IHE CA]IDIDAIES OF IHE DETOCRATIC FROIIT
timism were aroused in all the work- TOR DEPUTIES TO THE PEOPI.E'S ASSEMBTY
ing people of socialist Albania during the campaign of the elections by
the programmatic speech of comrade Enver Hoxha delivered at the
meeting with the electors of his pre-

Communique ol lhe Cenlrol Commission on lhe linol rerulls ol
the eledions ol lhe depulies t0 lhe People's Assembly
ol the 8th legislolure

cinct.

The Central Election Commission,
after having examined all the materials of the elections, noticed that
the elections for dePuties to the
People's Assembly in all the Polling booths, both at home and abroad,
both at our diplomatic representations and our ships which were on
sail, were held in conformitY with
the Constitution of the People's Re"
public of Albania and the law "on the
elections to the People's Assembly'.
From the examination of the minutes it follows:
A total number of. 7,248,530 electors have been enrolled in the lists
of the electors of the 250 precincts.
1,248,530 electors, equal with 100
per cent of the number of electors,
took part in voting for the deputies
to the People's Assembly of the People's Republic of Albania.
1,248,528 electors, equal with 100
per cent of all those who took part
in voting voted for the candidates of
the Albanian Democratic Front in
the 250 precincts, because on the basis of the article 38 of the lsqz ron
elections to the People's Assembly,,

2 voting bulletins were found worthless.

The participation in voting and
the results achieved in the elections
of October 6 are another great poli-

tical victory, a brilliant manifestation of the steel-like moral-political
unity of our people in the Democratic Front united to a man round the
Party of Labour of Albania with the
beloved leader and teacher of
our Party and people, comrade
Enver Hoxha at the head.
The October 6 elections still more
strengthened the people's porver, the
dictatorship of the proletariat in our
country, raised still high the struggle
of our people for the country's so.
cialist construction, for the strengthening of the defencive potential of
the Homeland, further enhanced the

revolutionary vigilance against the
imperialist-revisionist activity and
all the other enemies of our Party
and people.

The October 6 elections manifes-

ted with a new brilliancy

the

strength of our socialist democracy,

of the dernocracy of the people in
power, who, under the leadership
of the Party, directly take part in
running the country and the construction of the new socialist life.
The October 6 elections further
consolidated the victories achieved
in the great work for the construction of socialism. They are an expression of the firm determination
of our people to follow and irnplement through to the end the Marxist-Leninist line of the Party of Labour of Albania. Voting for the best
sons and daughters, our people
voted for their happy socialist future.

Based on the records of the precincts, on the basis of the article 15
of the law on the elections to the
People's Assembly, the Central Election Commission decided to enroll
as elected deputies to the People's

Assembly and to send to the Credentials Commission of the People's
Assembly the records of the elections
for 250 deputies to the People's
Assembly of the P.R. of Albania.

Grophic cycle:
nALBANIAN wOrtAH FOR FREEDOT AffD
by paintar Sqfo Morko.
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25Th AIITIIUERSARY
OT IHE PROC1AMAIIOII
OT IHE P.R. OT CHIIIA
The 25th anniversarlr of the proclamartion rof the Feople''s Bepublic of China
was joyfr.r'11y celeblated in rthe P.R of
Albania. Everywhere, in wolk and produotion centres, culturral and educa'tional

construction of the five-year plau projects.
The speech on the occasion was delivered
by the member of the Political Bureau of
the Party Central Committee and Presi'
dent of the Central Council of the Trade

ilnstitutions, agricultural cooperatives and

military uniits numerous activilties were
carried out devoted,to rthi,s importanrt

Unions Rita Marko.
Ambassador Liu Chen Hua also took
the floor.
In the evening of September 30 the
ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary of the People's Republic of China
to the People's Republic of Albania Liu
Chen Hua gave a reception in the ,Dajti,
hote1. Present at the reception were the
First Secretary of the Central Committee
of the PLA Envel Hoxha, the President of
the Plesidium of lhe People's Assembly
Haxhi Lleshi, the Cha"ilman of rthe Council
of Ministers of the People's Republic of
Albania Mehmet Shehu and other Party

event.

In rthe evening of Seprtember 28, the

Cen-

tlal Commi,ttee of the Party ,s1 Laboul of
Albania, the Council of Ministels of the
People's Republic of Albania and the Tirana district Party Committee organized
a festive meeting ln ,the Opera and Balle!
Theatre hall.

Attending the meeting wele workers
from rt,ork and prodr.r,ctioD centres and
various instittutions of the Capital; cooperaLrtivists,

young men and young wolren,

sclvicenen, represen,ta,tives of mass olga-

and State leaders.
During the reception, which passed ir

nisa tions.

Present were also )the member of the
Political Bureau of the Party Central
Commi,ttee a,nd Chairman of ithe Counci]
of Ministers of the People's Bepublic oI
Albania Mel-rmet Shehu, and other Party

and State leaders. Presenrt were also

a very cordial and fr:iendly atmosphere,
cornrade Liu Chen Hua and comlade
Mehmet Shehu delivered speeches.
On the occasion of the glorious jubilee
of the 25th annlvcrsaly of the People's Republic of China the cotnlades

the

ambassador extraordinary and plenipolten-

tiary of the People's Republic of China
to lhe People's Republic of Albania Liu
Chen Hua, other embassy officials and
Chinese specialists who are helping in the

Enver Hoxha, Haxhi Lleshi and Mehmet
Shehu sent a message of congratulations
to the comrades Mao Tse-tung, Tung Pi

Wu, Chou Teh, Chou En Lai.

A DEI.EGAIIOII
OI I]IE REPUB1IC
OT SOUTH UIEI}IAM
At the invitation of the Presidium of
the People's Assembly of the People's Republic of Albania and of the Council ,of
Ministers of the People's Republic of ,A,1bania, a delegation of the Republic of
South Vietnam, headed by Mr, Nguyen
Huu Tho, president of the Presidium of
the Central Committee of the National

IN A1BA]IIA

Front for Liberation of South Vietnam and
chairman of the Advisory Council of the
Provisional Revolutionary Government of
the Republic of South Vietnam, paid an

official friendly visit to the People's Reof Albania from September 76-20,

public
7974.

During their stay

in

Albania the dele-

gation of the Republic of South Vietnam
visited various work and production centres, agricultural cooperatives and cultural
institutions in the city of Tirana and the
district of Durrds, and became directly
;rcquainted with the great constltlctive
work and the successes achieved by the

working

c1ass,

the

labouring peasantry

and peopie's intelligentsia in the struggle
for the building of socialism and the
defence of the gains of the people's revolution in Albania' The respected friends
from South Vietnam were everywhere
extended a warm and fraternal welcome'
which is an eloquent expression of the
profound friendship and powerful feelings
of militant solidarity the Albanian people
nouri,sh for the fr:ater'na1 peo'p1'e of South
Vietnam and their heroic people's armed
forces. The delegation of the Republic
of South Vietnam expressed cordial thanks

for the warm welcome accorded to

them

First SecretarY of the Centlal
of the PartY of Labour of

Commlttee

Albania and President of ,the

eneral

G

This September, like every other, throttghout the country, the doors of thousan'ds

of

schools of

all

categories open, and one-

third of lhe country's population flows
into them; at this time, the difference
between now and 30 years ago, when a1most 90 per cent of the entire population
was illiterate, becomes even clearer'

Little children, young boys and

young

girls, and older persons who study while
continuing at work, are all going to school
today. Thus, they begin to study, from
their ABC up to learning about the buil-

ding and operation of electronic
ters, the atom and neutrons'

of the Bepublic of South Vietnam, headed
by the President of the Presidium of thc
Centlal Committee of lhe National Front
for Liberation of South Vietnam and

of the Advisory Council of thc
Provisional Revolutionary Government of
the Republic of South Victnarn Mr' Nguyen
Huu Tho, and held with them a cordial
talk in a very warm fraternal atmosphere'
The Plesident of the Presidium of the

Chairman

People's Assembly

of thc People's

Repu-

blic of Aibania, Haxhi Lleshi, and the
Chairman of the Council of Ministers of

the People's Republic of Albania, Mehmet
Shehu, hetrd talks with the President of
the Presidium of the Central Committee

of the National Front for Liberation

South Vietnam and Chairman

of

of the Advi-

sory Council of the Provisi'ona1 Revolutionary Covernment of the Republic of

Mr. Nguyen Huu Tho' At
these talks, which passed in a coldial
friendly and mutual understanding al-

South Vietnam

in Albania.

The

of the Democratic Front of

Albania, Enver Hoxha, received the delegation

Council

compu-

Today, some 550,000 pupils started 1essons ful1 time in the B-year schools. These
are the younger generation of our country and none of them stays out of school
today. This category of school will be attended also by near'1y 40,000 workers,
who w111 take Part time courses.
The number of PuPils who attend secondary schools of genera1 or vocationa-l
education has also increased from year to
year. The fu11 time secondary schools of
general education alone will be attended
by some 25,000 pupils, and vocational secondary schools by 33,000 pupils. There
is now a greater attendance of vocational

mosphere, both sides informed each othe::

and
exchanged opinions about the strengthen-

of the situation in the two countries

ing of the relations of friendship and fraternal collaboration between the Peopie's
Republic of Albania a'nd the Republic of
Sourh Vietnam, as well as aboul various
ploblems interesting both sides'

At the end a joint cornmunique was
signed by which both sides express their'
conviction that the official fliendly visit

of the delegation of the Republic of South
Vietnam, headed by Mr" Nguyen Huu Tho'

Plesident of the Presidium of the Central Committee of the National Front ior
Liberation of South Vietnam and Chairman

of the Advisory Council of the Provi
sional Revolutionary Government of thc
Republic of South Vietnam, to the

and the Republic of South Viet-

:t"*10"","

IHE NEW SCTIOO!. YEAR
secondary schools by workers aud cooperativists, which shows lhat they are gain-

weapon, knowledge, to
their determination to advance our pro-

ing a powelful

duction and science.
The working class, in struggle

to

put

lnto practice the teachings of the Party'
just as in every field of its activity, so in
the problems of education, too, is providing an example in strengthening proletarian discipline aud deepening democracy.

The number of stu'dents who wil'1 fo1low fu1,l ,time and part time courses at
Tilana University; ils subsidiaries, and

of the country is
3,435 students will this year'

other hig}rer schools
enormous.

begin their studies in various branches of
our higher schools, and about 1,500 othels,

also f or the f irst time, are taking part
time higher courses.
The great armY of teachers, which
amounts to over 30,000 has bee'n joined
this year by 1,700 more. Better conditions
have been created for the pupils in this

new school Year,

In all the countrY's

Peo-

ple's Republic of Albania, which cotrcluded with fu11 success, is a new contribution to the stlengthening of the friendship and militant solidarity between the
Albanian people and the people of South
Vietnam, between the People's Republic

schools there

BEGITIS

are now wolkrooms

and

bases for productive work, and tbey have

been equipped with laboratories and
other teaching aids. There will be better
conditions this year too in the establish-

ments where teac-ring takes place' In the
village schools alone over 700 new class
rooms have been built and put into operation. Better preparations have been made for sports grounds and military training glouncls, Progress has been made too'

lncreasing the number of textbooks
compiled according to the orientations of
the Bth Plenum of the Central Committee
of the Party. A11 this will help in integrating more correctly the three components
of Albanian educatiou: Study-plcductive
work-physical and nrilitary training'
About 3.000 students and 150 lecturers
frotr-r 5 facullies of the University of Tilana began this academic year with work

in

04 one of the compone'nts of the revolutionary triangle of our neu' education'
productive work. They have left for tbe

youth undertaking, the Fier-Ballsh railway
construction site.

T[ AA,
T}IE I"O EtY CAPITAT
OF
SABR' PILKAT'

0n llovemher l7 il will be
30 yeors since the
doy liroRo wos liberoted.
This qrticle tells
whot Tirons wos in the
post ond how it hqs been
tronsformed ond
Ilourished under
the people's revolutionory
sociolist powet.

$& CIAIIST

AIBA

I

TIBANA, THE MAIN POLITICAL, BCONOMIC AND CULTUBAL CENTRE OF THE
IS A NEW CITY IN COMPARISON WITH TIIE
OTHEB CITIES oF o{JR CoUNTRY, SUCH AS SHKoDBA, DURRES, BERAT, ETC.,
WHICH HAVE A HISTORY MORE THAN 2,OOO YEARS OLD.
VARIOUS LEGENDS EXIST ABOUT THE BACKGBOUND OT' THE NAME AND
FOUNDING OF THE CITY OF TIRANA, WRITTEN BY ALBANIAN AND FOBEIGN
PEOPLE'S BEPUBLIC OF ALBANIA,

AUTIIORS. ACCOBDII\G TO MOST OF THESE LEGENDS OF THE PEOPLE, BEFORE THE
XVTH CENTUBY, BETWEEN THE SAUK, FARKE AND DAJTI HILLS ON THE ONE SIDE,
AND THE ETILLS OF KR,UJA, ISHMI AND PBEZA ON THE OTHER, THERE LAY THE
PLAIN AND A VILI,AGE CALLED TIRANA. THE NAME OF TIBANA, AS IT IS CALLED
TODAY, IS MENTIOI\ED IN MANY LEGENDS WHICH ABE CONI'{ECTED WITII THE
HEROIC STRUGGLE OF THE ALBANIAN PEOPLE UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF THE
NATIONAL HERO GJERGJ KASTRIOTI.SKENDEBBEJ. BUT AS A TOWN, TIRANA WAS
FOUNDED IN 1614.
The developtnent of Tilana as a city
During the Tulkish occupation the inhawas influenced not only by its surroun- bitants of Tirana staged continuous upri-

ding land, which is suitable for agriculture, but also by the fact that Tirana
was since that ,time crossed by transport
routes for the caravans; it connected
the coastal areas with the legions ,of
Dibra, Mati, and Shkodra, with Elbasan,
Ohri and Manastir. From that time too
dates the development of trade and handicrafts. In the second half of the l8th century Tirana was trading not only with the
other cities of Albania but also with Venice.
Historical evidence shows that in 7877 Airana had 8,000 to 10,000 inhabitants.
Tirana claimed disLinction particularly
for the production of silk and silk fabrics,
and the production of olive oil.
SABRI PILKATI

-

economist, uice chaitman of the Executiue Committee ol the
People's CounciL ot Tirana.

sings against the Turks and 1ocal feudals.
In 1908, at a meeting of the Tirana patriots, it was decided lhat the teaching of
the Albanian language should be introdu-

ced in all the schools of the city and
the "Bashkimi- club was founded to ser'
ve the Albanian national cause' In 7912,
the inhabitants of Tirana formed two
groups of insur.gents, who fought against
the Turkish army. From 7972 lo 1979, Airana fell three times under the domination of the Serbian army, once under 'the
Austro-Hungarian occupation and twice

under the Italian occupation.

On February 9,7920, lhe Lushnja Congress proclaimed Tirana for the first time

to be the Capital of Albania. After
this Tirana began to develop more rapidly.

In 7920 Tirana had 15,000 to 20,000 inhabitants, and in 1938 it had 33,000 inhabitants. But until 7938, in the economic
field, the small-sca1e production of private craftsmen and sma1l private traders
was prevalent in Tirana. Only in 7927 was
ther.e set up the first power station of
1,150 hp. There was a brick works, a ciga-

rette factory, a few oil and soap workshops, a small radio station, a few ,sma11
printing establishments, an ice works and
a joinery. This was ,the entire industry
of the city which was created over the 14
years of the monarchic Zog regime.
Since Tirana had been proclaimed the
Capital of Albania, the country's reactionary elements were gathered here, and

high government positions, but
para11e1 with them, the most progressive
elements also began to arrive. Thr,rs Tiraoccupied

na became the main centre where the political struggle for the overthrow of the

rule of beys was intensified, more than
anywhere else. By the years 7920-7924 the
progressive democratic organisation ;Ba-

shkimi,, created by ,{vni Rustemi, had the
support and sympathy of the broad masses of the people. In 7926 the tailor workers and h 7929 the joiner workers formed the first societies of a trade union
character, and over the years 1930-1940
the worker movement in Tirana began

growing rapidly. Great assistance was
given to this movement by the communists Ali K€imendi, oemal Stafa, Vasil
Shanto, and others, who cariied out broad

activity for the otganization of the workers and youth of the city. The leader

of our

people' and Party, 'comrade
Enver Hoxha, carried out a great deal
of activity- in Tirarla. This city was the

first to rise against the preparation for
the Italian occupation on the part of
Ahmet Zog, and in 1939 great demonstrations broke out. Hundreds of volunteers
enrolled to fight against fascism in Du-

rrds.

,But they were betrayod by the
Zog government, which hid the weapons
and vehicles from them.

During the nazi-fascist occupation, the

the founding of the Albanian Communist Party in Tirana on Novetnber 8,1941.
On everv Aprtl 7, May 1 and November
28, days connected with historic events,
under the leadership of the communists,
thousands of people poured into the
streets of the capital to express their ha-

cotnmemorative

the enemy. In November 27,7947, the first

ry activity of the

shots of the guerilla war were heard in
the streets of the city of Tirana. On May
5, August 16 and October 70 of 1942, the
communists and heroes of the people
Oemal Stafa, Misto Mame and Vojo Kushi

ration found Tirana heavily damaged, as
a result of the destruction caused by the
invaders and traitors to the country'
But whlle one could still see the destroyed nazi bunkers, in the squares and

fell heroically. Immediateiy after the
forming of the party, the first partisan

the streets of Tirana, when the materials
of the barricades were still heaped up
on the streets and pavements, when one
could still almost sme11 the smoke and
gunpowder, the citizens of free Tirana set
about the reconstruction work, and in

units were formed it Peza, Dajti and Petrela. Thousands of people left Tirana [o
f il1 the ranks of the partisan army. In
some brigades, as in the 2nd, 3rd, 22nd
and 23rd, most of the partisans were
inhabitants of Tirana.
The fascist and nazi invaders, in collaboration with the traitorous organisations
of the "Ba1li KombEtar, and "Legaliteti,,
resorted to terror and massacres in o'rder'
to extinguish the liberation struggle. But

they did not achieve their aim.

In september 1.944 the General Staff of
the National Liberation Army charged the
first Shock Division of the National Liberation Army, commanded by comrade
Mehmet Shehu, to liberate Tirana. After
19 days of heroic, bloody fighting, from
street to street and house to house, on
November 77, 7944, Tirana, the capital of

for all
from the nazi invaders and the blood-

Albania, was liberated once and

thirsty local beys and agas.
On Novembet 28, 1944

the

people's

democratic government of Albania, headed
by comrade Enver Hoxha, was definitely
established in Tirana.

In those glorious days of the struggle
for liberation, partisans and people fought
shoulder to shoulder in the streets, squares and houses of Aiana, as a new and
powerful expression of the great support

reign

Every street and 1ane, everY house,
garden and square of Thana, was involved io that great epic of liberation, in

But the national liberation struggle
a new and glorious stage with

full of

tred against the invader, and their solidarity with the antifascist camp, clashing with
th,e army, the carabinieri and the police of

the partis,an army always had from the
masses of the people, and the popular

entered

ranks. The city is

plaques, statues and monuments, because
from November 7947 on, it became the

city of leaflets and of the ardent propagation of the line of the national liberation struggle, the city of demonstrations
and bold actions of the guerrilla units,
the city of the artillery shelling of the
traitorous assembly and the revolutiona-

people of Tirana never interrupled the
struggls f or the liberation of the homeland. In November 28, 7939 the filst mass
demonstration broke out against the fooccupation.

which Tirana stood always on the front

character

of our struggle, led by

the

party.

communist ce1ls'

struggle with the difficulties

of

tr-ibe-

growth,

and forging ahead, particularly those created by the imperialists, chauvinists, revi
sionists and 1ocal reaction, they reaped

brilliant victories. This was another heroic
epic, no less glorious than that of the na-

tional liberation'struggle.
In these post-liberation years. Tirana
go[ to know many things ,for the first time, in its history, because Tirana was the
only capital in Europe that had never
heard the whistle of a locomotive' It had

a capital without a university,
without an opera and ballet theatre,
been

a mua
without
film
studio,
seum, without a
acade'
or
laboratory
scientific research
without

a

drama theatre, without

my of sciences,
Tirana is a very significant indication
of the magnificent work the Party has
done over these 30 years of liberation, for

the transformation of the economy,

edu-

cation and culture in our country. Instead
of small, primitive workshops, Tirana today has flourishing and developing modern combines, plants and factories. Several years igo, in the field of industry,
Tirana boasted the *Enver,' plant and the

,Stalin, textile combine, but today there

have risen along'side them dozens of
other factories and plants, such as the
Triictor Plant, the "Ali Kelmendi, food
combine, the meat combine, the ,Josif
Pashko, building materials combine, the
.Misto Mame* timber processing combine,
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the bread factory, the glass works, the
ceramic works, the *Dinamo., "Dajti,,

"Partizani* and "Trana,' plants and do-

of other new

faclories.
1938, the industrjal
production of Tirana has increased over
65 times. It now repres,ents about 21 per
zens

In

comparison

with

cent of the Republic's total industrial pro-

duction. Tirana ranks first in all the districts of the Republic in the engineering,
building materials, glass, ceramics, timber,
printing, and light industries,

Tirana now produces electrical

and

Over these 30 years of people's power

TODAY

there has been a perceptible increase in
Tirana's capacity in the field of construction work, transport and communication,

day a heroic working class, and a people's
intelligentsia very closely connected with
the party and the interests of the people.
The life and activity of our working class

the extension and modernisation of the
trade network, and in health and various

and of all our working people preserves
the spirit of the barricades, the spirit of

other municipai services.
In addition to the great industrial projects and the cultural ones such as the big
palace of culture, the ,New Albania, film
studio, the sanatorium, the "Partizani" sta-

the people's revolution, the spirit of

dium, and the central army

barracks,

dozens more establishments adorn our ca-

pital.

In

the

party.

As for our entire country, a brilliant
future lies in ,store for Tirana. Great developments lie ahead for Tirana's engineering industry. Besides the extension, lo
almost three times its size, of the ,Trak-

and

new apartments, asphalted
roads, parks, gardens and hundreds of
a

tori, plant, the "Enver, plant wili be
extended to four times jts pres€nt capacity. Almost all the plants in the district
will undergo complete or partial recon-

celain products, kitchen utensils, pharma-

mo.dest pride in several things: its population uses the water of mountain springs

struction. Many of the new sectors created
under the current five-year plan, such as

other motors, cranes and excavators, turbines and soldering apparatus, steel tubes

transformers, fabrics, ready-made
clothing and shoes, ti1es, bricks and panes, foodstuffs, furniture, glass and porceuticals, cosmetics and hundreds of other
items.

Profound general transformations, incornparable with the past, have taken p1ace over these 30 years ,ln the villages
around Tirana, too which formerly were
characterized by great economic and cul-

tural

backwar.dness.

The cultivated land area has reached so
far about 29,000 hectares as a,gainst 13,000
hectares in 1938, The Tirana district has
an area of 7,700 hectares planted in vineyards, as against 24heclares in 1938; it
has now approximately the area of vineyards which the whole of Albania had in
1938. The number of fruit trees and olive
trees has increased fr.om year to year.
In the Tirana area, too, socialist farming
is proceeding toward complete mechanization. Tirana has today over 600 of 15 HP
tractors as against 1 tractor before the liberation. There have been seb up modern

poultry farms and greenhouses which, together with a whole system of agricultural
farms and cooperatives, supply the capital
regularly with fresh vegetables.
In these recent years, in agricultural
entei'prises and cooperatives over 1000
auxiliary services have been set up, such

as production workshops, crdches

an.d

kindergartens, dining hal1s, bakeries, public bathhouses, laundries, etc., which have
helped to, raise the cultural standards of
the peasantry.

Tirana there have been built

about 25,000

service establishments. Tirana can take

as drinking water, It is considered to be
one of the European capital cities with
the largest green area, and from the eco.
logical view point is one of the cleanest
cities in the world. Tirana consumes today
85 times more electric power and is supplied with 40 times more drinking water
than in 1938. The trade network has extended to the remotest villages in the district.
Par,ticular attenlion is paid to the protection and improvement of the health of
the people. Today Tirana has 22 health
institutions with 3,500 beds, 10 general
clinics and 6 dental clinics. In the Tiraa1one, there are 3 hospitals,
8 maternity homes, 8 sma11 dental clinics
and 44 outpatient clinics.

na villages

Tirana is today the greatest cultural and
educational centre in the country. In the
current school year, ovel' 90,000 pupils

and students are studying in

day

those for produation of electric motors,
moulds and iastruments, agricultural machines, equipment and tools, boilers and
trailers, metal-cutting and processing machines, eic., will be greatly extended, or'
else separate plants will go up. The range
of production of our engineering industry
will show great increases partlcularly in
the production of machines, equipment
and spare parts.
Great development will take place also
in food-processing and light industry. The
extension of the "Stalin, textile combine,
the construction of the printing plant, the
extension of the ,Partizani,, "Tirana, and

"Dajti" plants,

the electro

engineering

plant, and the furniture factory, the cons-

truction of the tomato concentrate and
fruit juice factory, the extended production of ready-made clothing, sugar, ve-

and

1ours, cosmetics, pharmaceutical products,

evening schools in Tirana, and over 4,000
teachers and lecturers work in them. One
out of three people living in the Tirana
area attends school. Over 12,000 students
fo11ow their studies in 70 subjects at the
State University of Tirana, the higher Agri
cultural Institute, the Institute of Arts and
the Physical Cultule Institute.
The thirty years of the people's power
were years in which the new men were
tempered in tireless and persistent efforts

washing machines and refrigerators, the
match factory, etc., are only ,some of the
new projects which will be added to our

on the front of production, building construction and creative work. We have to-

food-processing and

light industry in

the

coming years.
Red Tirana, Tirana of the partizan barricades, is meeting the 30th anniversary of

its liberation and that of the homeland
with a rich balance sheet of successes and
a joyful heart, with firm confidence and
the unfailing resolution to march together
with our people towar.ds the happy future, on the road of the Party.
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THE HEGEMONISTIC AIMS OF THE SUPERPOWERS
UNDERLIE "EUROPEAN SECUR,ITY"
"ZERI

I

P1PULLIT-, organ oI the C.C. o! the P.L.A.

The proceedings of the second
stage of the conference on {Eu-

in contrast with
these principles and carry out
dertake actions

and

ropean security and collabora-

diversive political

tion, in Geneva have been suspended. The various agencies

matic actions, combined with de-

point out that the

lvas

postponed

conference

until

Autum
.without achieving the important
results which were expected at
this stage of the talks.. Thus, the
wishes of the Soviet social impe-

rialists that the second

stage

should end as soon as possible

and the third and final

stage

be convened in summer

this
year, were not realized, nor were
their efforts to achieve this suc-

cessful. Over more than 27
months of discussions, the main
problems set by the organizers
have not been solved.

The Party of Labour of Alba-

nia and the Govemment of

the

People's Republic of Albania
have long said that, under the
guise of 'European security',
there is being concocted a plot
of great proportions, the dangerous consequences of which
will not be slow in coming to

light. At the

"Conference of
European security, the United
States of America and the Soviet Union speak of building relations between states in Europe

on the principles of

indepen-

dence, sovereign equality, nonuse of force, etc., but they un-

monstrations

of

f

diPlo-

orce.

The creation of the dangerous
in Cyprus is a direct

situation

consequence of the hegemonistic
po icy long pursued by the two

in the Middle
and the Mediterranean, and in
particular in its eastern Paat.
The United States of America
and the Soviet Union, as two
imperialist powers, in the frasuperpowers

East

mework of rivalry and struggle
to divide zones of influence and
to secure superiority with regard to one another, ignoring
the sovereign rights of the Peoples, make great efforts to occupy key strategic positions and
military bases in the Mediterranean area, in order to main-

tain their fleets there.

These

events and facfs clearlY reveal
the false and decePtive character
of the imperialist-revisionist

propaganda. Now, when it is
clearly seen that the conference on socalled European secu-

rity has entered the road

of

failures, and when, as a result

of the aggressive actions of the

two

superporyvers, tension in

Europe and the world has further increased, the revisionist
propaganrla sPreads inventions

about the successes al1eged1y
achieved in ta1ks, and about the
orelaxaticrr

of tension' on

the

European continent.

But in reality .the Conference
on European securitY and co1-

laboration, has nothing in
common with true securitY and
collaboration. Europe can never
be secure as long as the aggres-

sive blocs of NATO and

the

Warsaw TreatY remain intact,

their military bases are

main-

tained, they do not put an end
to the presence of foreign armed
forces on the territories of so-

me

European countries, and

nothing changes in the aims and
hegemonistic policies of the two
superpowers. In EuroPe, Peace

and stability, likewise cannot
be guaranteed as long as the
two superpowers maintain their
warships and military bases in
the Mediterranean basin, and
as long as in the Middle East
and other areas of the world,
a tense situation continues to
exist. It is for these reasons that
,,the People's Republic of Albaniau, as comrade Enver Hoxha
has said, 'is opposed to this

socalled European securitY, in as-

it consi,ders it to be
European s'lavery, a suPPression
of freedom and democracY, and
the independence of the European peoples, by the great immuch as
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perialist powers and by all tho-

se capitalist groupings which
are in power in other countries
of Europe, and which blindly
follow this criminal activity.

The socalled "European

securi-

ty*, under the patronage of the
two great imperialist superpo-

wers, the United States of America and the Soviet revisionists,

TODAY

aims at placing Europe in their
power and at the same time

giving a free hand to the two
to dominate the

superpowers
world,.

t
A SURE DEFENDER OF THE REVOLUTION AND SOCIALISM
The whole Albanian press published editotials hailing
lhe 47th anniuersaty of the creation ol the glorious Chinese people's Liberation army.
The article in the newspapet ilLUFTETARIil,
organ of the Ministry ol the People's Delence, under the aboue heading reads:

The creation

of the

Chinese

People's Liberation Army is a
monumental deed of the Communist Party of China and of

Chairman Mao Tse-tung. Ihe
Party has always been and re-

in command of it, It has
led it with wisdom and maturity, on the basis of the premains

cepts of

Marxism-Leninism,
from victory to victory. Issuing
from the fold of the people and
guided by the teachings of the

Party and Chairman Mao Tsetung, the Chinese people's Liberation Army has grown and
tempered itself as a revolutionary army of the new type, in

the crucible of the legendary
battles for national and social
liberation as well as

for

the

defence and strengthening of
the dictatorship of the proleta-

riat in new

People's China. Dur-

ing its whole legendary struggle
against the forces of Japanese
militarism, US imperialism, the
Chiang Kai Shek reactionaries

and

all other

enemies,

it

has

creatively and successfully put

into practice the precepts of
Marxism-Lenlnism on revolution

ration Army has destroyed with

and armed uprising, and the
requirements of the revolutionary military art in the concrete conditions of its country.
Over the years of the people's power, the Chinese people's Liberation Army, always
1ed with farsightedness by the

plans and aggressive acts inspired or directly undertaken by

an iron fist the

conspiracies,

the US imperialists and their
allies the Soviet social imperia1ists, it accomplished a lofty
inlernationalist duty in giving
great aid to the Korean people to
defend the Democratic people's
Bepublic of Korea from US im-

Communist Party with Chairman
Mao Tse-tung at the head, has
further enriched and developed
its brilliant, revolutionary fight-

perialist aggression. A brilliant
testimony to its proletarian cha-

ing traditions. Always united
with the people like flesh to
bone, it has wi:rked and fought

leds loyalty to its socialist homeland and the people, as well

shoulder to shoulder with them

strength and vitality, was seen
in its active participation in and
outstanding contribution to the

for the

oonstruction

and

the

of socialism, making an
outstanding contribution to the
victories and achievements registered in all fields. It has
steadily raised the level of its
allround political and combat
preparedness, and it has become
a sLeel-like bulwark of its sodefence

cialist homeland. Standing guard

over the gains of the revolution, the Chinese People's Libe-

racter, firm devotion and bound-

as an excellent proof of

its

great proletarian cultural
volution, initiated and led

reby
per-

Chairman Mao Tse-tung in
son, for the consolidation of the
dictatorship of the proletariat in
the People's Republic of China,
and the victory of the line of

the Communist Party against
the line of the renegade Liu
Shao Chi clique and the consis-
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tent revolutiorrary stand of ihis
army l\ras also seen in the movement to criticisc Lin Piao and
Confucius.

The Albanian pecple anei their

alny, educated by the Party
of Labour of Aibania anC comrade Enver Hoxha with the spirit of proietarian internatic;',a1ism, have always foilowed with

interest the outstanding
ses

succes-

and victories of the 800 mi1-

lion strong Chinese peopie and
iheir army. Their successes and
victories have gladdened and

insprred our people and el'my

volution on a world scaie. That
is u'hy they feel respect, adnliration and sincere friendsLip

and Chairman Mao Tse-tung,
because it has been built on
the steel-like foundations of
1\{arxism-teninism, because it is
continually strengthened and
cleveloped in the comrron strugg1e, and shoulder to shoulder
on the same fronts, against US

for the

Chinese pe<lple and their

imperialism, Soviet social impe-

glorious army. Our friendship

rialism and all the reaciionaries, in the joint efforts to defend ihe cause of the progressive peopies, socialism, and the
world revolution.

have consider:ed them as
their own successes and victories, ard those of a,11 the peoples, of socialism and the rew1-ro

is evet-lasting because it l-ras
been forged by our MalxistLeninist panties and by our great

leaders, comrade Enver Hcxha

il

SIX YEARS A.FTEB TIIE BAEBAROUS AGGRESSION
BY THE SOVIET SOCIAI, IMPERIALTSTS AGA.NNST
CZECIIOSLOVAKIA
,BASHKIMI,, centua1. organ ol the Demouatic Ftotlt oi Albania

Six yeals have elapsed since
the fascist occupation cf Czechoslovachia by the tloops of
Lhe Soviet social irnperialists,
a,nd these six yeals have broughL
the Czechoslcvak peopie many
suiferings and misf ortunes.
Their coulr,try is occupied. In
the poliiical fie1d, the cliqr-re
in power carries ,out what Moscow decides. what is ordel'ed
by the headquarters of the Soviet occupation 'tlnits, the Soviet embassy in Prague or the
other representations of lyloscow
which wear the disguise of inLernational institutions, such as
the Warsaw Treaty, etc. On
htloscow's order numerous purges have been calried out in
Czechoslovakia ,so far, for the

,,consolidation 'and stabiiizatiou

oI public order", the

commu-

nisrts and real patriots are pellsecuLed. Also recently, a series
of laws and measures have been
approved in Czechoslovakia

which give broader
ces

competen-

to the police organs to

ma-

ke house

iural changes have been made
in order to fit production to
the necds of the Soviet occllpationists. For example, the en-

ti:'e urarrium industly is in the
hands of thc Soviets. The Mcscow chieftains exploit Czechoslovak pr:oductive capacities, and

searches, checks, perseclltions and arrests.

the technical and

In the econotnic f ield Czechoslovakia's bosses carry out
neocolonialist plans worked out
in the Planning Committee of
the Soviet Union. Today in Cze'
choslovakia there is almost no
economic branch that does not

in order to obtain products
wirich will go to the Soviet
Union. According to official data. nost of the Czechoslovak
materials imported by the Soviet Union consist of minerals
and fuels. These minerals are
processed in Czechoslovak plants
and factories, and as readymade products, a e sent to the
Soviet Union. Eighty per cent

worl( for the Soviet metropolis.
Indeed, in the Czechoslovak economy as a whole and in some

individual branches of it, struc-

technological

atrilities of its working people,
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of the goods Czechoslovakia
expor,ts to the Soviet Union is
machinery and equipment used
for the industrialisation of the
Soviet Union, at a 'time when

in

Czechoslovakia thei'e is a
shortage cf such machinery
and equipment. Thus, doring
the current year, Czechoslovakia

will

receive fi:om rthe Soviet
Union 6.4 million tons of iron
ore, but it must return to the
Soviet Union 50 per cent of the
equiprnent produced

by

proces-

sing this metal, such as

looo-

n-rotives, r'o11ed n-reta1s, inland
vessels and other goods produced with the Soviet raw materials. Thus, thlough the ,,price
scissorso, the Moscow chieftains
cut at the Czechoslovak working

people. The Soviet Union ge,ts
machinery and equipment from
Czechoslovakia at prices which

noeds, has done great harrn to
the Czechoslovak people.
,{t the same time the Moscow

have compelled Czechoslovakia to contribute colossal sums to set up various
plojects on the territory of th,e
S,oviet Union. On the basis of
cl'r.ief[alns

the 1966 agreement aione, the
Soviet Union got from Czechoslcvakia variolrs goods ,to the
value of 4 billion cr,owns, in the
form of cledit for the ,exploitaiion of siberia's Tiumen oi1. It
has got billions more fol the
*Dtuzhba" (friendship) oil pipe-

TODAY

the case at the offices of the
Soviet civil air line which were
destroyed
ef f

of

orts

in

Prague. A11 the

the Husak clique to

make the Czechoslovak people
,friendly' toward the occupiels
have failed. The various lleasures this clique has undertaken to

stabilize the situation, and the

in this direction, have not yielded results.

broad carnpaigns

The

occupation

of

Czechos-

lovakia brings gr.eat shame

on

the Soviet social imperialists.
But at the same titne it is a
warning to a1l those who love

line (although the greatest quantities of oil go through it to

in the world

the Federal Republic of

Ger-

to US imperialism, there has for

many and other western countries), the gas ,pipeline, anC the
asbestos combin,e

yea.rs been ano,ther enemy operaLing who is just as dangerous,
aggressive and savage, another

Czechoslovakia, but bhe Czechos-

dependence

in Kiembaj.
Sovie,t troops have occupied

fleedom and independence, that

enemy

arena,

in

addition

of the fleedo,m and

in-

Soviet Union compels Czechos-

occupiers

lovakia to develop those economic branches in which the So-

boycotting everything bearing

of 'the ,peop1es, oppressive and explo'iting, occupationist and colonialist -' Soviet
social impe::ia1ism. Therefore,
they must be vigilant, not to

the Russian trademark, to

allow this sworn enemy to ,tram-

vie,t economy is interested, and

lating ihc Soviet selvicemen and
civilians serving in Czechoslo-

p1e on

vakia and destroying the buildings where tliey work, as was

freedom, independence, national

are 15-38 per cent lower ihan
those of the world market. The

this orientation of the econoiny to produce according to So-

viet needs, not the

national

lovak people have not

sub-

mitted. They have resisted the

in various ways

from
iso-

the peoples and the things

they hold most sacred, their
dignity and destiny.

n

IDEOI,OGICAI, DIVERSIONI
AIMS ^/TT DISRUPTING AND SUBVERTING TIIE YOUTH
,ZERI

I

POPULLIT,

Towalds the beginning ,of ihe

sixties, there lvas an upsurigc
in the stluggle of youth in the

capitalist rvorld. This fact

is

with the increase of
the opposition and revolt by
connected

youth against exploihation and
the aggressive policy of imperialism. The general opposition
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of youth goes as far as rebellion and revolutiona.ry actions,

magogy. The propaganda of the

as

in the youth and s,tudent movcmenL in 1968. Concerning

dent litelature and art, films,

lhese

radio and televisio,n, and the
omnipr.esent adverti,sing of
5Joods, do,es ils best to convince

moveme'nts, comrade
Enver Hoxha has pointed out

that ,at the fo'Lrndation of the
stttdenrt and youth problem in
genelal, in the capitalist countri'es, there is the cause of revolution, the violent overthrow
cf thc power of the bourgeoisi.e
which is rthe source of all their
rnisf ortunes,.

The political struggle of the
youth compelled the bourgeoisie more intensively to put into
action against the younger generation its main wea,pon, ideological diversion, which has
principal aims: First, by means

of

social d,emagogy, to spread
among the ranks of the yo'uth
sccial and political indifferentisn-r,

in order to

achie.re the
spiritual enslavement ,of the
younger generation. Second, to
spread ideological confusion, so
that the opposition and revolt
of y.outh against the capitalist
system will not be channeled in

an organized political direction.

In this way, the irrperialist

bourgeoisie seeks ,to split the
youth, so as to rnake it easier
to subvert them and place them
a,t the service of its antipopu-

lar policy and

,exparnsionist

plans.

The social demagogy

of

the

a general aim,
at the younger gener,ation first since, because of
their na;ture and lack of experience iin l,ife, they can more
easily be affected by this de_

bourgeois state, such as deca-

people that capitalisrn has chan-

1974
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ancl Lhe progreissive yo'u,fh. A
gencral pclitical strike is considered by the Trotskyists as
the only form of carrying out
the rev,olution, thereby negating
the other, higher forms of revolutionary s,truggle. Anarchist

the 'eNploitation of man by man

tendencies are revived in particular at the most intense pe.
rio,ds of the struggle of the

has allegedly disaopeared, that

youth. They deny the necessity

the antagonistic classes are now
disappearing, that ,the consumer society* has created wellbeing and abundance for all
men, tha,t educatio,n has taken
o,n a rnass character, and other
nonsens.e. The bourgeoisie aims,

for a vanguard panty ,in the revolution and the state in general. One feature of the Trotskyist trend in the youth and
student movement is phraseoloSy, which co'nsiders the in-

ged i,ts nature and tras becoms ,people's capitalism,, where

through ,the n,power of things-,

to enslave souls of people.
In the field of politics, they
seek to befuddle the youth by
means of bourgeois ufreedom,
and udemocracy,'. These are pu-

rely dernagogic slogans which
serve to extend ideol,ogical
chaos and political anarchy. The

powel of capital a1trows just so
much freedom as will no,t endanger its existence; when it
feels itself in danger, it resorts
to force of arms, paves the way

pu'tel1eotuals, the studenrts and
the
of
pils as the leading core
the
of
revolutionary movement

In general, the socalled
,leftist, trends have no organisational unity among them, but in

masses.

practice, by sabotaging the Progressive movement of Youth, they

directly serve the bourgeoisie.
Particulally gr"eat service is
lendered 'to the bourgeoisi,e bY

the modern revisi,onists, who
have become its co,llaborators ,in
spreading ideo ogical confusion
in

rthe ranks

of the

yo rth. TheY

for the fascist forces, as in
Chile in Seplember 7973, o,r rc-

often help the repressive aPParatus of the bourgeoisi,e to di-

vives the fascis,t e,lements,

vert the revolutionarY

for

as

,instance rin Italy.

of tendencies and

po,l,itical

in the fold of rthe youth
a view to disorientating and disrupting it.

trends

but it

movem,ent, wirth

The anarchists launch

sl,ogans

which curb rthe revolutio,nary
movement

actious

of youth from political demands,

The power of capital encourages, and frequently even finance,s, the spreading of all kinds

bourgeoisie has
arims

(r8r,

of the working

class

or directly to
This

,irs

sabo,tage them'
how the Fnench revisio-

nists acted du,ring the

studen,t

France in MaYcalled on the
1968.
They
June
rebelling students to give uP
their political demands and conmovement

in

fine their struggle to "trade
union rights,' and "reforms of
the educational sYstem,, without
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breaking out of the bourgeois
framework. Ttre Spa.nish r.evi,sionists ,are

trying to channel
the stluggle of the Jiouth and
sludents toward the "democratlsatiou, of the fascist Franco
regime. The undermining aclivity of ,the revisionist parties
in many countries of the capitalist world has o.penly come
out against the use of violence
by youth and students, defending in this way the polrzer of
the bo,ulgeoisie. The modern

::e-

visionists have transfor.med
themselves into social-deinocratic type

saboteur.s

of the struggle

of youth.
But however hard the bourgeois,ie and its servants may
try, thr.ough social demagogyr

or by spreading ideoloEical confusion, they will be unable to
divorce the progressive youth

TODAY

ever more active role is being
played by the Malxist-Leninist

of the capitalist countries from

parties. They are rallying around
them br,oad nrasses of young

the worklng

pecple

c1ass.

The objecti-

ve conditions of bourgcois

so-

ciety urge youth and the

masses

of students increasingly

to unile

by means of meetings,
the press and other forms, ihey
.ideologically instructthe worker
and studer:t youth, they fight

with the struggle of the working
The youth strugg'le is norr'
assuming a markedly polirtical
character. This is proved by the
struggle cf the Span,ish youtl-r
against fascism in power, that
by the Iialian y.outh against the

against revisionist, anarch,ist and
Trotskyist concepts, they show
youth ihe true revohltionary
road and they lead them on this
road. For the progiessive youth
in cap.italist countries blre revo-

revival of fascism, the

protest

singly attractive fo,rce, and this

demo:rstrations and marches of
the American youth agai.nst the

licy of US imperialism, etc. In

must be so because, as comrade
Enver Hoxha ha,s said, *the tendency of present day world developrrent is toward revolution

this revolutionary movement, an

and the triumph of socialism,.

c1ass.

hegemonistic an.d aggressive po-

lution is becoming an

increa-

E

THE FASCIST PINOCIIET CTIQUE
IVTAKES HASTE TO REWABD ITS AMEEICAN BOSSES
-BASHKIMI-

It is almost eleven months
since the Chilean fascisit junta
carr"ied out the militar.y coup,
and the situation in Chiie remains tense. In order to suppress
fhe resistance of the people, the
military junta is continually

exercising violence, terror and
mass arrests. Over 65,000 peopie have been arlested in Chile
since the military coup d'6tat.
Mo,re .then 10,000 of them are
sti1l held in terr.ible conditio,ns

in the jails or
camps spread

concentration

than 9 months, the fascist regime increased military expendilure mcre than 5 times ove:.,
and envisages increasing it sli1l
more. The Pinochet junta now
majnia,ins a'r1 army o! more
than 500,000 soldiers, noL counting thousands of agents and
spies ,of the secr.et police. The
Pinochet clique is defraying the-

se colossal expendiLtures with
the aid granted to it mainly
by US im,oerialism. lVithin a few
months it has received more
than 900 million do,llars in the

all over the counIn 1ess" form of loans or

'.r'y, even oD the islands.

credits.

On the otl-rer hand
make,s haste

gartors and bosses,

nues

Pinochet

to rewat'd his insti-

and conti-

to reLurn the

faotories,

banks, mines aird la.nds expro-

priated by tlie Allencle govern-

to the capita-list owners,
land piopr,ietors and foreign
monopol5r companies. In Santiago, it was announced tha,t the
men,t

junta w,oul'd pay the ,Anaconda, Copper mining concern 253
million dollars as iicompensatio,n" for the losses this ra-ronopoly suffered as a result of the
natio,nalisation of its two bran-
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ches under the Aliende Covernment. ,Anaconda* will receive

65 millio,n dollars in cash and
188 m,il1io,n more within 10

good,s

plice index rose by

86.91

per cent. The prices of mass consumer go,ods such as bread,

flour, oil, butter, sugar,

and

years, wirth interesl. The ,Andes

medicines, have been raised bY

Copper Mining Company' will
be given 44 million do11ars, and

up to 30 times over.
This is the reality in Chile,
which the jun,ta of the fascist
generals is trying to conceal bY

the "Chile Exploration'

compa-

ny 15 mil,lion dollals.

This ,,compensatiotr, of US
monopolies is done at a time
when the Chi'lean eco,nomy is in
the glip of a dccp c,risis. Since
September

last year, the

cost

of living has incr.eased by

64

per cent. The official s,tatistics
published recently admit that
in ,the first four mon,ths of the
current year, the consumer

nrunerous demagogical staternen'ts about the alleged "good
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hunger and povertY, and the
anli-national poLicy of the Pinocheb junta, through struggle in

the most cliverse forms, uP to
armed resistance. Although strikes by the workers have been
banned, since the advent to
power of the fasois,t Pinochet
jun,ta, the workers of various
sectors of the eoonomy have
atgan'ized more than 150 large'

prospects, of Chile and about
the socalled changes in the Present sirtuation. Bes,ide the demagogy, savage oppression, terror and violence continue. But
the Chilean people, the labotrr-

scale stt:ikes, in addition to demonstrati,ons and numerous c1a-

masses of Chile, are respo,nding to the fasai,st violence,

tional rindependence an,cl social
progfess.

ing

with almy and Police for'
ces. Savage violence has not
conquer€d the Chilean PeoPle's
aspirations to freedom, real nashe,s

6

THE REVTSIONIST BOURGEOISIE _
OWNER OF THE MEANS OF PRODUCTION
,ZERI

I

POPULLIT,

The ideological

cou11ter1'evD-

and the usulpation of political power by tl-re revisionist
traitors in the Soviet Union and
lu,bio,n

in so,me other countries of
Eastern Europe h,as inevitablY
brought about profound changes
in eco,nomic retrabions.
In thes,e co,urnrbries, social ownersh,ip over t'he means of
procluction has been eliminate'd
and ,Lhe relations oi ploduction
have Jcgen,erated. ExtelnallY,

property in the revisionist countries has preserved the fotm of
sbate property, it is Presented
by ,the rulers of these countlies
as ,,socialist property" and in

this framework previous orga'

nisational forms have been maintarined. But this does not alter
the fact of its capitalis,t degeneration,

Tlre new beurgeoisi,e, thror-rgh
the measures carried out on the
basis of the numerous economic
refolms, have bro,ught about a
sittuation

in which the

workers

and other working people

be dismissed, punished,

can

fined

and persecuted according to the
will of bhe managers, who itrave
w,on unl,imited rights, like the

of capitalist coun,tries.
Al,tho,ugh creating marterial

bosses

goods, the workers and peasants

ale at the bolLom of bhe list
when iir is a quesbio,n of ful'

filling their immediarte

needs for

housing, he,atrth insliLutions, Preschool institutions, etc,

Although the Soviet revisionisL's

claim that there are

no

unemployed in the Soviot Union,
it fo1,llows from various f igtrres ftrat millions of PeoPle are
in fact jobless. In MaY last Year
the newsPaPer ,Trud, was coill-

pel1ed

to admit that about 6

nrillion able-bodied persons {are

not in work relationsn. Unemployment ris offioi,ally admitted
in Poland and tlungarY. Masses of ruined peasar,ts, in search
of better working and living

condirtions, abandon their ho'
mes. In Poland the ruine'd Pea-

62.5
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of lhe
unenlployecl,
Sucrr a s,L'luailotr i:as iavoure,ci

sanis sweiL lhe arrny

an assi,stanit in a lowlevel insli-

ihe oonortions in wirlch

'times larger than the wage of
a worker. The salaries of the

arbitrary

t.he rrew

all sori;s oi
measures in order to

bourgeoi,s,ie

take

rnaKe as much prof,it as possible
irom Lhe workrrng peopie.
rhc oegeuera.ron oI owner-shrp

over the means of productiort

iu

,tJrese cou,r,tries

has ilevila-

biy tred to the <iegeneration of
dislribuhor. Lerun has s.Lresseq
lhat the soclailst state musL
defend equali,ty in ihe d.istribuLjon of produc[s, and exercise
oonitrol over the rate of work
and 'the rate of consumptron.
The modern revisionists have
vioiated ihiis principle they have destloyed not only socialist
social property, but also distri-

to the socia"io everyone
according lo his wolk, from
bubion, according
principtres of

list

everyone accold,ing ,to lris abilities". As a result, we have today a m.arked property diffe-

tute receives a salary over

leaders

of the party, state,

10

eco-

nomic and other organs, at district level, and up are dozens

of times larger. In addition

to
t1".eir salaries Ihey also recejve
up to 7 supplemen,tary payouts
annually in the form of rewards,

and they have great privileges.
Some

time ago it became kr:,own

TODAY

January 1 this year, private jndividuals owned ov,er 70 miJlio,n
tread of livestocl<. They contribute 65 p,er cent of ;the production of po,tatoes, 40 per cent
of vegetables and abo'ut 50 per
cent of eggs. To transpor,t theil
goods to private markets they
use trains and erren planes. The
statte has given private owners

several million hectares of
In Poland 85 per cent
of the farrn land is in private

1and.

ihat the

hands.

have to work for about

confrol a large part of the food
supply to the population. In Buigaria the privatg owners jn the

So',ziet Minister of Cu1ture Furtseva, had built herself
e. r,i11a worth 170.000 dollars,
a rank and file worker would
200

to earn this !
Thus, in the revisionist coun'tries, the capitalist state sector
is prevalent. The new bourqeoisie uses ,t re s,tate machine to
increase its capitalist riohes and
profits, as the so,le owner of
ihe principa.l means. The same
thing occurs in the other sectors
where specia,l groups of men in
collective f,arms, cooperaLives
and various unions wantonly
-vears

In Hungary private

ownel's

coun,tryside are favoured with
bank credits.
The private sector is also developing in tourism. According
to the Soviet press, on the Suk-

hum coast of the Black Sea, the
private sector has as many places for tourists as the state sec-

exploit the bro,ad working masses, with ,the allround aid of the
police machi,ne of the state. A1-

to,r. In Poland, Bu,Tgaria, Cze:hoslovak:a and Hungary private people earn large sums
frcm tourism. To these murst be
added those people who, under
the guise of workshops and
even factories which are for.-

of the working people,
enriiches its,elf, and leads a
dissotrute 1ife. The revision,ist
bourgeo'is, according to their

though these sectors

ma11y dependent

their essence is the same as that
of the equivalent seotors in ca-

farms or coop,e.ratives, carry out
brcad private aotivities. In the
Soviet Union alone, there are

hierarchic leve1, receive salaries
and remunerations dozens of times higher ithan the wages of
the rank-and-fi1e workers. Nu-

pita,list countries"

250.000 such workshops and en-

Anorther econromic sector
which was r,evived in r.ecent
years in the revisionist coun-

lerprises, employing abcut 1.5
million pecple and turning oui

mero,us conditions have been
created for them to enlich themselves through vat'ioLls plivileges. For instance, iirn the Soviet

tries is tk,e private-capitalist sector. This sec,tor has a strong position in agriculture, trade, tou-

b1es.

the new revisionist bourgeoisie and the
broad labouring nlasses. The
rern,biation between

.6,1ite.

of the revisionist

appropriates the results

soci,e,ty

of

the

labour

Union

a low rank manager

or'

preseuve

their external socialist form,

rism, hand.icrafits, etc. Accor.ding
rLo off,icial Soviet startistics, on

on

collectrve

production worth 7.5 biltio,n ruFor the rank and file workers
of th,e Soviet Union and the
cther revisionist counLtries, the
iveight of explo..ita[ion is nc
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lighter no matter whether

the

eXpensp

of others, and on

the

exploiter hides behind the nask

other we have lhe workels, who

cf the,state of
p1e', or o.f ,socialist property',
or openly comes ottt as a Private owner, In bo,th cases, on
the one hand we have the exploiter, who owns the means
of production, decides upon
evelything, and gets rich at the

ate compelled to sell their

the enL:re peo-

strength to the revisionist exploi-

ters, to the new bourgeoisie
which is as savage and insatiable as the old one. With the
liquidation of socialist ownelship ,over ithe means of Production in these countries, the
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exploitation of man bY man was
reestabli,shed.

The wo,rking c ass in the revisionist countries does not reconcile itself with this situation,
it will rise in resolute struggle
and go into battle to overthrow
the power of the revisionist bour-

geoisie and restore the dictatorship of the proletariat.

B

}{IXON'S DEPAETUBE
A SERIOUS EXPOSUBE- FOR THE US RULING CLASS
,ZERI I POP{JLLIT"

Seriously exposed

befone

American and world public opi-

nion, abandoned ,even by

his

closest collaborators, Nixon was
compelled at last to tender his re-

signation from the presidency.
Nixon's downfall is a lreavy
blow for US imperialism and
for po,litical morality a,nd the
customs of governing the country. The false facade of Ame-

rican democracy has

s,uff

ered

another shock.
The Watergate scanda , i,n itself is really an o,rdinary event
in Amerircan 1ife, which is fami iar with crimes, mulders,

lobberies, spying on t1-re critizens, listening in to oonversaiions, etc., it is ,the offspring of
the capitalist system itself, of
oppression and exptroitation. But
the fact is thart this scandal, in
which the president himself was
invo,lved, stil,l more clearly sho-

wed the rottenness and deep
crisis of that oppressive and

exploiting system where criminals and swindlers rutre, where
larv of the 'jungle, and .business morality* operate.

Nixon's rule

in the

White

House srhowed tihat he served
to the end the A,merican bourgeojsie a,nd the big monopoly
groir.rps. He pursued a reaotionary and antip,opular PolicY,
and did his utmost to shift the
burden of lhe crisis wh,ich has

uS imperialism onto
the rank and file workers of
gripped

Arnerica; under him, inflation

to an astronomical figure,
as did prices and .taxes, and
the monopofies secured faburose

1o'us

profits at a time when

lornic difficulties,

eco-

unemploy-

ment, etc., weigh so heavily on
the working masses of the USA.
At the same time, Nixon has
ul1lized the method of oppression and reprisals to defeat the
class struggle of ,the American
workers and progressive forces.

Nixon served the big US imPe-

rialist bcurgeoisie with loYaltY
and zeal in the field of foreigu
policy too. Eare;ly has any Presiden,t p ayed the role of a demagogue as he did, to advertise

of peace,
his hated

1:imself as the man

and

to

acoomplish

mission as an international gen-

'darme,

in

defence

of the p:ie-

datory interests of US imPeria1ism. He waved the olive branch

and spouted bombastic slogans
about the relaxation of tension
ar-rd the estabtrishme,nt of Peace
in the wor1d, yet on his order
American planes kiLled Vietnamese men, women and children,
they razed to the ground houses,
scho'o'1s and hosPitals in Hanoi
and Haiphong and rthey reduoed
to ashes towns and villages in
Laos and Cambodia. The ill-fa-

med doctr'ine of setting the
Indochinese against the Indochinese bears Nixon's nan-re. His
administralion, i:n order to rea-
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lize the neocolonialist ains of
the USA in tflre Middle East,

of US imperialism, Nixon worked hard for rappi'ochement and

tation, freedom and

has maintained a heavily almed
Israe and has set it against the

collaboration with the Soviet so-

bourgeoi,sie seeks to deceive the
American people in genera , thus
praaLicing i,ts familiar tactics to
continue and perpetuate its do-

Arab peoples, aga,inst

their

fleodom and independence.
Wherever there ds oppression

and exploitation,

co,nspiracies

and aggression, the hand of US
imperialism can be seen. Nixon
has always been a supporter of

the darkest forces of

reaction
admi-

and neocoloniali'sm. His

nistrati,on is the main inciter and

organizer of the military coup
in Chile, which toppled the 1awful government of that country
and established ,the savage fascist Pinochet legime. He has
rvorked tirelessly ,to prop up thc

puppet r.egimes

of

Thieu, Lol

" Park Chung Hee, etc. Mole
than any o,ther US president,
Nixon distingui,shed himself with
his zeal to maintain and fu,rther
extend ne,ocolonialism, to carry
No

cial imper.ialis,ts. He and Brezhnev conclu'ded a seiies of agreements and concocted new plobs
agai,ns,t the fr,eedom ancl independence

The

of ,the peoples.

agreements concluded

between Nixon and Brezhnev,
and the rivalry between the two
sllperpowers

to extend their do-

rnination over the whole wor'ld,
which now has been intensified,

are the main causes of increases

in inrternational tension and

demo,cracy

exist. Under ithls guise,

the

mination.

It is clear to the American
to all the peoples

people and

of the wor1d, that irrespective of
who co,mes and goes in he
White I{ouse as presirdent, nothing changes the fact that the

big monopoly bourgeoisie r"ule's;
according to iits interests and
the situatio r, i't makes sure to

the quarrels and conflicts existing in many regions of tIe
world today. With Nixon's rerroval 'from the US presidency,

have as chief executive its rnost

Rlezhn,ev oses a vety close part-

sidents, as experience confirms,

ner in his poli,cy of rapproche-

have continued to use, through
various methods and tactics, the

ment and counterrevolutionary
collabolation with US imperia-

tlusted men from one of the
two boulgeois palties, Republicall or Democrat. The US pre-

same policy; rthat

of

oppression
and

lism.

and exploitation a,t home,

out expansion, and to plunder
and exploit the national riches

It is true that Nixon has encrgetically and oya11y served the
interests of US imperialism. But

road. After Nixon's forced resignartion, the presidenti,al chair

of the

desp,ite

developing co.rntlies.
Under his rule, capital flowed

faster than ever outside the borders of the USA. Nixon did his
utmost lto preserve and str.engthen the domination of US im-

perialism over the European
allies, by means of ,tigh,ten'iarg
the screwso. He also took special carre to strengthen the
aggr.essive blocs directed by
Washington.

During his s,tay in the Whi e
I{ouse, implemenLi,ng the counterlevotrtionary 91obal

stra,tegy

PHOTOS: P.
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this, he was removed
from the presidential post, at
a time when he was exposed
and discred,ited tto such an
extent tha.t he was no longer in

a position to perform his function as representative and de-

of tihe interests of the
monopolies. Presid,en,t Nixon's removal, and his replaceme,nt with Ford, may be ,explo,ited by the American bourgeoisie to create the false impression
Lhat in the America of savage
capitalist oppressi,oin and exploif

ender

big

expansion and aggression ab-

rvas occupied by his substitute,
Gerald Ford who did not fai
to sing praises to his bankrupt
chief, rto form his new government with leading members of
the N,ixon team, and to state
in a televis'ed speech that he
will conti,nlre Nixon's pol.icy,

This once more shows that
US rimperialism rnay chan,ge its
Ieaders, buit even after ttris iit
tem,ains ,the ,same: an oppressor
and aggressor and a savage ene-

my of the fr,eedorn anal independence of the peoples.
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Various aspects lrom production
centres in the socialist homeland.
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On September 2nd, schools opened throughout Albania
and some 600.000 pupils and students began their studies, which is equal to halt ol the
population Albania had belore liberation. In the photo: A group ol pupils in a school manilestation in Tirana-

Albania
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